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Foreword

On April 26, 1994, an Airbus A300-600 operated by China Airlines crashed at Nagoya,
Japan, killing 264 passengers and flightcrew members. Contributing to the accident were
conflicting actions taken by the flightcrew and the airplane's autopilot. The crash
provided a stark example ofhow a breakdown inthe flightcrew/automation interface can
affect flight safety. Although this particular accident involved an A300-600, other
accidents, incidents, and safety indicators demonstrate that this problem isnot confined to
any one airplane type, airplane manufacturer, operator, or geographical region. This point
was tragically demonstrated by the crash ofa Boeing 757 operated by American Airlines
near Cali, Columbia on December 20,1995, and aNovember 12,1995 incident (very
nearly a fatal accident) in which an American Airlines Douglas MD-80 descended below
the minimum descent altitude on approach to Bradley International Airport, CT, clipped
the tops oftrees, and landed short ofthe runway.

As aresult ofthe Nagoya accident, as well as other incidents and accidents that appear to
highlight difficulties in flightcrews interacting with flight deck automation, the FAA's
Transport Airplane Directorate, under the approval ofthe Director, Aircraft Certification
Service, launched astudy to evaluate the flightcrew/flight deck automation interfaces of
current generation transport category airplanes. This report is the culmination ofthat
study.
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This report is the result ofastudy of the interfaces between the flightcrew and the
automated systems on highly automated airplanes. It primarily focuses on the interfaces
that affect flight path management. The report was produced by ateam ofhighly
qualified individuals from the FAA and the European Joint Aviation Authorities, assisted
by expert technical advisors from the Ohio State University, the University ofIllinois,
and the University ofTexas. The co-chairs would like to commend their fellow team '
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Executive Summary

Advances in technology have enabled increasingly sophisticated automation to be
introduced into the flight decks ofmodern airplanes. Generally, this automation was
added to accomplish worthy objectives such as reducing flightcrew workload, adding
additional capability, or increasing fuel economy. To alarge extent, these objectives have
been achieved. Safety also stood to benefit from the increasing amounts ofhighly reliable
automation. Indeed, the current generation ofhighly automated transport category
airplanes has generally demonstrated an improved safety record relative to the previous
generation ofairplanes. Vulnerabilities do exist, though, and further safety improvements
should be made. To provide asafety target to guide the aviation industry, the Secretary of
Transportation and others have expressed the view that the aviation industry should strive
for the goalofzero accidents.

On April 26,1994, an Airbus A300-600 operated by China Airlines crashed at Nagoya,
Japan, killing 264 passengers and flightcrew members. Contributing to the accident were
conflicting actions taken by the flightcrew and the airplane's autopilot The crash
provided astark example ofhow abreakdown in the flightcrew/automation interface can
affect flight safety. Although this particular accident involved an A300-600, other
accidents, incidents, and safety indicators demonstrate that this problem is not confined to
any one airplane type, airplane manufacturer, operator, or geographical region. This point
was tragically demonstrated by the crash ofaBoeing 757 operated by American Airlines
near Call, Columbia on December 20,1995, and aNovember 12,1995 incident (very
nearly afatal accident) in which aAmerican Airlines Douglas MD-80 descended below
the minimum descent altitude on approach to Bradley International Airport, CT, clipped
the tops oftrees, and landed short ofthe runway.

As aresult ofthe Nagoya accident as well as other incidents and accidents that appear to
highlight difficulties in flightcrews interacting with the increasing flight deck automation,
the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) Transport Airplane Directorate, under the '
approval ofthe Director, Aircraft Certification Service, launched astudy to evaluate the
flightcrew/flight deck automation interfaces ofcurrent generation transport category
airplanes. The following airplane types were included inthe evaluation:

Boeing: Models 737/757/767/747-400/777
Airbus: Models A300-600/A310/A320/A330/A340
McDonnell Douglas: Models MD-80/MD-90/MD-11
Fokker: Model F28-0100/-0070

The FAA chartered ahuman factors (HF) team to address these human factors issues,
with representatives from the FAA Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services,
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Joint Aviation Authorities'
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(JAA), assisted by technical advisors from the Ohio State University, the University of
Illinois, and the University ofTexas. The HF Team was asked to identify specific or
generic problems in design, training, flightcrew qualifications, and operations, and to
recommend appropriate means to address these problems. In addition, the HF Team was
specifically directed to identify those concerns that should be the subject ofnew or
revised Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), Advisory Circulars (AC), or policies.

The HF Team relied on readily available information sources, including accident/incident
reports, Aviation Safety Reporting System reports, research reports, and trade and
scientific journals. In addition, meetings were held with operators, manufacturers, pilots'
associations, researchers, and industry organizations to solicit their input Additional
inputs to the HF Team were received from various individuals and organizations
interested in the HF Team's efforts.

When examining the evidence, the HF Team found that traditional methods ofassessing
safety are often insufficient to pinpoint vulnerabilities that may lead to an accident.
Consequentiy, the HF Team examined accident precursors, such as incidents, errors, and
difficulties encountered in operations and training. The HF Team also examined research
studies that were intended to identify issues and improve understanding ofdifficulties
with flightcrew/automation interaction.

In examining flightcrew error, the HF Team recognized that it was necessary to look
beyond the label offlightcrew error to understand why the errors occurred. We looked for
contributing factors from design, training and flightcrew qualification, operations, and
regulatory processes. While the HF Team was chartered primarily to examine the
flightcrew interface to the flight deck systems, we quickly recognized that considering
only the interface would be insufficient to address all ofthe relevant safety concerns.
Therefore, we considered issues more broadly, including issues concerning the
functionality ofthe underlying systems.

From the evidence, the HF Team identified issues that show vulnerabilities in flightcrew
management ofautomation and situation awareness. Issues associated with flightcrew
managementofautomationinclude concernsabout:

• Pilot understanding ofthe automation's capabilities, limitations, modes, and operating
principles and techniques. The HF Team frequently heard about automation
"surprises," where the automation behaved in ways the flightcrew did not expect
"Why did it do that?" "What is it doing now?" and "What will it do next?" were
common questions expressed by flightcrews from operational experience.

• Differing pilot decisions about the appropriate automation level to use or whether to
turn the automation on or <#when they get into unusual or non-normal situations
(e.g., attempted engagement ofthe autopilot during the moments preceding the A310
crash atBucharest). This may also lead to potential mismatches with the
manufacturers' assumptions about how the flightcrew will use the automation.
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Flightcrew situation awareness issues included vulnerabilities in, for example:
• Automation/mode awareness. This was an area where weheard a universal message

ofconcern about each ofthe aircraft in our charter.

• Flight path awareness, including insufficient terrain awareness (sometimes involving
loss ofcontrol orcontrolled flight into terrain) and energy awareness (especially low
energy state).

These vulnerabilities appear to exist to varying degrees across the current fleet of
transport category airplanes inourstudy, regardless of the manufacturer, theoperator, or
whether accidents have occurred ina particular airplane type. Although the Team found
specific issues associated with particular design, operating, and training philosophies, we
consider the generic issues and vulnerabilities tobe a larger threat tosafety, and the most
important and most difficult toaddress. It is this larger pattern that serves asa barrier to
needed improvements tothe current level ofsafety, orcould threaten the current safety
record inthe future aviation environment It isthis larger pattern that needs to be
characterized, understood, and addressed.

In trying to understand this larger pattern, the Team considered itimportant to examine
why these vulnerabilities exist. TheTeam concluded that thevulnerabilities are there
because ofanumber ofinterrelated deficiencies in the current aviation system:
• Insufficient communication and coordination Examples include lack of

communication about in-service experience within and between organizations;
incompatibilities between the air traffic system and airplane capabilities; poor
interfaces between organizations; and lack ofcoordination ofresearch needs and
results between the research community, designers, regulators, and operators.

• Processes used for design, training, and regulatory functions inadequately address
human performance issues As a result, users can be surprised by subtle behavior or
overwhelmed by the complexity embedded in current systems operated within the
current operating environment. Process improvements are needed to provide the
framework for consistent application ofprinciples and methods for eliminating
vulnerabilities indesign, training, and operations.

• ^Sufficient Criteria, methods, and tools for design, training, and evaluation Existing
methods, data, and tools are inadequate to evaluate and resolve many of the important
human performance issues. It isrelatively easy to get agreement that automation
should be human-centered, or that potentially hazardous situations should be avoided;
it is much more difficult to get agreement on how to achieve these objectives.

• Insufficient knowledge and skilk Designers, pilots, operators, regulators, and
researchers do not always possess adequate knowledge and skills incertain areas
related to human performance. It is ofgreat concern to this team that investments
in necessary levels ofhuman expertise are being reduced in response to economic
pressures when two-thirds to three-quarters ofall accidents have flightcrew
error cited as a major factor.
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* faSWfficjeffl Understanding and consi^t-a^n ofciiltnr^ rjifferennes in Hesipn
trammg, operations, arid equation. The aviation community has an inadequate
understanding ofthe influence ofculture and language on flightcrew/automation
interaction. Cultural differences may reflect differences in the country oforigin,
philosophy ofregulators, organizational philosophy, or other factors. There is aneed
to improve the aviation community's understanding and consideration ofthe
implications ofcultural influences on human performance.

Based on our investigations and examination ofthe evidence, these concerns
represent more than aseries ofindividual problems with individual, independent
solutions. These concerns are highly interrelated, and are evidence ofaviation
system problems, not just isolated human or machine errors. Therefore, we need
system solutions, not just point solutions to individual problems. To treat one issue
(or underlying cause) in isolation will ultimately fail to fundamentally increase the
safety ofairplane operations, and may even decrease safety.

The HF Team developed recommendations to address the vulnerabilities and deficiencies
from asystem viewpoint Our consideration ofhuman performance issues, however was
focused primarily on the flightcrew. We did not attempt to address human performance
issues associated with other personnel involved in the aviation system, such as flight
attendants, ground personnel, air traffic services personnel, or maintenance personnel.

Because the system is already very safe, any changes should be made carefully to avoid
detracting from existing safety practices. The Team believes we must improve and
institutionalize:

' ^vestments mpeople (designers, users, evahwtors. and resea^fn) p»—o.^
fhghtcrew training investments should be re-balanced to ensure appropriate coverage
ofautomation issues.

• Processes. It is important to improve how design, training, operations, and
certification are accomplished. For example, regulatory authorities should evaluate
flight deck designs for human performance problems.

• Topi? and methods. New tools and methods need to be developed and existing ones
improved to accompany the process improvements.

• Regulatory Standards. Current standards for type certification and operations have not
kept pace with changes in technology and increased knowledge about human
performance. For example, flightcrew workload is the major human performance
consideration in existing Part 25 regulations; other factors should be evaluated as
well, including the potential for designs to induce human error and reduce flightcrew
situation awareness.

This report contains detailed discussions ofeach vulnerability and deficiency area,
together with the HF Team's recommendations for addressing them, and suggested
approaches for implementing the recommendations. The recommendations are listed
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below. For a more complete understanding ofthe intent behind the recommendation, the
relevant sectionof the reportmust be read in detail.

Measurementof and Incentives for Safety

Recommendation Measures.1• The FAA should:

• Lead the aviation community to use accident precursors increasingly and
consistently as an additional measure of aviation safety;

• Work with industry to establish systems/processes for collecting precursor data
and for tracking the influence ofsystem changes (e.g., design changes, training
changes) on safety; and

• Work with industry to investigate other means ofassessing orcommunicating
safety (e.g., ways ofmeasuring errors intercepted, incidents oraccidents
prevented).

Recommendation Measures-?- Inaccident/incident investigations where human error is
considered apotential factor, the FAA and the National Transportation Safety Board
should thoroughly investigate the factors that contributed to the error, including design,
training, operational procedures, the airspace system, orother factors. The FAA should
encourage other organizations (both domestic and foreign) conducting accident/incident
investigations to do the same. This recommendation should apply to all accident/incident
investigations involving human error, regardless ofwhether theerror isassociated with a
pilot mechanic, air traffic controller, dispatcher, orother participant in the aviation
system.

Recommendation Measures-^- The FAA should explore means to create additional
incentives to improve safety through appropriate design, training, or operational
improvements.

Management of Automation

Recommendation AutomationMgt-1: The FAA should ensure that a uniform set of
information regarding the manufacturers' and operators' automation philosophies is
explicitly conveyed to flightcrews.

Recommendation AutomatjopMgt-?: The FAA should require operators' manuals and
initial/recurrent qualification programs to provide clear and concise guidance on:

• Examples ofcircumstances in which the autopilot should be engaged, disengaged,
orused inamode with greater or lesser authority;
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• The conditions under which the autopilot or autothrottle will or will not engage,
will disengage, orwill revert to another mode; and

• Appropriate combinations ofautomatic and manual flight path control (e g
autothrottle engaged with the autopilot off).

Recommendation AutomationMrt-^: The FAA should initiate areview of the autopilots
on all transport category airplanes to identify the potential for producing hazardous
energy states, excessive pitch or bank angles, subtle departures from the intended flight
path slow-overs, hard-overs, or other undesirable maneuvers. Results ofthis review
should be the basis for initiating appropriate actions, such as design improvements, flight
manual revisions, additional operating limitations, or changes in training programs or
operational procedures. bh ^

Recommendation AutomationMgt-4: The FAA should assure that analyses are conducted
to better understand why flightcrews deviate from procedures, especially when the
procedural deviation contributes to causing or preventing an accident or incident.

Recommendation AmomationMgt-5: The FAA should request industry to take the lead in
developmg design guidelines for the next generation offlight management systems.

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Recommendation SA-1: The FAA should require operators to increase flightcrews'
understanding ofand sensitivity to maintaining situation awareness, particularly:

• Mode and airplane energy awareness issues associated with autoflight systems
(i.c, autopilot autothrottle, flight management system, and fly-by-wire flight
control systems);

• Position awareness with respect to the intended flight path and proximity to
terrain, obstacles, or traffic; and

• Potential causes, flightcrew detection, and recovery from hazardous pitch or bank
angle upsets while under autopilot control (e.g., wake vortex, subtle autopilot
failures, engine failure in cruise, atmospheric turbulence).

Recommendation SA-2: The FAA should require operators' initial and recurrent training
programs as well as appropriate operating manuals to:

• Explicitly address autoflight mode and airplane energy awareness hazards;
• Provide information on the characteristics and principles ofthe autoflight

system's design that have operational safety consequences; and

• Provide training to proficiency ofthe flight management system capabilities to be
used in operations.
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Recommendation SA-3: The FAA should encourage the aviation industry todevelop and
implement new concepts to provide better terrain awareness.

Recommendation SA-4: The FAA and the aviation industry should develop and
implement a plan to transition tostandardized instrument approaches using lateral
navigation (LNAV) and vertical navigation (VNAV) path guidance for three-dimensional
approaches. The use of approaches thatlack vertical path guidance should be minimized
and eventually eliminated.

Recommendation SA-5: The FAA should encourage the exploration, development, and
testing ofnew ideas and approaches for providing effective feedback to theflightcrew to
support error detection and improvedsituationawareness.

Recommendation SA-6: The FAA should encourage standardization, asappropriate, of
automation interface features, such as:

• The location, shape, and direction ofmovement for takeoff/go-around and
autothrottlequick disconnectswitches;

• Autoflight system mode selectors and selector panel layout,

• Autoflight system modes, display symbology, and nomenclature; and

• Flight management system interfaces, data entry conventions, andnomenclature.

Recommendation SA-7: The FAA and the aviation industry should update or develop
new standards and evaluation criteria for information presented to the flightcrew by flight
deck displays and aural advisories (e.g., primary flight displays,
navigation/communication displays, synoptics showing system states).

Recommendation SA-x- The FAA should ensure that flightcrews are educated about
hazardous states ofawareness and the need for countermeasures to maintain vigilance.
TheFAA should encourage operators to:

• Develop operational procedures and strategies to foster attention management
skills with theobjective ofavoiding hazardous states ofawareness; and

• Develop techniques toapply during training to identify and minimize hazardous
states ofawareness.

Recommendation SA-9: The FAA should sponsor research, orassure that research is
accomplished, to develop improved methods for:

• Evaluating designs for susceptibility to hazardous states ofawareness (e.g.,
underload, complacency, absorption); and

• Training to minimize hazardous states ofawareness.
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Communication and Coordination

Recommendation Comm/Coord-1; The FAA should identify existing air traffic
procedures that are incompatible with highly automated airplanes. These incompatible
procedures should be discontinued ormodified assoon as feasible.

Recommendation Comm/ Cpprd-?: The FAA should task an existing advisory group or
ifnecessary, establish anew forum to ensure coordination between the design ofair
traffic procedures and the design and operation ofhighly automated airplanes.

Recommendation Comm/ Coord-^: The FAA should lead an industry-wide effort to share
safety information obtained from in-service data and from difficulties encountered in
training. This effort should be capable ofassisting in the identification and resolution of
problems attributed to flightcrew error.

Recommendation Comro/Coprd-4: The FAA should require operators to have an
appropriate process, with demonstrated effectiveness, for informing flightcrews about
relevant accidents, incidents, in-service problems, and problems encountered in training
that could affect flight safety.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-5: The FAA should encourage the redesign and
modernization ofthe information provided to the flightcrew in notices to airmen
(NOTAMs), charts, approach plates, instrument procedures, meteorological data, etc The
information should be prioritized and highlighted in terms ofurgency and importance
and presented in aclear, well-organized, easy-to-understand format suitable for use with
currentand futureairplanes.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-fi: The FAA should improve and increase interaction
between the Flight Standards and Aircraft Certification Services.

Recommendation Comm/ Ponp*-7- The FAA and industry should improve the
coordination and distribution oftasks undertaken by federal advisory committees and
industry technical committees to reduce overlap and avoid duplication ofeffort.

Recommendation ComnV Coord-8: The FAA should improve communication about
research programs, research results, and advances in technology to appropriate FAA
personnel.

Recommendation Comm/ Coord-0: The FAA should hold research funding sponsors and
researchers accountable for supporting the transfer ofresearch results.

Recommendation Comm/ Cnnrd-lfl- The FAA should assure strategic leadership and
support establishment ofacoordinated research portfolio in aviation human factors on the
national and international levels.
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Processes for Design, Regulatory, and Training Activities

Recommendation Processes-!: The FAA should task an aviation industry working group
to produce aset ofguiding principles for designers to use as arecommended practice in
designing and integrating human-centered flight deck automation.

Recommendation Processes-^: The FAA should establish regulatory and associated
advisory material to require the use ofaflight deck certification review process that
addresses humanperformance considerations.

Recommendation Processes-fr The FAA and the aviation industry should investigate the
use of innovative training tools and methods to expand pertinent safety related knowledge
offlightcrews on acontinuing basis. The FAA and the aviation industry should explore
incentives to encourage continued training and education beyond the minimum required
by the current regulations.

Criteria, Regulatory Standards, Methods and Took for Design and Certification

Recommendation Criteria-1: The FAA should require evaluation offlight deck designs
for susceptibility to design-induced flightcrew errors and the consequences ofthose errors
as part of thetype certification process.

Recommendation Criteria-^: The FAA should prepare and distribute interim guidance
material that updates current autopilot certification policy.

Recommendation Criteria-^: The FAA should task an appropriate Aviation Rulemaking
Advisory Committee Harmonization Working Group (HWG) with updating the autopilot
regulatory standards (14 CFR 25.1329). This HWG should include specialists
knowledgeable in human factors methods and skills from both industry and the regulatory
authorities.

Recommendation Criteria-4: The FAA should revise/update the following specific FARs
and associated advisory material:

• §25.1322 Warning, caution, and advisory lights: Revise to reflect the current and
anticipated design practice for modern transport category airplanes.

• §25.1335 Flight Director: Revise to reflect the current and anticipated design
practice for modern transport category airplanes.

• §121.703 Mechanical reliability reports: Revise the requirements to also include
reporting ofsignificant flight deck automation failures and/or anomalies that
adversely affect safe flight path management Reinforce the Aviation Rulemaking
Advisory Committee (ARAC) activity in this area.
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Knowledge and Skills ofDesigners, PHots, Operators, Regulators and Researchers

Recommendation Knowledge-1: The FAA should encourage flight deck design
organizations to: ^

(1) Make human factors engineering acore discipline of the flight deck system design
activity; and v

(2) Ensure that the design team has sufficient human factors and operational knowledge
and expertise by: 6

• Distributing guiding principles for flightcrew-centered design (as described in
Recommendation Processes-1) to all design team members;

• Including human factors expertise as part ofthe design team;
• Assuring that each member ofthe team has at least abasic knowledge ofhuman

factors in order to understand and communicate human performance issues and
human-centered design considerations at some appropriate level; and

• Assuring that flight deck design team members have relevant operational
knowledge.

Recommendation Knowledge-?: The FAA should reassess the requirements that
determine the content, length, and type ofinitial and recurrent flightcrew training. Ensure
that the content appropriately includes:

• Management and use ofautomation, including mental models ofthe automation
and moving between levels ofautomation;

• Flightcrew situation awareness, including mode and automation awareness;
• Basic airmanship;

• Crew Resource Management;

• Decision making, including unanticipated event training;
• Examples ofspecific difficulties encountered either in service or in training; and
• Workload management (task management).

The FAA should work with industry to develop guiding principles and associated
advisory material for training, operational procedures, and flightcrew qualification for the
areas listed above.

Recommendation Knowledge-3: The FAA should strongly encourage or provide
incentives to make advanced maneuvers training an integral part ofthe training
curriculum, especially in recurrent training.
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Recommendation Know|edge-4: The FAA should reassess recency requirements for
flightcrews involved in long haul operations. Consider providing incentives and
alternative methods for flightcrews to practice takeoffs and landings, and perhaps arrival
and departure procedures that are infrequently used.

Recommendation Knpwledge-5: The FAA should reassess the airman certification
criteria to ensure that pilots are released with asatisfactory level ofskills for managing
and using automation. Since current training is often oriented toward preparing pilots for
checkrides, the airman certification criteria should be reassessed to ensure appropriate
coverage ofthe topics listed inRecommendation Knowledge-2.

Recommendation Knnwledgp.fi- Operators should ensure that flight safety and training
managers are appropriately educated about human factors considerations, particularly
with regard to automation.

Recommendation Knowledge-7- The FAA should improve the education ofAir Traffic
Service personnel about the capabilities and limitations ofhighly automated airplanes.

Recommendation KnnwleHgg.g.- The FAA should provide appropriate regulatory
personnel with aguide or roadmap to current Federal Aviation Regulations, advisory
material, policy memoranda, and other guidance material dealing with human
performance related to the flightcrew-system interface. The FAA should ensure that this
material is used in aircraft certification projects, airline qualification program
assessments, and airman qualification.

Recommendation Knowledge-0: The FAA should develop asystematic training program
for appropriate Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services personnel to provide
initial and recurrent training in the area ofhuman factors as it relates to certifying new
products and evaluating flightcrew performance. The training should include instruction
on:

Insight into the relationship among the flightcrew, the flight deck design, and the
operation environment;

Flightcrew information processing;

Workload, human error, and situation awareness;

Other flightcrew performance issues, including fatigue, CRM, and attention
management;

Design and evaluation offlight deck displays;

Aircraft control laws and feedback systems;

Human-automation interaction;

Human-centered design principles and guidelines; and

Ergonomics - fitting the design to theuser.
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Recommendation Knowledge- in; The FAA should appropriately staffthe standards
organizations and aircraft certification offices with human factors expertise and integrate
personnel with such expertise into certification teams, participating and applying their
expertise in the same manner as other certification team members (e.g., airframe, flight
test, systems and equipment, propulsion).

Recommendation Knowledge-!1: The FAA should increase Aircraft Certification and
Flight Standards Services personnel's knowledge about each other's roles and
responsibilities. In particular, increase certification pilots' and engineers' knowledge of
line operations considerations, and Aircraft Evaluation Group personnel's knowledge
about airworthiness certification considerations.

Recommendation Knowledge-! ?: The FAA should improve the knowledge ofpersonnel
mAircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services about processes for identifying and
communicating requirements for research (either specific studies required or
identification ofareas ofconcern).

Recommendation Knowledge-!?: The FAA should encourage researchers to learn more
about industry and FAA's research needs and about operational considerations in
aviation.

Cultural and Language Differences

Recommendation Culture-!: The FAA should ensure that research is conducted to
characterize cultural effects and provide better methods to adapt design, training
publications, and operational procedures to different cultures. The results ofthe research
should also be used to identify significant vulnerabilities, ifany, in existing flight deck
designs, training, or operations, and how those vulnerabilities should be addressed.

Recommendation Culture-?.: The FAA should encourage simplified flight deck messages
training, manuals, and procedures with clearer meaning to non-native English speakers '
The FAA should encourage the use of internationally understood visual symbols and
pictures where appropriate, rather than verbal descriptions or directions.

Recommendation CuJtwe-3: The FAA should provide leadership to update ICAO
phraseology standards and toencourage their use.

Recommendation Cylture-4: The FAA should promote timely and clear communications
between flightcrews and Air Traffic Services through:

• Accelerated efforts for transmission of information via datalink, as appropriate
(e.g., Automated Terminal Information System (ATIS), weather, pre-departure
clearances);
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Executive Summary

Assuring clear and intelligible transmission of ATIS and clearance information,
wheredatalink is unavailable or unsuitable; and

Standard procedures and taxi routes.

Implementing the HF Team's recommendations will not be easy; many ofthe
recommendations call for institutional ororganizational changes that may generate
resistance. However, the Team considers these changes necessary inorder toachieve the
reduction in the accident rate sought by the public and the aviation community. The HF
Team recommends that the FAA form afollow-on team and task it with coordinating the
implementation ofthese recommendations. This team should provide guidance to
affected FAA organizations, and should work with industry, industry groups, the JAA,
and other airworthiness authorities to assist in carrying outtherecommendations.

The HF Team recognizes the economic pressures that inhibit making changes that may
increase safety when there isnot a strong tietoanaccident. However, we believe that if
action isnot taken soon, the vulnerabilities identified have the potential to lead to more
accidents and serious incidents.
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Abbreviations

Following are abbreviations used in this report:

AC

ACO

AD

AEG

ALPA

APA

AQP

ARAC

ASAP

ASRS

ATA

ATC

ATIS

ATS

AWO

CFIT

CMO

CNS

CRM

DGAC

FAA

FAR

FCOM

FCU

FMS

FOEB

FSB

FSDO

GPS

GPWS

Advisory circular

Aircraft certification office

Airworthiness directive

Aircraft Evaluation Group
Airline Pilots Association

Allied Pilots Association

Advanced Qualification Program
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
Aviation Safety/Accident Prevention

Aviation Safety Reporting System
Air Transport Association ofAmerica

Air Traffic Control

Automatic Terminal Information Service
Air Traffic Services

Allweather operations

Controlled flight into terrain

Certificate Management Office

Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance
Crew resource management
Direction Generate de I'Aviation Civile (France)
Federal Aviation Administration

Federal Aviation Regulations
Flightcrew operating manual
Flight control unit

Flightmanagement system

Flight Operations Evaluation Board

Flight Standardization Board

Flight Standards District Office

Global Positioning System

Ground Proximity Warning System
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HF

HFStG

HWG

ICAO

IFR

IOE

ILS

JAA

JAR

LNAV

LOFT

LOS

NASA

NOAA

NOTAM

NTSB

PDC

PFD

RLD

RNP

SAE

STC

TAD

TC

TCAS

VNAV

VOR

Human factors

Human factors steering group (JAA)
Harmonization working group
International Civil Aviation Organization
Instrument FlightRules

Initial Operational Experience
Instrument Landing System
Joint Aviation Authorities

Joint Aviation Requirements
Lateral navigation

Line Oriented Flight Training
Line Operational Simulations

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice to Airmen

National Transportation Safety Board
Pre-departureclearance

Primary flight display

Rijksluchtvaartdienst (The Netherlands Civil Aviation Agency)
Required Navigation Performance

Society ofAutomotive Engineers
Supplemental typecertificate
TransportAirplaneDirectorate
Type certificate

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System
Vertical navigation

Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Radio Range
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Introduction

Background

By traditional safety measures (e.g., accidents per million departures), airtravel is
considered to be very safe. For the last20 years, theaccident rate forthe worldwide
commercial jet fleet has remained fairly constant atabout 2 to3accidents per million
departures.1 Over that same time period, however, the number ofworldwide departures
per yearhas almost doubled, goingfrom about8 million to over 15million.2 With this
traffic growth expected to continue, more accidents will occur each year unless the
accident rate is reduced. Since public confidence in the safety ofair travel appears to be
determined by the aggregate number ofaccidents occurring over agiven time period,
continued public confidence demands that the accident rate be reduced. Also, in order to
provide asafety target to guide the aviation industry, the Secretary ofTransportation,
Frederico Pefia, has expressed the view that the aviation industry should strive for the
goal ofzero accidents.

Accident statistics cite the flightcrew as aprimary contributor in over 60 percent of
accidents involving transport category airplanes.3 The introduction ofmodern flight deck
designs, which have automated many piloting tasks, has reduced oreliminated some
types offlightcrew errors, but other types oferrors have been introduced. Several recent
accidents and incidents have emphasized continuing difficulties in flightcrew interaction
with flight deck automation. Other indicators ofpotential safety problems, such as
flightcrew reports, training and operational difficulties, research studies, and surveys also
point to vulnerabilities in this area.

In response to increasing concerns over the flightcrew/airplane interfaces, the FAA's
Transport Airplane Directorate (TAD) formed the Human Factors Team (HF Team) to
evaluate the vulnerability ofthe current fleet to breakdowns in flightcrew/airplane
interaction. Astudy was initiated to consider all aspects influencing the flightcrew's
ability to safely use the displays and automated systems dealing with flight path
management4

Statistical Summary ofCommercialJet Aircraft Accidents. Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, April,
2ibid.
3ibid.

4Flight path management is defined as the integration ofguidance, navigation, control and associated
interfaces/control devices used by the pilot to direct or control the flight path ofthe aircraft.
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The following airplane types were included in the evaluation:

Boeing: Models 737/757/767/747-400/777
Airbus: Models A300-600/A310/A320/A330/A340
McDonnell Douglas: Models MD-80/MD-90/MD-11
Fokker: Model F28-0100/-0070

Although this evaluation specifically focused on these airplane types and considered
primarily air earner operations, the HF Team's findings are generic in nature and can be
applied to other transport category airplanes as well as business, executive, and commuter
airplanes. Fhe types included in the evaluation were chosen because they represent the
majority of the highly automated airplanes currently being operated by the major air
earners, and because they are under the purview of this study's sponsoring organization

Statement of Objectives'

The Team will evaluate current generation transport category airplane flight deck designs
in regard to the human interfaces with airplane systems and the effect ofthese interfaces
on airplane safety. The study will concentrate on the design, training/flightcrew
qualification, and operation of those systems dealing with flight path management The
Team will consider all factors that can influence the pilot's ability to safely operate the
airplane during all phases offlight including, but not limited to, mode/situation
awareness, pilot expectations regarding the automatic systems and the subsequent pilot •^
response when those expectations are not met and crew resource management in modem
flight decks.

Human FactorsTeam Charter

a) Identify specific and generic safety related design problems, ifany, related to
pilot/airplane interfaces, in the airplane types under study. The Team will recommend
appropnate means to address theseproblems.

b) Identify specific and generic training/flightcrew quaUfication and operational
problems, ifany, related to pilot/airplane interfaces in the airplane types under study. The
Team will recommend appropriate means to address these problems.

c) Identify those concerns that should be the subject ofnew or rev
Regulations (FAR), advisory circulars (AC) and/or policies.

revised Federal Aviation
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Report Scope

The HF Team was chartered to consider all aspects ofthe flightcrew/airplane interface
affecting flight path management. The HF Team was asked to identify specific or generic
problems in design, training, flightcrew qualifications, and operations, and to recommend
appropriate means toaddress these problems. In addition, the HF Team was specifically
directed to identify those concerns that should bethe subject ofnew orrevised Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR), Advisory Circulars (AC), orpolicies. Figure 1illustrates the
inter-relationships between the issues studied bytheHFTeam and themeans considered
for addressing them.

ISSUES UNDER STUDY

AREAS OF
RECOMMENDATIONS

J
Figure 1

Interrelationships Between Issues and the Means to Address those Issues
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HF Team Composition

Represented on the HF Team5 were:

• Two FAA National Resource Specialists
- Flight Management
- AirCarrier Operations

• NASA Aviation Human Factors Specialist
• Two FAA Flight Test Pilots
• FAA Flight Standards Pilot

" ITa u^ Ai?>ft Certification Se™« aerospace engineers• FAA Human Factors Specialist
• JAA Human Factors Specialist (and an alternate)
• Two JAA Flight Test Pilots (and an alternate)
• Independent Consultants tothe Team:

-Human Factors Researcher from The Ohio State University
-Human Factors Researcher from the University ofIllinois
-Crew Resource Management Researcher from the University ofTexas

The HF Team actively sought and received input from recognized experts in the field andotitr interested parties including industry and labor groups^vel2g^ent1
academic sources. Widespread publicity ofthe HF Team's activity gen^STdSal
Znedto ^^6XPertteClmiCal"•*«fr0m*eacadeS^tywe^retained to provide direct assistance to the HF Team.

Information Sources

-nnrtf I?1?-^o^" rfdil>\available information sources, including accident/incident
and S^T 16tyT ReL°rtmg SyStCm (ASRS) rePorts>research reP°rts, and tradeand scientific journals. In addition, meetings were held with operators, manufacturers
pilots associations, researchers, and industry organizations to solicit their input
^camples ofquestions used to guide the discussions in these meetings are provided in
Appendix G.) Additional inputs to the HF Team were received from various individuals
and organizations interested in the Team's efforts. With the limited time available, the HF
Team did not conduct or sponsor additional research or studies. Alist ofreferences
containing the major information sources and supporting data may be found in
Appendix C.

The final team composition listed above varied slightly from the listing contained in the team's charter
The Transport Airplane Directorate hired ahuman factors specialist after the study was underway, and this
specialist was added to the HF Team. One ofthe independent consultants, whose affiliation was listed as
The Ohio State University in the charter, took aposition with the University of Illinois before the team
finished its work. In addition, the two JAA representatives identified as alternates participated as full team
members on an as available basis, and therefore, appear on the report's signature page.
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Roadmap to Reading the Report

The layout ofthis report is described below. To further assist the time-constrained reader,
we offer the following roadmap to the report. Aquick synopsis ofthe report's contents
can be obtained from the section entitled "Overview ofFindings." For further information
about aspecific issue area, including details ofthe team's findings and concerns, turn to
the section on that issue area. Finally, a complete listing ofthe team's recommendations
can be found in Appendix B.

Following this introduction section, we present an overview ofthe HF Team's findings.
The "Overview ofFindings" consists ofahigh-level overview ofthe safety issues arising
from our study ofbreakdowns in flightcrew/automation interaction, why these safety
issues exist and the types ofchanges we consider necessary to address them. The
overview section serves both as afoundation for the detailed discussion ofspecific issues
inlater sections, and as a summary and integration ofthe issue areas and means of
addressing them.

Following the "Overview ofFindings," we devote aseparate section to each major issue
area identified during the study. In each ofthese sections, we explain why the HF Team
believes the issue represents asafety concern, and we provide specific examples to
illustrate particular problem areas. At the end ofeach section are the HF Team's
recommendations associated with the issue areadiscussed in thatsection. The
recommendations are stated in away that is intended to provide adesired objective rather
than the specific means for accomplishing that objective. Additional discussion follows
each recommendation to provide further detail and to suggest ameans for implementing
the recommendation, although we recognize that there may be other ways to achieve the
desired result

We recognize that there may not be universal support for all ofour recommendations.
Therefore, following the sections on specific issue areas, we devote a section to
discussing the potential barriers to implementing the recommendations. Also in this
section, we present the myths about human factors that tend to pervade the aviation
community and impede progress inthis important field.

Following the "Potential Barriers" section, we make suggestions regarding the follow-on
effort that will be needed to implement the recommendations. We close the report with
some concluding remarks that summarize the HF Team's findings and encourage the
aviation industry to continue to commit itself to addressing human factors issues.

Appendices include: the team charter statement a listing ofthe HF Team's
recommendations, asummary ofsupporting data and references, examples of incidents
and accidents involving the flightcrew/automation interface, alist ofcurrent Part 25
regulations and advisory material addressing human factors issues, excerpts ofnarratives
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from the ASRS, and the questions used to guide the discussions during our meetings with
airplane operators and manufacturers.
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Overview of Findings

The aviation industry has an enviable and well-earned safety record, but this safety record
can and should be improved even further. Given that flightcrew error is cited as aprimary
factor in such alarge percentage ofaccidents involving transport category airplanes,
addressing flightcrew error becomes aprimary target for improving safety. Recent
accidents and incidents highlight difficulties in the interaction between flightcrews and
advanced flight deck automation. Recognition ofthese breakdowns in
flightcrew/automation coordination was the major motivation for chartering the HF Team
to determine whether the difficulties were associated with specific airplane types or
whether there were generic problems associated with the current fleet oftransport
category airplanes.

When examining the available evidence, the Team found that traditional methods of
assessing safety are often insufficient to pinpoint vulnerabilities that may lead to an
accident. Consequentiy, the HF Team examined accident precursors, such as incidents,
errors, and difficulties encountered in operations and training. The HF Team also
examined research studies that were intended to identify issues and improve
understanding ofdifficulties with flightcrew/automation interaction.

In examining flightcrew error, the HF Team recognized that it was necessary to look
beyond the label offlightcrew error to understand why the errors occurred. We looked at
the evidence for contributing factors from design, training and flightcrew qualification,
operations, and regulatory processes. While the HF Team was primarily chartered to
examine the flightcrew interface to the flight deck systems, we quickly recognized that
considering only the interface would be insufficient to address all the relevant safety
concerns. Therefore, we considered issues more broadly, including issues concerning the
functionality ofthe underlying systems.

From the evidence, the HF Team identified issues that show vulnerabilities in flightcrew
management ofautomation and situation awareness. Issues associated with flightcrew
management ofautomation include concerns about:

• Pilot understanding ofthe automation's capabilities, limitations, modes, and operating
principles and techniques. The HF Team frequently heard about automation
"surprises," where the automation behaved in ways the flightcrew did not expect.
"Why did itdo that?" "What is itdoing now?" and "What will itdo next?" were
common questions expressed by flightcrews from operational experience.

• Differing pilot decisions about the appropriate automation level to use or whether to
turn the automation on or o#when they get into unusual or non-normal situations
(e.g., attempted engagement of the autopilot during the moments preceding the A310
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crash at Bucharest). This may also lead to potential mismatches with the
manufacturers assumptions about how the flightcrew will use the automation.

Flightcrew situation awareness issues included vulnerabilities in, for example:
• Automation/mode awareness. This was an area where we heard auniversal message

ofconcern about each of the aircraft inourcharter.

• Flight path awareness, including insufficient terrain awareness (sometimes involving
loss ofcontrol or controlled flight into terrain) and energy awareness (especially low
energystate). r J

These vulnerabilities appear to exist to varying degrees across the current fleet of
transport category airplanes in our study, regardless ofthe manufacturer, the operator, or
whether accidents have occurred in aparticular airplane type. Although the Team found
specific issues associated with particular design, operating, and training philosophies we
consider the generic issues and vulnerabilities to be alarger threat to safety, and the most
important and most difficult to address. It is this larger pattern that serves as abarrier to
needed improvements to the current level ofsafety, or could threaten the current safety
record in the future aviation environment. It is this larger pattern that needs to be
characterized, understood, and addressed.

In trying to understand this larger pattern, the Team considered it important to examine
why these^vulnerabilities exist. The Team concluded that the vulnerabilities are there
because ofanumber of interrelated deficiencies in the current aviation system:
* iMBflfcignt commu-nication and coordination Examples include: lack of

commumcation about in-service experience within and between organizations-
incompatibilities between the air traffic system and airplane capabilities; poor'
interfiles between organizations; and lack ofcoordination ofresearch needs and
results between the research community, designers, regulators, and operators.

* pW»W "ffWf ^rdesipn trainlnp and regulatory functions i-^^iy ^A^r
numan performance 1W?• As aresult, users can be surprised by subtle behavior or
overwhelmed by the complexity embedded in current systems operated within the
current operating environment Process improvements are needed to provide the
framework for consistent application ofprinciples and methods for eliminating
vulnerabilities in design, training, and operations.

* Insufficient criteria, method'? and tools for design training ™* ^nhmm Fri-rtinr
methods, data, and tools are inadequate to evaluate and resolve many ofthe important
human performance issues. It is relatively easy to get agreement that automation
should be human-centered, or that potentially hazardous situations should be avoided-
it is much more difficult to get agreement on how to accomplish these objectives.

* Insufficient Knowledge and skills. Designers, pilots, operators, regulators and
researchers do not always possess adequate knowledge and skills in certain areas
related to human performance. Itis ofgreat concern to this team that investments
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in necessary levels ofhuman expertise are being reduced in response toeconomic
pressures when two-thirds to three-quarters ofall accidents have flightcrew
error cited as a major factor.

• Insufficient understanding and consideration ofcultural differences in design.
training, operations, and evaluation. The aviation community has an inadequate
understanding ofthe influence ofculture and language on flightcrew/automation
interaction. Cultural differences may reflect differences inthe country oforigin, the
philosophy of regulators, organizational aspects, or other factors. There is a need to
improve theaviation community's understanding andconsideration of the
implications ofcultural influences onhuman performance.

Based on our investigations and examination of the evidence, these concerns
represent more than a series of individual problems with individual, independent
solutions. These concerns are highly interrelated,and are evidenceofaviation
system problems, not just isolated humanor machine errors. Therefore, we need
system solutions, not just point solutions to individual problems. To treatoneissue
(or underlying cause) in isolation will ultimately fail to fundamentally increase the
safety ofairplane operations, and may even decrease safety.

TheHFTeam developed recommendations to address thevulnerabilities anddeficiencies
from a system viewpoint. Our consideration ofhuman performance issues, however, was
focused primarily on the flightcrew (although we did consider the operator's,
manufacturer's, and researcher's perspective where appropriate). We did not attempt to
address human performance issues associated with other personnel involved inthe
aviation system, such as flight attendants, ground personnel, air traffic services personnel,
or maintenance personnel.

Because the system is already very safe, any changes should be made carefully to avoid
detracting from existing safety practices. The Team believes we must improve and
institutionalize:

• Investments in people fdesieners. users, evaluatnrs. and researchersV For evampl^
flightcrew training investments should be re-balanced to ensure appropriate coverage
ofautomation issues.

• Processes- It isimportant to improve how design, training, operations, and
certification are accomplished. For example, regulatory authorities should evaluate
flight deck designs for human performance problems.

• Tools and methods. New tools and methods need to be developed and existing ones
improved to accompany theprocess improvements.

• Regulatory standards. Current standards for type certification and operations have not
kept pace with changes in technology and increased knowledge about human
performance. For example, flightcrew workload is the major human performance
consideration inexisting Part 25regulations; other factors should beevaluated as
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well, including the potential for designs to induce human error and reduce flightcrew
situation awareness.

This report contains the Team's recommendations for improvements in each of these
areas. Implementing the Team's recommendations will not be easy; many ofthe
recommendations call for institutional or organizational changes that will generate
resistance. However, the Team considers these changes necessary in order to achieve the
reduction in the accident rate sought by the public and the aviation community.

While implementing these recommendations, the Team believes it is important to adhere
to the following principles:

• Minimize human error. It is impossible to prevent all human error without removing
the human flexibility and adaptability that contributes significantly to safety.
Moreover, it is the negative consequences oferror that we wish to eliminate, not
necessarily the errors themselves. However, it is still desirable to minimize errors that
are designor systeminduced.

• Increase error tolerance. The systems should be designed to aid the flightcrew to
detect errors when they occur. Also, the systems should be designed such that errors
that do occur have bounds on the undesirable consequences that result.

• Avoid excess complexity as perceived by the user. The systems should be designed to
support the flightcrew, and should not be perceived as unnecessarily complex.

• Increase system observability, especially by improving system feedback.
• Evaluate new technology or operational changes introduced into the aviation system

especially the flight deck, for their effect on human performance.
• Invest in human expertise. This investment should include flightcrews, designers

operators, regulators, and researchers. We want to reinforce and strengthen the human
contribution to safety in aproactive, rather than reactive, way.

The Team recognizes the economic pressures that inhibit making changes that may
mcrease safety when there is not astrong tie to an accident. However, we believe that if
action is not taken soon, the vulnerabilities identified have the potential to lead to more
accidents and serious incidents.
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Current measures ofsafety are typically based on accident rate (accidents per million
departures) ornumber ofaccidents as the primary measure ofsafety. This information is
useful and important, especially asa means ofcommunicating safety information.
Nonetheless, there are limitations tousing only these measures, such asthe inability to
relate accident rates to specific areas of safety vulnerability. Furthermore, there are other
means and motivations for assessing safety, related to accident prevention, for which the
current measures are insufficient Theaviation community needs indicators of
vulnerabilities thatcanserve as predictors of potential accidents, so thataccident
prevention does not depend on accidents occurring. Further, the aviation community must
be able toevaluate the safety contributions ofchanges indesign, training, operations, or
regulatory practices.

The HF Team was tasked toidentify potential problems related to flightcrew interfaces
with advanced flight deck systems. Yet we heard numerous times opinions to the effect
that "there hasn't been an accident in that aircraft caused by that particular design feature
(or that training program, orthat operational procedure). Therefore, it must besafe." Such
a perspective ignores evidence ofvulnerabilities, such asincident data, common errors
encountered in operations, ordifficulties intraining that occur on a frequent basis, but
that may not yet have resulted in or been identified as acontributing factor in an accident
Yet these other data may represent precursors to accidents. Most accidents have many
precursors that might have led one to predict the accident. The challenge is to identify
these precursors, minimize their individual risk, implement strategies that protect against
broad classes ofrisk, and assure that specific chains ofevents containing these precursors
cannot linkup in unexpected ways that lead to an accident.

When analyzing accidents where pilot error is being investigated as afactor, itis too easy
to label the cause as"pilot error." To prevent future accidents, it iscritical toexamine
why the erroneous action or misassessment occurred. There are usually multiple factors
that contribute to flightcrew errors, including deficiencies in design, training, manuals,
procedures, orother factors (or a combination offactors). In many ofthe serious incidents
and accidents involving flightcrew error, the triggering event initially appears to be
minor. Butthrough a series ofmisassessments and miscommunications between the
flightcrew and the automation, the situation deteriorates into anaccident orserious
incident. With the benefit ofhindsight the chain ofevents often appears surprising. The
information needed by the flightcrew to prevent the incident or accident appears to be
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obvious or logical. However, it clearly was not obvious or logical to the flightcrew who
made the error.6

This type ofincident or accident scenario seems to be apotential side effect ofvery
complex systems. Fortunately, accidents are rare, because the deterioration is usually
blocked by the expertise of the humans involved or characteristics ofthe system design
But sometimes circumstances do come together in away that is not prevented, and an
accident results. It is important to investigate the underlying factors and combination of
circumstances that lead to aserious incident or accident involving human error in order to
prevent it from happening again. This is true for all human errors (e.g., maintenance, air
traffic personnel), not just flightcrew errors. There has been agrowing trend towards
performing this type ofanalysis by organizations such as the NTSB. The HF Team
strongly endorses this trend.

Trying to solve these situations by only changing aparticular design feature or providing
additional training maspecific area overlooks the interrelated nature ofthese issues
While such changes may contribute to improving safety, it is important not to assume that
asingle solution to an individual aspect ofan accident is sufficient. It is important to look
at the entire set offactors (e.g., training and improved design may both be required-
training cannot be viewed as asole and permanent means to fix vulnerabilities in a'
design).

It can be very difficult to assess the contribution ofspecific changes or combinations of
changes in design, training, operational procedures, or regulations to the traditional safety
measures. For example, it is difficult to measure directly the effect on the accident rate of
mcreasmg training time or changing the content oftraining courses. Ameasure such as
accident rate, while important is not sensitive enough to give indications ofthe effects of
incremental improvements. Therefore, we need additional measures to serve as safety
indicators, especially for flightcrew performance and its contribution to overall system
performance and safety.

Defining measures to provide more sensitive indications ofsystem safety will not be
easy. Nonetheless, it is imperative that some measures be determined. Currently,
economic considerations are often favored when safety effects are hard to quantify,
because there is anatural tendency to assume that something that can be easily quantified
is intrinsically more important than something that cannot easily be quantified.

In general, the cost ofany changes intended to improve safety usually gets more attention
and emphasis than the benefit (e.g., accidents prevented), primarily because cost is easy
to measure and quantify, and the effect ofachange may be somewhat uncertain or hard to
measure. One consequence ofthis difficulty in quantifying the benefit of improvements is

6For further discussion ofthis point, refer to BehindHuman Error: Cognitive Systems, Computers and
Hindsight by David Woods, Leila J. Johannesen, Richard I. Cook, and Nadine B. Saner CSERIAC SOAR
94-01, December, 1994.
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that economic pressures reduce incentives for making these improvements, unless the
safety improvement is obvious, immediate, quantifiable, or in reaction toanaccident.
Lack ofperceived benefits or other incentives can delay or prevent safety improvements
that otherwise might be implemented, and whose beneficial effects might be more
apparent ifdifferent safety measures were used.

As an example ofa situation where economic considerations are sometimes perceived to
outweigh safety is the process for deciding whether to incorporate design orproduct
improvements that are periodically offered by airplane manufacturers. Some ofthese
improvements are believed by many in the operational community to be significant safety
enhancements that«would bea wise and justifiable investment However, without clear
economic benefits, improvements are unlikely to be implemented unless there isan
accident orserious incident that spurs political pressure orissuance ofanairworthiness
directive (AD). In addition, the improvements that contribute to safety are sometimes
offered together with other features that an operator does not want making the purchase
ofthe improvement more costly than the operator believes justifiable.

When ADs are issued, the manufacturer often pays for the improvements. Where service
bulletins are issued but are not accompanied by an AD, the operators often pay for the
improvement. This method ofassigning costs can lead to concerns that requiring or
mandating improvements developed by manufacturers would discourage them from
voluntarily developing improvements that contribute to both safety and economy.
Conversely, not issuing an AD may lead to issuance ofaservice bulletin for which the
operator will not or cannot pay. Incentives for some form ofcost sharing could be a
potentially useful approach to facilitating the incorporation ofthese types of
improvements.

Recommendations

The Team recognizes the economic pressures that inhibit making changes that may
increase safety when there is not astrong tie to an accident. Improved measures ofsafety
may contribute to facilitating the incorporation ofsafety related improvements, even
whenthere is a significant economic cost.
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Recommendation Measures-1

The FAA should:

Lead the aviation community to use accident precursors increasingly and
consistently as an additional measure ofaviation safety;
Work with industry to establish systems/processes for collecting precursor data
J^W.?"" of system changes (e-g"**•£•* «*•
Work with industry to investigate other means ofassessing or cqmmunicating
safety (e.g., ways ofmeasuring errors intercepted, incidents or accidents
prevented, etc).

Discussion ofRernmn^dation MpafnTAc.l •

The FAA Associate Administrator for Safety should lead this activity and solicit
Tv^Tl&™^ "Mane manufacturers, and other relevant organizations (e.g
£2££?* T^T ** a*™*-! Air Transport Association! and ICAO&Information from other industries should also be considered (e.g., nuclear power railway
maritime, medicine, computer manufacturing, and any other mdustry usinffiEK
automation) This activity should be coordinated with the implement™ of
Recommendation Comm/Coord-3 (in-service data collection).

Many organizations in industry have safety departments that collect and disseminate such
information. We recognize and wish to reinforce such activities. We recommend that
successful examples ofthese activities be encouraged in organizations that do not have
them already. We also encourage the sharing ofinformation systematically among
orgamzations mindustry and government to alarger extent than is being done now.

We recognize that this recommendation will be very difficult to implement, and that the
methods for analyzing the resulting data will greatly affect its usefulness. Potential
barriers include concerns by industry about inappropriate release and use ofinformation,
compromise ofcompetitive advantages, adverse publicity for those operators providing
the most effective feedback, and cost Another inhibitor to the sharing ofsafety data is
resolving the issue oflegal immunity for airlines and pilots. Evidence ofthe magnitude of
Aese barriers is that the initial exchange ofsafety-related operational data among major
U.S airlines, scheduled to begin January 22,1996, did not take place,' mainly because of
suchlegal concerns. ;

7"U.S. Airlines Delay Exchange ofSafety Data." Aviation Week and Space Technology. January 29,1996,
p51.
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Measurement ofand Incentives for Safety

It also will not be easy to develop appropriate new measures for expressing the level of
safety. Education may be required to expand the view ofsafety beyond simply the
number or rate of accidents.

Recommendation Measures-2

In accident/incident investigations where human error is considered a potential
factor, the FAA and the National Transportation Safety Board should thoroughly
investigate the factors that contributed tothe error, including design, training,
operational procedures, the airspace system, or other factors. The FAA should
encourage other organizations (both domestic and foreign) conducting
accident/incident investigations todo the same. This recommendation should apply
to all accident investigations involving human error, regardless ofwhetherthe error
isassociated with a pilot, mechanic, airtraffic controller, dispatcher, orother
participant in the aviation system.

Discussion ofRecommendation Measures--? •

Asmentioned previously, it is inappropriate to attribute thecause ofan incident or
accident to human error and not investigate factors that may have contributed to the error
being made. It isimportant tounderstand why the erroneous action ormisassessment
occurred. The FAA and the NTSB currently investigate these contributing factors as part
ofaccident and incident investigations. The HF Team endorses the analysis of
contributing factors, and recommends that all orgamzations conducting accident/incident
investigations place even stronger emphasis on this analysis as an integral part ofthe
investigative process.

Recommendation Measures-3

The FAA should explore means to create additional incentives to improve safety
through appropriate design, training, or operational improvements.

Discussion of Recommendation Measure^-

The FAA should lead this activity to develop additional incentives, with industry and
other government agencies providing inputs and suggestions. It is very difficult to weigh
economics against potential safety improvements that do not have aclear and direct
safety benefit (unless achange is mandated), and great creativity will be needed to
develop ideas for new incentives. As examples ofpast improvements, flight directors and
autopilots were originally introduced to modern aircraft largely through providing the
capability for low visibility landings, even though they ultimately had very significant
safety benefits across the whole operational envelope. Avaluable target for the future
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might be similar incentives to encourage operators to adopt relevant product
improvements. v

Such incentives could be financial, operational, or otherwise. Ideas should be solicited
tZ^T mt°r?am2at»0nal dynamics> regulatory policy making, and safety culture.Products of this activity might include new guidelines for defining ahigher level of safety
and agreements as to what incentives could be made available, how they would be
fiinded, how they relate to the desired aircraft modification or capability, and what
benefitsmight be realized.

i?win^J^ fdid/0tIund«estimate *e difficulty of implementing this recommendation.
sSfic^ VC "^id6aS' H°WeVer'±e POtential benefitS COuId be
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Flightcrew Management and Direction of
Automation

"Why didthe FMS drop the fix/restriction? Idon't really know."

"Ifailed to realize that the altitude restrictions are not in effect during aspeedmode
descent."

"Both ofus were engrossed in trying tofigure out why this computerized marvel was
doing what it was, rather than turning everything offand manuallyflying (which we
finally did) until we couldsort things out."

"The captain then said, 'What's going on,' atwhich point the aircraft was observed 300
feet high; it had entered a subtle climb seemingly on its own accord...This isanother case
oflearning to type 80 words aminute instead offlying the aircraft. The more automation
there is in the aircraft, itjust means theflightcrew should work that much harder to
remain an active andintegral partofthe loop."

- Quotes from the ASRS database

The HF Team's assessment offlightcrew management ofautomation issues includes
concerns in two major areas:

(1) Pilot understanding ofthe automation, its capabilities, behavior, modes ofoperation,
and procedures for use; and

(2) Differing pilot decisions about the appropriate automation level to use (ifany) in
normal and non-normal circumstances.

Pilot Understanding of the Automation

Automation surprises, where the automation behaves in ways the flightcrew does not
expect or understand, are atoo-frequent occurrence on highly automated airplanes. We
heard this message in each ofour meetings with operators' and pilots' organizations. It
was also expressed in many ofthe research reports examined by the HF Team.
Flightcrews are often faced with trying to answer the commonly asked questions about
automation behavior, "Why did itdo that?" "What is itdoing now?" and "What will itdo
next?" We found that some ofthe automation surprises reflect an incomplete
understanding ofeither the automation's capabilities and limitations, its display
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annunciations, or its intended use. Other surprises may reflect differences in the
circumstances ofuse from those envisioned by the system designers.

From our investigations, the HF Team found that many flightcrews have difficulty
understanding the autoflight system implementation ofconcepts such as speed-on-pitch
(i.e., speed controlled by varying the airplane pitch attitude) and speed-on-thrust (i e
speed controlled by varying the engine thrust level), even though these same basic
concepts are also used in manual flight. Ifthese concepts and their implementation are
not well understood, flightcrews can easily become confused by autoflight system
annunciations and behavior.

Complex automation interfaces, large differences in automation philosophy and
implementation among different airplane types (including different airplane types from
the same manufacturer as well as from different manufacturers), and inadequate training
also contribute to deficiencies in flightcrew understanding ofautomation. An example of
one ofthe HF Team's specific concerns in this area is the use ofthe flight management
system s(FMS) vertical flight path modes. There is ageneral consensus that these modes
are the most difficult for flightcrews to fully understand. Yet some operators provide very
little training, ifany, on the appropriate use ofthese modes. In these cases, flightcrews
are expected to learn how to use the vertical modes during line operations.

The HF Team is very concerned about both the quality and the quantity ofautomation
training flightcrews receive. (See the sections on "Processes for Design, Training and
Regulatory Activities" and "Knowledge and Skills ofDesigners, Pilots, Operators
Regulators, and Researchers" for additional discussion oftraining issues from both a
process viewpoint and aknowledge and skills viewpoint.) In terms ofoverall training
philosophy, there were differing views presented to the HF Team regarding training for
automation. One view holds that flightcrews should be relieved ofthe burden offully
understanding system operation or the system's underlying design philosophy. This view
ultimately leads to atraining philosophy in which flightcrews are trained to respond
primarily in arote manner (i.e., very rigid operating procedures). The contrasting view is
that flightcrews should be trained in the underlying principles ofthe system's design,
leaving some ofthe details to individual good operating practice or technique.

While the HF Team supports the use ofstandardized operating procedures as one
effective strategy for managing error, we also consider it important for flightcrews to
understand the principles and assumptions embodied in the automation design that affect
safe operational use, especially where these principles and assumptions may differ from
those ofthe flightcrew. In the absence ofthis understanding, flightcrews are likely to
substitute their own model ofhow the automation works, based on their observations and
assumptions ofautomation behavior. In some instances, the flightcrew's model will be
incomplete or incorrect, leading to confusion and increasing the potential for error. In
critical circumstances, such confusion can lead to ahazardous situation or at least make it
difficult for the flightcrew to respond in an appropriate manner.
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See the section entitled "Flightcrew Situation Awareness" for further discussion ofthe
vulnerabilities in flightcrew situation awareness due to an incomplete understanding of
the automation.

Differing Pilot Decisions about Automation Use

Recent incidents and accidents demonstrate that flightcrews differ in their use of
automation when responding to an abnormal situation, and more importantly, may react
in ways not foreseen or taken into account during the design, certification, training, and
procedure development for these highly automated airplanes. Prior to the advent of
reliable and highly capable automation, the typical pilot response to an abnormal situation
(e.g., an equipment malfunction or an unexpected event) would have been to turn the
automation offand fly the airplane manually. As the automation became more capable
and reliable, itbecame easier and potentially safer to handle some ofthese situations with
the assistance ofthe automation (e.g., one-engine-inoperative driftdown from cruise
altitude, one-engine-inoperative approach or go-around). Other situations (e.g., an
unexpected response from the autoflight system) were handled by either turning the
automation offor reverting to a lower level of automation.

More recently, there have been situations where flightcrews have either inappropriately
continued to use the automation when they found themselves in an abnormal situation or,
ifthe automation was initially off, turned the automation on to try to accomplish a
recovery. Examples include:

• Fixation on following the flight director and ignoring airplane attitude. In one
particular case, this resulted in alow speed excursion, after which the flightcrew
engaged the autopilot to accomplish the recovery.

• Using the autopilot to recover from an overspeed warning rather than resorting to
manual control.

• Attempts by the flightcrew to engage the autopilot in the moments preceding the
March, 1995, crash ofaTarom A310 at Bucharest as they attempted to recover from
an extreme bank angle resulting from alarge thrust asymmetry.

• Engagement ofthe autopilot by the flightcrew ofthe A300-600 that crashed at
Nagoya, Japan in April, 1994 - apparentiy in response to difficulties in maintaining
the glide slope following the inadvertent activation ofthe takeoff/go-around levers.

These types ofactions are contrary to current widely held assumptions about pilot
behavior that are used in designing, evaluating, training, and operating highly automated
airplanes. These assumptions are based on acertain level ofbasic airmanship which
plays an important role in how the flightcrew interacts with automation. The unexpected
pilot behavior evidenced in recent accidents and incidents appears to be the result of
many factors, including the increased capability, reliability, and authority ofthe
automated systems, increased flightcrew use ofand reliance on such systems, protective
features ofthese systems (real or imagined), automation philosophy (or lack thereof) of
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the operator, and cultural differences. An additional factor may be that flightcrews are
becoming less confident in their own airmanship skills relative to the capabilities they
perceive to be present in the automation, particularly ina stressful situation. In some
cases, where this perception ofthe automation's capabilities is particularly inaccurate, it
can have potentially hazardous consequences. For example, contrary to the beliefofmany
flightcrews, some autoflight systems will take the airplane outside ofthe normal flight
envelope (e.g., speed below stall warning speed or above the maximum operating limit
speed), or attempt maneuvers that would not be expected ofahuman pilot. These
characteristics can have potentially hazardous consequences, especially ifthe flightcrew
is unaware ofthem.

Unexpected flightcrew actions and changing patterns offlightcrew behavior have
implications for the design and evaluation ofautomated systems. During the design
process, designers must make assumptions about the range ofbehaviors expected ofthe
pilots who will use these systems. Regulatory officials evaluate the designs, again making
assumptions about expected pilot behavior. These assumptions appear to be in need of
reassessment inlight ofrecent experience.

Degraded or inadequate situation awareness can also influence the flightcrew's decisions
regarding the level or mode ofautomation to use. Confusion over what level of
automation has been selected or is actually engaged, or inadequate understanding ofthe
airplane's flight path relative to potential safety threats can lead to inappropriate
automation use. These points are further developed in the "Flightcrew Situation
Awareness" section of this report.

The HF Team also received several comments regarding mixed-mode flying. Mixed-
mode flying combines elements ofautomatic and manual control such that the airplane is
neither completely under automatic control, nor is it solely under manual control (e.g.
manually controlling pitch, bank, yaw, and flight path while the autothrottle is engaged).
Some operators expressly discourage mixed-mode flying on some airplane types, while
others generally encourage its use as ameans to retain manual skills proficiency while
minimizing workload and taking advantage ofpartial task automation (e.g., using the
autothrottle to maintain speed control). Possible hazards ofmixed-mode flying are that it
can lead to unintended mode changes or configurations, cause cross-coupling and
inappropriate pitch or thrust responses, mask trends in the airplane's flight path or energy
state, or make it more difficult to discern who (or what) is controlling the airplane. The
HF Team considers mixed-mode flying to be appropriate when conducted in amanner
consistent with the airplane manufacturer's design intent and assumptions. However,
flightcrews should be trained in its advantages, limitations, and proper use. Also, specific
procedures should be established and included in training programs. Where mixed-mode
flying is not recommended due to potential vulnerabilities, operators should carefully
adhere to themanufacturer's procedures or constraints.

The HF Team notes that several operators have recently established aclearly enunciated
philosophy regarding automation use and distributed itto their flightcrews. The HF Team
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supports this practice and believes it to be avaluable foundation for promoting flightcrew
understanding ofoperator policies, procedures, and practices regarding automation use.

Flightcrew Non-Adherence to Procedure

According to one study ofaccident prevention strategies,8 "pilot flying adherence to
procedure" could have potentially prevented more accidents than any other single strategy
examined. However, the study did not attempt to address the reasons why flightcrews
deviate from procedures, nor does itconsider the number ofaccidents orincidents that
may have been prevented fcgejusg the flightcrews deviated from procedures. Also, current
methods ofassessing system safety do not provide a means tomeasure the success or
failure ofany particular accident prevention strategy.

The development ofstandard operating procedures and flightcrew understanding and
adherence to these procedures is an important part ofthe defense against hazards resulting
from flightcrew error. This point iswell known; however, the HF Team found
weaknesses in several areas relative to current practices for developing and implementing
standard operating procedures. Due to the strong link between procedural deficiencies
and airplane accidents, the HF Team considers itimportant to address this issue. The HF
Team is particularly concerned about the following types ofprocedures:
• Procedures used by operators that are inconsistent or conflict with the airplane

manufacturer's design philosophy and recommended procedures (e.g., not using
autobrakes, flight directors, or other systems/features as designed);

• Procedures that are used as work-arounds for design deficiencies (e.g., flightcrew
call-out ofmode changes as aprimary means for providing mode awareness;
forbidding programming the FMS below acertain altitude);

• Procedures that are not covered adequately in training (e.g., use ofFMS vertical flight
path modes);

• Procedures or procedural steps that do not promote understanding ofthe action(s) that
the flightcrew are to undertake, especially for procedural items that do not appear to
be directly related to the desired objective (e.g., consequences ofactivating or not
activating the approach mode on certain FMS systems and the use ofFMS one-
engine-inoperative driftdown procedures);

• Incomplete consideration ofthe potential for errors and the resulting hazards,
especially when using the procedures under varying circumstances (e.g., inappropriate
use of the open descent mode at low altitude, changing FMS arrival runway
information, and inadvertent deletion of intermediate route or altitude constraints);
and

• Procedures carried over from one airplane type to another for standardization, but
could have unintended consequences or are otherwise inappropriate for the different

Occident Prevention Strategies. Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, October, 1993.
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airplane type (e.g., not using autobrake capability for rejected takeoffs or not using
flight director information when it is readily available and suitable for the task).

Recommendations

Recommendation AutomationMgt-1:

The FAA should ensure that auniform set ofinformation regarding the
manufacturers' and operators' automation philosophies is explicitly conveyed to
flightcrews.

Discussion ofRecommendation Amnmittim.i^pt_i.

The information provided to flightcrews should include:

. The manufacturer's higher level design philosophy (e.g., the reasons for automating
particular functions) to the extent that this philosophy could affect operational use;

• The operator's automation philosophy, which should be used as the basis for operator
policies, procedures, and practices related to automation use;

. The principles ofoperation (e.g., operating assumptions used in the design, such as
the basis for the computation ofvertical flight profiles);

• Adescription ofthe envelope protection features, including specific capabilities and
limitations and the situations or flight conditions for which envelope protection is or
is not available; and

• Guidance (including rationale) relative to selecting the appropriate level of
automation for routine use and for non-routine situations (e.g., when confused by
automation response, engine failure in different phases offlight, unusual attitudes
speed excursions (high or low), terrain or collision avoidance, flight path deviations
or unexpected or difficult air traffic clearances or requests).

The operator's automation philosophy should be consistent with the overall design
philosophy and principles ofoperation. Because ofdifferences among manufacturer's
automation philosophies (and sometimes among airplane types from the same
manufacturer), operator's automation philosophies may need to be differentiated by
airplane type or significant variant. Standard operating procedures should be consistent
with the operator's automation philosophy for each airplane type and should promote
understanding ofthe action(s) expected of the flightcrew and the automation When
developing the operating procedures, consideration should be given to potential sources
of errorundervarying circumstances.
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Recommendation AutomationMgt-2

The FAA should require operators' manuals and initial/recurrent qualification
programs to provide clearand concise guidanceon:

• Examples ofcircumstances in which the autopilot should be engaged,
disengaged, or used in amode with greater or lesser authority;

• The conditions under which the autopilot or autothrottle will or will not engage,
will disengage, orwill revert to another mode; and

• Appropriate combinations ofautomatic and manual flight path control (e.g.,
autothrottle engaged with theautopilot off).

Discussion ofRecommendation AutomatmnMpt.?-

Most ofthis information may be available in current training and operating manuals;
however, it is typically scattered throughout several volumes and may not be emphasized
to the extent necessary for flightcrews to grasp its practical significance. Current
qualification programs may cover this material to some extent, but it is generally not
emphasized to the extent the HF Team considers necessary, nor is it integrated with
training, simulator, or Line Oriented Flight Training (LOFT) scenarios. The HF Team
recommends consolidating this information into clear and concise guidance to promote
better flightcrew understanding ofthe capabilities and limitations ofthe automation, and,
to the extent necessary, incorporating practical demonstrations of its use into training and
checking scenarios or events. This recommendation is not intended to encourage rote
responses to specific situations, but rather to demonstrate practical cases where safety can
be improved byappropriate automation choices.

Recommendation AutomationMgt-3

The FAA should initiate areview of the autopilots on all transport category
airplanes to identify the potential for producing hazardous energy states, excessive
pitch or bank angles, subtle departures from the intended flight path, slow-overs
hard-overs, or other undesirable maneuvers. Results ofthis review should be the'
basis for initiating appropriate actions, such as design improvements, flight manual
revisions, additional operating limitations, or changes in training programs or
operational procedures.

Discussion ofRecommendation Automati^M^-

The HF Team considers this review to be necessary due to evidence that assumptions of
pilot behavior used in the design and evaluation ofautopilots in the current fleet of
transport category airplanes do not appear to adequately cover the range ofpilot
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behaviors being encountered in service. Unexpected pilot behavior, coupled with
inconsistent autopilot protective features, can and have resulted in unsafe situations.
These vulnerabilities should be identified and appropriate action taken to ensure
continued operational safety. Although the HF Team examined this issue to some extent,
we lacked the resources and expertise to accomplish athorough review.

This review should be conducted in acooperative effort with representatives from the
FAA Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services, airplane manufacturers
avionics manufacturers, and operators. The participation ofrepresentatives from the Joint
Aviation Authorities (JAA) is also strongly recommended. (See also related
Recommendations AutomationMgt-2, SA-1, and SA-2.)

Recommendation AutomationMgt-4

The FAA should assure that analyses are conducted to better understand why
flightcrews deviate from procedures, especially when the procedural deviation
contributes tocausing orpreventing an accident orincident

Discussion ofRecommendation AmnmatinnMft-4-

In order to fully understand the role ofprocedural deviations as acontributory factor in
accidents and incidents, it is important to determine why the flightcrew deviated from
procedures. Simply listing flightcrew procedural deviations as acontributory factor
without determining whether there were more fundamental reasons for the procedural
deviations, inappropriately implies that exhorting flightcrews to always follow
procedures will prevent these accidents or incidents. In the presence ofmore systemic
problems, such astrategy is destined to fail. The system must be improved, and to do
that, one must identify and understand the deficiencies in the system. For example, did
the flightcrew deviate from procedures because the procedures were too difficult to
understand, had unintended consequences, did not fit the situation, were too ambiguous
or contradictory, or because they were incomplete? Or was it that the flightcrew was
complacent or used bad judgment because they lacked certain knowledge or skills' Are
there features ofthe flight deck design or the flightcrew interfaces that lead to procedural
deviations, either alone or in combination with the recommended procedures?

To find effective ways to prevent procedural deviations from contributing to future
accidents and incidents, the HF Team recommends that the aviation community
thoroughly assess and understand the reasons behind these deviations. Within the
limitations ofthe available data, cases should be studied where procedural deviations
prevented orotherwise had a beneficial effect on the outcome ofan accident or serious
incident.

The HF Team notes that some studies have begun in this area (e.g., by asubcommittee of
the ATA Human Factors Task Force) and we support these efforts.
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This recommendation is related to Recommendation Measures-2, and the implementation
of these two recommendations should becoordinated.

Recommendation AutomationMgt-5

The FAA should request industry to take the lead in developing design guidelines
for the next generation offlight management systems.

Discussion ofRecommendation AutnmatinnMpt-*-

The HF Team identified concerns regarding current FMS designs such as the following:
• The need for standardization ofroute, leg, and constraint conventions such as

waypoint entry conventions, definition, and implementation ofvertical profiles
(e.g., vertical navigation (VNAV)), etc. to reduce error potential and facilitate
easier transitioning between airplane types or derivatives;

• Critical or irrevocable entries should be confirmed before they are executed, as
well as providing an "undo" capability when appropriate;

• Response time should be improved when long response times can lead to
flightcrew distraction from other essential tasks or cause programming errors;

• Titles ofpages and relationships among different pages should be clear and
unambiguous soasto facilitate easy access to information;

• Unanticipated dropping ofinformation (e.g., waypoint, altitude constraints)
should be addressed when itleads to frequent incorrect path definition or
excessive workload in using"workarounds;" and

• Error messages should be meaningful and helpful (e.g., in response to improper
entry) and assist the flightcrew in correcting the entry (e.g., "invalid entry" is
insufficient, instead provide the appropriate format to use or identify the missing
information).

Due to a variety ofconsiderations, manufacturers may be reluctant to change designs that
have been inuse for years. Updating the FMS interface will require a major commitment
byboth industry and government and may need to betied to additional Communication,
Navigation, and Surveillance (CNS) or AirTraffic Services (ATS) benefits. Thecostof
developing, validating, and verifying the software for redesign ofsuch a system is cited
as oneof the major reasons for maintaining the current general design. However,
cooperation between theregulatory authorities and industry, with flexibility shown by all
parties, canresult in a better, more human-centered design, as well as achieving more
effective CNS capabilities and operator benefits.
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Flightcrew Situation Awareness

"Needless to say, confusion was in abundance. There arejust too many different
functions that can control airspeed and descent rates, all ofwhich can control the
altitude capture."

"Myfirst priority was data entry rather than situational awareness."

"Had he continued tofollow the flight director, we would have hadafull power stall in
IFR conditions...! believe we are slowly working ourselves into detrimental reliance on
FMS/glass cockpits/autoflight systems."

"We missed the crossing altitude by 1000feet. The captain was...busy trying to program
the FMC. Being new in an automated cockpit, Ifind that pilots are spending too much
time playing with the computer at critical times rather thanflying the aircraft. No one
looks outsidefor traffic."

- Quotes from the ASRS database

Situation awareness is awidely used term, but its meaning often varies depending on the
context in which itisbeing used. In the context ofthis report, we use this term to refer to
the flightcrew knowing and understanding the present and future status ofthe airplane
and its systems, based on the airplane's state and flight path parameters (e.g., the
airplane's position, speed, flight path, energy state, and position ofthe flight controls) and
the status and behavior ofthe autoflight system relative to the operating environment
(e.g., terrain, air traffic clearances, and other traffic). Inadequate assessment,
understanding, ormonitoring ofany ofthese parameters contributes todeficiencies in
situation awareness, and may lead to inappropriate flightcrew actions.

The introduction ofthe electronic horizontal situation indicator and the navigation display
inglass cockpit airplanes has increased flightcrews' ability tomaintain lateral, and toa
lesser extent, vertical situation awareness. These displays are capable ofdisplaying the
airplane's current and future horizontal flight path superimposed on an electronic map.
The quality of information provided onthese displays, however, depends onhow well the
flightcrew sets up and manages the display(s). For example, if inappropriate range scales
are selected, ornecessary navigational information is not properly setuporselected, the
advantages ofthe electronic map display may be negated. Also, insome cases, the very
compelling nature of these displays may be leading to complacency anda deterioration in
basic position awareness skills. Incircumstances where the electronic map is unavailable,
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or the display has not been properly configured by the flightcrew, there is apotentially a
greater vulnerability to adegradation in position awareness than previously existed.

The HF Team has concerns that incidents demonstrating deficiencies in flightcrew
monitoring and awareness ofautoflight system modes, airplane energy state, terrain
proximity, and airplane systems' status are occurring to an unacceptable extent. An
incomplete understanding offlightcrew feedback needs, inadequate integration of
warnings and alerts, variation in automation interfaces among different airplanes, and
flightcrew non-adherence to procedures also contribute to vulnerabilities in current highly
automated airplanes. The HF Team has also identified several specific hazardous states of
awareness that are indicative ofa loss offlightcrew vigilance oralertness. These concerns
are discussed in detail below.

The HF Team emphasizes that these concerns extend beyond deficiencies in crews'
monitoring techniques and adherence to procedures. Design and framing aspects that
influence the ability offlightcrews to maintain situation awareness must also be
addressed.

Autoflight System Mode Awareness

Actions and responses ofany autoflight system vary depending on what autoflight
mode(s) is active. Being aware ofthe active mode(s) and understanding the
corresponding actions and responses is necessary for proper use ofthe autoflight system
During the course ofthis study, the HF Team identified several factors that inhibit crews'
awareness, knowledge, and understanding ofautoflight system modes:

* Salience of the mode gnnnnciatjpii?. Flightcrews must read and interpret from a
variety ofalphanumeric symbols (e.g., VNAV PATH, VNAV ALT, ALT*, G/S
LOC, THR HOLD, SPD), some ofwhich are present for only abriefperiod oftine
to determine which mode(s) is active or what mode change has occurred (See
Figure 2for examples ofmode annunciation symbology.) For most ofthe airplane
SK^^ y'±e m°de wnmci&tiotls aPPear on the primary flight display
(PFD). This information competes for the flightcrew's attention with the generally
more conspicuous graphical displays ofattitude, speed, and altitude information that
also appear on the PFD. Mode changes can easily be missed, even when additional
cues are provided (e.g., drawing abox around the new mode and/or using aflashing
display for afew seconds), unless aflightcrew member is looking at the display when
the change occurs. With the autopilot on, flightcrew members are often not looking a"
the PFD when amode transition occurs. In addition, the meaning behind current
mode annunciations can be ambiguous because the same mode annunciation may
Zno*f ^ff*°rbehavi0rindifferentsituations.Accordingly,
Sigtufimatl0n Ŝ°metimeS inSUffident; hmUSt •"">be saIient ^d
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Representation of Autoflight Modes Displayed on
Boeing Model 747-400 Primary Flight Display

AUTOTHROTTLE MODES'
ENGAGED (green)
-THR
-THRREF
-HOLD

•IDLE

-SPD

AFDS ROLL MODES*
ENGAGED (green)"
-HDGHOLD
-HDGSEL
•LNAV
-LOC

- ROLLOUT
-ATT

- TO/GA

AFDS ROLL MODES
ARMED (white)

-LOC

ROLLOUT
LNAV

'Ml: An amber horizontal line is
drawn through the appropriate
A/P pitch orroll mode word
when a flight mode fault is
detected.

AFDSPITCH MODES
ENGAGED (green)"
- TO/GA
-ALT
-V/S

-VNAVPTH
-VNAV SPD
-VNAV ALT
•G/S

-FLARE
-FLCHSPD

^AFDS PITCH MODES
ARMED (white)

"NEE; AFDS/Autothrottle mode
changes are emphasized for
10 seconds bya green or
amberbox drawn around the
mode.

G/S
FLARE
VNAV

AFDSENGAGED/
AUTOLAND
STATUS"
(green)
-FD
•CMD
-LAND 2
-LAND 3
-TEST
(amber)
-NO AUTOLAND

Figure 2

Method? for monitoring mode information Standard instrument scan patterns used
with older analog instruments may not apply to glass cockpit displays. The HF Team
notes that nothing comparable to the standard instrument scan pattern has arisen for
these new displays, especially in terms ofcontinuously monitoring mode information.
Instead, there are conflicting ideas on how best to maintain awareness ofthe active
mode. For example, some manufacturers and operators recommend that flightcrews
call out all mode changes. Other manufacturers and operators find this philosophy too
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burdensome and consider it to be unnecessary and potentially distracting, especially
for mode changes that are associated with normal system behavior.

' indirect mode changes. Mode changes that are not due to adirect flightcrew action
are more likely to go unnoticed or create confusion. These indirect mode changes may
be the result ofpreviously programmed instructions, an exceedance ofthe design or
flight envelope parameters for the current mode, or they may represent transition
states between modes selected by the flightcrew. Because indirect mode changes do
not involve either flightcrew input or confirmation at the time ofthe mode change,
flightcrews may be unaware that amode change has occurred. The mode change may
result in significant differences between the flightcrew's expectations and the
airplane's actual behavior. An indirect mode change played arole in the September,
1994 airplane stall incident involving aTarom Airbus A310-300 over Paris-Orly. In
that incident, an indirect mode change occurred as aresult ofan overshoot ofthe flap
placard limitairspeed.

An example ofasimilar type ofmode change on Boeing airplanes is the transition
from avertical navigation path mode to avertical navigation speed mode when an
airspeed tolerance value is exceeded while on the programmed vertical flight path.
Only asubtle change in the mode annunciation (the annunciator changes from VNAV
PTH to VNAV SPD) informs the flightcrew that the airplane will not fly the
commanded profile and will probably not meet the next and possibly subsequent
programmed altitude/airspeed constraints.

Pifferences in mode nomenrhtore and disniav amnno HifWnt airplay tyr^
Modes mtended to accomplish asimilar objective may have different names and use
different nomenclature for the flightcrew interface. For example, the "open descent"
mode on Airbus A320 airplanes performs avery similar function to the "flight level
change" on Boeing, Douglas, Fokker, and some other Airbus airplanes. Despite the
different nomenclature, these modes operate in basically the same way - thrust is
held constant at apredetermined value while the autopilot supplies pitch commands
to the elevator to fly the commanded airspeed.

In some airplanes, the vertical navigation modes used in connection with the flight
management system are referred to as "VNAV." In other airplanes, these modes are
called profile" (PROF) or "managed navigation." Boxes around mode annunciations
may mean one thing on some airplanes, and something different on other airplanes
Even the name ofthe panel on which the mode selectors are located differs from
manufacturer to manufacturer. Airbus calls it aflight control unit (FCU) Boeing a
mode control panel, Douglas aflight control panel, and Fokker aflight mode panel.

The arrangement ofmode annunciations also differs markedly between airplanes In
some airplanes (like the 747-400 example shown in Figure 2), the current modes are
shown in three fields arranged horizontally across the top ofthe PFD On other
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airplanes, the mode information is divided into four or five fields and may appear
either on the PFD or on aseparate flight mode annunciator display, while on still
otiiers this information is displayed vertically in the lower left and right comers ofthe
PFD. Not only does the location or number offields of information differ, but these
differences also reflect different philosophies for how the information should be
grouped. For example, one philosophy would be to inform the flightcrew what is
controlling the airplane's speed, and the lateral and vertical aspects ofthe flight path.
Another philosophy groups the information in terms ofthe autothrottle, pitch, and
heading modes.

These examples are but afew of the many nomenclature, configuration, and display
differences between different airplanes that exist throughout the autoflight system.
While the safety implications of these differences can be difficult to determine, at the
minimum such differences can be confusing to flightcrews moving from one airplane
type to another and impose an additional training burden on operators. In non-normal
circumstances, apilot's instinctive reaction, ifdeveloped on adifferent airplane type
than the one currently being flown, can lead to an incorrect action.

Pifferences in the desiVn implementation of mod** that arc intended ^
accomplish the same objective. For example, one airplane may fly alinear path
between two altitude constraints, while adifferent airplane may remain at the altitude
ofthe first constraint until it can fly an idle thrust descent to the second constraint.
These differences in design implementation occur not only between airplane
manufacturers, but also occur on different airplane types from the same manufacturer
Subtle differences in the way the modes work are not only confusing to flightcrews
and air traffic controllers, but also have significant implications for the design of
operational procedures and air traffic clearances, since different airplane types may
fly different flight paths. y

Proliferation in the number nfmn^ There was broad consensus among those
with whom the HF Team met that there are simply too many different modes, many
ofwhich perform similar functions. For example, vertical speed, flight level change
VNAV path, VNAV speed, and Flight Path Angle (FPA) are all different modes that
can be used during adescent. Figure 2shows the number ofdifferent modes available
on aBoemg 747-400 (and is also representative ofother highly automated airplanes).
The large number ofmodes increases the training burden placed on operators and
pilots and increases the complexity ofthe interface, leading to increased risks of
flightcrew error.

Reducing the number ofmodes, however, would not be an easy task. To alarge
extent, the proliferation ofmodes is due to the varied needs ofthe operating
environment, different operators, and different operating procedures. It is not that any
one operator needs, or even wants, all ofthese modes. Quite the contrary, the input
received by the HF Team indicates that none ofthe operators who responded to this
issue uses or needs every mode that has been provided. However, when considering
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in total the varied requests ofdifferent operators, each individual mode isdeemed
necessary ordesirable byone or more operators.

One suggestion offered tothe HF Team toreduce the number ofmodes would remove
the annunciation ofcertain transition states (e.g., altitude capture), since these states
are not directly selectable by the flightcrew, do not require further flightcrew action,
and are only active for ashort period oftime. The HF Team disagrees with this
approach. The HF Team considers it important to keep the flightcrew informed ofany
automation state that may result in achange in the airplane's orautomation's
behavior, orcould result in adifferent response to flightcrew actions.

• Complexity in the flightcrew interface fas nerceived hv the flightcrew^. especially
for thevertical modes- We heard many complaints about the non-intuitiveness of
existing interface designs. Flightcrews noted that elegant engineering solutions do not
necessarily produce user-friendly designs. Ofparticular concern are the vertical
modes because they give flightcrews the most difficulty.

Complexity in the flightcrew interfaces carries the price of increasing the potential for
flightcrew error. This potential is increased when actions taken by the autoflight
system differ from the actions the flightcrew would take. Remedies are usually
obtained through training, standard operating procedures, warnings, alerts, etc.
However, these remedies can only go so far - more attention needs to be paid to this
problem in thedesign of the interface.

* Conflicting information Provided bv the control panel used for selertinp
autoflight modes. On some airplane types, push-button mode selectors illuminate or
otherwise show they have been selected regardless ofwhether or not the selected
mode is actually engaged. Although flightcrews are trained to refer to the mode
annunciators (usually located on the PFD) to identify active modes, some flightcrews
look to the mode selector panel for this information, and are vulnerable to receiving
incorrect feedback. The distance between the selector knobs and buttons to the PFD
annunciators contributes tothis tendency for pilots to use the mode selection
indicators to provide feedback ontheactive modes.

Airplane Energy State, Terrain, and Systems Status Awareness

Airplane Energy State Awareness

Based on areview ofnumerous incident and accident reports, the HF Team is concerned
that flightcrews may not be provided adequate awareness ofairplane energy state
particularly when approaching or trending toward alow energy state. The incorporation
offeatures such as autotrimming, attitude rate or maneuver demand flight control laws,
and autopilot modes such as control wheel steering and vertical speed can make it more
difficult for the flightcrew to recognize conditions that may lead to low energy states.
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Transport category airplanes are required to have adequate warnings ofan impending
stall, but at this point the airplane may already be in apotentially hazardous low energy
state. Better awareness is needed ofenergy state trends such that flightcrews are alerted
prior to reaching apotentially hazardous low energy state.

Terrain Awareness

Although the introduction ofGround Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS) in the 1970's
greatly reduced the number ofcontrolled flight into terrain (CFIT) accidents, CFIT
accidents continue to occur at an unacceptable rate. Ahigh percentage ofthese accidents
occurs in the landing configuration during low visibility non-precision approaches. Also,
nuisance warnings and delayed or nonexistent warnings continue to degrade the utility of
current warning systems.

The HF Team believes that the improved'navigation and communication capabilities of
advanced automated airplanes offer the potential for significantly improving the safety of
some approaches, especially those into difficult airports lacking ground facilities to
provide vertical approach guidance. Operators such as Alaska Airlines are demonstrating
the capabilities ofFMS lateral and vertical path guidance using required navigation
performance (RNP) area navigation procedures at locations such as Juneau, Alaska.
American, Delta, and Northwest Airlines are also demonstrating the safety and efficiency
ofFMS lateral and vertical path guidance at airports such as Eagle, Colorado. The HF
Team believes changes can and should be made to current departure and approach
procedures where possible to take full advantage ofexisting airplane and infrastructure
capabilities. For the future, increased emphasis should be given to developing and
implementing entirely new concepts for aiding flightcrew terrain awareness.

Systems Status Awareness

In general, the incorporation ofelectronic system synoptic and warning displays has
increased flightcrews' ability to evaluate the status and activity ofairplane systems and
equipment. However, the HF Team has several concerns with the implementation ofthese
displays on modern transport category airplanes. First, there isa lack ofstandardization
within the industry regarding display symbology, nomenclature, and content. Second, in
some airplanes, the complexity and variety ofancillary warnings and alerts associated
with major system failures can make it difficult for the flightcrew to discern the primary
failure. For example, following certain engine failure events, alerts associated with the
engine-driven subsystems (e.g., hydraulic, pneumatic, electric, fuel) may mask the
primary failure or distract the flightcrew, making it more difficult to recognize the
principle cause (e.g., engine failure). Third, on some airplanes, discrete indications of
systems status have been completely eliminated such that the flightcrew must rely solely
on the electronic display's warning messages to diagnose aproblem. Last, there is a
tendency to provide binary state indications (OK or not OK) for some parameters, rather
than a continuous display ofparameter values. Some ofthese issues are less ofa concern
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on the more recent airplane types, and the HF Team hopes to see acontinuation ofthe
trend toward including better system failure diagnostic tools.

Variations in the Automation Interfaces Among Different Airplane
Types

In addition to the issue ofdifferent nomenclature for essentially the same function, which
isdiscussed above for mode awareness, there isa lack ofstandardization for basic
features such as data entry conventions and display symbology, the location of
takeoff/go-around and autothrottle disconnect switches, and the layout ofthe autoflight
system mode selector panel. Examples ofthe wide variations in the layout ofthe mode
selector panel are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4provides examples ofvariations in the
location of takeoff/go-around switches and autothrottle disconnect switches, and Figure 5
shows some ofthe many variations in formatting conventions for navigation position
data.

There are also different conventions employed for selecting or engaging modes from the
mode selector panel. Pushing, pulling, or twisting the selector knobs or buttons will
achieve different results on different airplanes. The vulnerability resulting from all these
variations is that flightcrews transitioning between airplane types may find habits and
previous training difficult to overcome. Further, the chance for error is increased,
especially duringstressful situations.

The HF Team is especially concerned about the use ofmulti-function knobs for flight
critical functions and the use ofdifferent autoflight controls that have asimilar shape,
feel, location, and display (e.g., speed and heading control knobs). These design features
are contrary to the principles ofminimizing the potential for flightcrew error and
providing error tolerance. These features make it too easy for abusy flightcrew member
to make an error and not realize it until the airplane's behavior becomes sufficiently
different from what the flightcrew expects. For example, it is believed by some that the
similarity between the display representations offlight path angle and vertical speed
played amajor role in the Air Inter Airbus A320 accident at Strasbourg, France in 1992
and in several similar incidents. '

Warning and Alerting Schemes

Amultitude ofwarnings and alerts exist in the cockpits ofmany modem transport
category airplanes to notify the flightcrew ofpotentially hazardous situations. Avariety
ofmethods are employed to take advantage ofmost ofthe human senses to get the
flightcrew's attention, including voice, horns, klaxons, chimes, bells, cavalry charges
buzzers, wailers, clackers, alphanumeric messages, blinking lights, flashing displays '
stick shakers, different colors, etc. Many ofthese warnings have been mandated as a'
result ofsafety issues brought to light by specific incidents or accidents.
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Figure 3. Mode Selector Panels
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Figure 3 (continued)
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Figure 3 (continued)
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Figure 4. Takeoff/Go-Around and Autothrottle Quick
Disconnect Switch Locations
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Figure 5. Sample ofVarious Formatting Conventions
Fora Given Geographic Fix
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Although there has been much progress made in integrating, prioritizing, and, when
appropriate, inhibiting unnecessary alerts, the HF Team isconcerned both that the
number and complexity ofwarnings and alerts has grown too large and that existing
warnings and alerts may not always be integrated into aconsistent scheme. Multiple
warnings and alerts may also mutually interfere or may interfere with flightcrew
communication at critical times. Contributing to this problem are FAA regulatory
standards that mandate the means by which aspecific warning or alert must be
implemented, regardless ofwhether it fits in with the warning or alerting philosophy
adopted by the manufacturer. Examples ofmandated warning systems that require
distinctively different warnings include landing gear, takeoffconfiguration, overspeed,
stall, Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS), GPWS, and the predictive
and reactive windshear alerting systems.

The more unique warnings there are, the more difficult it is for the flightcrew to
remember what each one signifies. The result can be aconfused and distracted flightcrew
precisely at the time when prompt action may be necessary. Inappropriate use ofcolor,
sound, etc. may also cause confusion, as may several warnings and alerts going off in '
unison and perhaps conflicting with one another (e.g., the flightcrew ofthe Birgenair
Boeing 757 that crashed into the sea shortly after takeoff from Puerto Plata, Dominican
Republic may have been confused by conflicting stall and overspeed warnings coupled
with erroneous airspeed information). Increasing levels ofautomation coupled with the
evolving operational environment (e.g., Data link, the Future Air Navigation System, free
flight) and new safety systems (e.g., predictive windshear and enhanced GPWS) make it
more critical then ever that advisories, alerts, warnings, and status information be
properly integrated.

Feedback Needs

Empirical research, incidents, and accidents suggest that flightcrews tend to detect
unexpected automation behavior in these highly automated airplanes from observations of
unanticipated airplane behavior (e.g., speed or flight path deviations or unexpected
movement ofa control) rather than from displays containing information on automation
status/configuration.9 Since the information needed by the flightcrew to detect the
undesired automation behavior is already available on cockpit displays, this observation
suggests that current feedback mechanisms may be inadequate to support timely error
detection.

Several incidents and accidents point toother vulnerabilities that are associated with the
autoflight system masking system failures or other causes ofin-flight upsets. These
vulnerabilities result when the autoflight system initially masks the in-flight upset, then
suddenly disengages or is unable to maintain control when it runs out ofcontrol authority.
Because ofthe masking effect ofthe autopilot, these situations may not be adequately

9Sarter, Nadine B. and David D. Woods. 'Now in the worlddid we ever get into that mode?' Mode Error
and Awareness in Supervisory Control. Human Factors, 37(1), 5-19, 1995.
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addressed bythe current autopilot regulatory requirements. Examples that illustrate these
vulnerabilities include:

• A China Airlines Boeing 747 in 1985 lost power onone engine during cruise in
autoflight. The captain was unaware of theengine failure, in part because the
autopilot compensated for theresulting yaw until control limits were reached. Upon
disengagement of the autopilot, the resulting transient caused arapid roll and steep
dive angle. Thecaptain was able to successfully regain control ofthe airplane.

• An AmericanEagle Aerospatiale ATR-72 crashed near Roselawn,Indiana in 1994
after a severe icing encounter. The autopilot disconnected shortly after the ailerons
deflected, initiating an abrupt roll to theright that the flightcrew was unable to arrest.

• A numberofhigh altitude upset incidents haveoccurred on the Airbus A300-600 in
which FMS performance data indicated an altitude capability very near thebuffet
limit. When turbulence was encountered, the autopilot would disconnect, leaving the
flightcrew with an airplane out oftrim, near buffet, and with marginal stability.
Serious turbulence or flight control-induced "airplane-pilot coupling" incidents have
also been encountered on the Douglas MD-11, involving a fatality inone instance.
These incidents appear to beexacerbated by high altitude stability characteristics,
flightcrew unfamiliarity with these characteristics, and autopilot interactions.

The type of feedback provided to the flightcrew is changing with the evolving technology
in both the flight deck interface and the flight control systems. In many areas, tactile
feedback is being replaced by visual annunciations. Although the same information may
be present, its form has changed. One particular example ofthis change is illustrated by
the use ofnon-moving autothrottles in Airbus A320/A330/A340 airplanes. In these
airplanes the thrust levers do not move in response to changes in thrust commanded by
the autothrust system. The tactile cues present in other airplanes (which Airbus suggests
may bemisleading because the thrust lever position isonly an indication ofthe
commanded thrust level) are replaced byadditional visual cues (e.g., flight mode
annunciations, aspeed trend symbol on the PFD, and enhanced presentation ofengine
parameters) augmented byenvelope protection features and aural alerts (on some
airplanes) for low energy state.10

Another example ofachange inthe type of feedback provided in the A320/A330/A340
airplanes isthe use of uncoupled sidesticks, which do not provide direct tactile feedback
ofapilot's control stick inputs to the other pilot, nor feedback as to the position or
movement of the flight control surfaces. Because the uncoupled sidesticks make itmore
difficult to for flightcrews to discern the other pilot's inputs (and there have been cases of
inadvertent conflicting flightcrew inputs), there are additional flightcrew coordination

10For adiscussion ofthe potential benefits and disadvantages ofnon-moving autothrottles, refer to SAE
Technical Paper Series, number912225, British Airways Airbus A320 Pilots' Autothrust Survey, by Steve
Last and Martin Alder; and National Aerospace Laboratory ofthe Netherlands, NLR TP 94005,'Pilot
Performance in Automated Cockpits: AComparison ofMoving andNon-Moving Thrust Levers by HH
Folkerts and P.G.A.M. Joma.
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issues to address. It is difficult to determine whether the changes in the type offeedback
associated with the non-moving autothrottles and uncoupled sidesticks meet (or do not
meet) the pilot's needs, however, because ofalack ofunderstanding and consensus of
precisely what type and amount offeedback are necessary.

Despite the amount of interest paid to the specific design features noted above, there are
other more generic examples ofthe changing nature offeedback associated with highly
automated airplanes that also need further attention. Just as in the examples cited above,
however, there is alack ofconsensus on their relative importance and potential effects '
Nonetheless, one example is the increased use ofthe visual channel to sense the present
and future flight path through display annunciations rather than the tactile sensations of
the movements ofthe control column and thrust levers. We also heard from several
operators that the use ofautoflight systems has increased the need for verbal
communications between flightcrew members, because it can be more difficult for pilots
to discern the inputs and the intentions ofthe other pilot. Often, these inputs affect the
future flight path ofthe airplane rather than the current flight path, and the delay between
the action and the effect raises coordination issues. Another example is provided by the
trend in modern autopilot design to use very gradual flight path changes for improved
passenger comfort. The situation may be further aggravated by quiet flight decks, where
auditory cues (e.g., those associated with engine thrust changes) are not as noticeable.

Other automation issues, such as flightcrew complacency and over-reliance on
automation, should also be considered in examining flightcrew feedback needs. An in
flight upset ofaBoeing 747 operated by Evergreen International Airlines in 1991 (and
other similar incidents) highlighted the vulnerabilities related to these issues when
accompanied by ahard-to-detect automation failure. In the 1991 incident, an autopilot
failure caused adeparture from the desired flight path in the form ofaslow roll that was
below the threshold for flightcrew perception. Outside visual references were also
unavailable. The flightcrew first became aware ofthe resulting flight path deviation and
excessive bank angle when the inertial navigation system FAIL lights illuminated. They
then noted that the instruments indicated abank angle in excess of90 degrees. '

The HF Team concluded that there is alack ofcredible data and consensus regarding
what constitutes effective feedback and how best to provide it. We found strongly held,
but differing opinions regarding the proper balance between visual, aural, and tactile
feedback under different situations. Additional work needs to be done to understand and
objectively evaluate flightcrew feedback needs.

Hazardous States of Awareness

Inattention, or decreased vigilance, is often cited in ASRS reports, and has been a
contributor to operational errors, incidents, and accidents. Decreased vigilance manifests
itself in several ways, which can be referred to as hazardous states ofawareness. These
states include:
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• Absorption. Absorption is astate ofbeing so focused on aspecific task that other
tasks are disregarded. Programming the FMS to the exclusion ofother tasks, such as
monitoring other instruments, would be an example ofabsorption. The potential for
absorption is one reason why some operators discourage their flightcrews from
programming the FMS during certain flight phases orconditions (e.g., altitudes below
10,000 feet).

• Fixation. Fixation isa state ofbeing locked onto one task orone view ofa situation
even as evidence accumulates that attention isnecessary elsewhere orthat the
particular view is incorrect. The "tunneling" that can occur during stressful situations
is an example offixation. For example, apilot may be convinced that ahigh,
unstabilized approach to landing is salvageable even when other flightcrew members,
air traffic control, and cockpit instruments strongly suggest that the approach cannot
be completed within acceptable parameters. The fixated pilot will typically be
unaware ofthese other inputs and appear tobe unresponsive until the fixation is
broken. Fixation is difficult to self-diagnose, but itmay be recognizable in someone
else.

• Preoccupation. Preoccupation is astate where one's attention is elsewhere (e.g.,
daydreaming).

Decreased vigilance can be caused or fostered by anumber offactors, including:

• Fatigue. Fatigue has been the subject ofextensive research and is well recognized as a
causeofdecreased vigilance.

• Underload. Underload isincreasingly being recognized as a concern. Sustained
attention isdifficult to maintain when workload isvery low.

• Complacency. Automated systems have become very reliable and perform most tasks
extremely well. As aresult, flightcrews increasingly rely on the automation. Although
high system reliability is desired, this high reliability affects flightcrew monitoring
strategies ina potentially troublesome way. When a failure occurs orwhen the
automation behavior violates expectations, the flightcrew may miss the failure,
misunderstand the situation, or take longer to assess the information and respond
appropriately. In other words, over-reliance on automation can breed complacency,
which hampers the flightcrew's ability to recognize afailure or unexpected
automation behavior.
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Recommendations

Recommendation SA-1

The FAA should require operators to increase flightcrews' understanding ofand
sensitivity to maintaining situation awareness, particularly:

• Mode and airplane energy awareness issues associated with autoflight systems
(i.e., autopilot, autothrottle, flight management system, and fly-by-wire flight
control systems);

• Position awareness with respect to the intended flight path and proximity to
terrain, obstacles, or traffic; and

• Potential causes, flightcrew detection, and recovery from hazardous pitch or
bankangle upsets while under autopilot control (eg.,wake vortex, subtle
autopilot failures, engine failure in cruise, atmospheric turbulence).

Discussion ofRecommendation SA-1 •

This recommendation is intended as anear-term temporary solution until these issues are
more comprehensively addressed in design, flightcrew qualification/training, and
operational procedures. In coordination with the FAA, airplane manufacturers and
operators should develop and issue additional guidance emphasizing the importance of
maintaining situation awareness in highly automated airplanes. This guidance should
include discussion and examples ofmonitoring techniques and the potential hazards
associated with inadequate monitoring or understanding ofautoflight modes, airplane
energy state, position and flight path, and the potential causes and characteristics of in
flight upsets that may initially be masked or otherwise exacerbated by the autoflight
system. Examples should be provided ofproblems encountered in incidents, accidents,
in-service difficulties, and training. Examples ofitems that flightcrews should be. made
aware of include:

(1) The lack oflow speed protection features in many autopilots when in any vertical
mode;

(2) Situations in which uncommanded or indirect mode changes may occur, and the
implications of those mode changes; and

(3) Situations that can result in hazardously low energy states when using the control
wheel steering autopilot mode on airplanes with aconventional control system or
during manual flight ofairplanes with a fly-by-wire control system when the
particular implementation ofthese systems results in neutral longitudinal speed
stability (i.e., stick force versus speed).
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The information provided should take into account the clarity and completeness of
existing flightcrew operating manual (FCOM) information available to flightcrews and
should emphasize critical FCOM information related to major areas ofvulnerability (as
determined from incidents, accidents, etc.). This information should be provided through
existing methods for increasing flightcrews' awareness ofspecific safety issues.
Examples include manufacturers' publications (operator letters, bulletins, and periodicals)
or special topic training aids (e.g., Windshear Training Aid, TakeoffSafety Training
Aid), operators' publications (safety bulletins, newsletters), and regulatory agency
advisories (e.g., FAA Flight Standards Information Bulletins, Handbook bulletins).

Recommendation SA-2

The FAA should require operators' initial and recurrent training programs as well
as appropriate operating manuals to:

• Explicitly address autoflight mode and airplane energy awareness hazards;
• Provide information on the characteristics and principles ofthe autoflight

system's design that have operational safety consequences; and

• Provide training to proficiency of the flight management system capabilities to
be used in operations.

DisCUSSion ofRecommendation, flA-?-

This is afollow-on recommendation to Recommendation SA-1 and is intended to address
the same issues on alonger term basis. (See also Recommendation Knowledge-2.)

Operators should be required to incorporate the information developed in response to
Recommendation SA-1 into their initial and recurrent training programs as well as into
appropriate operating manuals. In addition, the HF Team considers it important for
operators and flightcrews to understand the manufacturer's underlying design principles
for the automation, including both higher level philosophy (e.g., the reasons for
automating aparticular function) and lower level principles and characteristics that have
operational safety consequences (e.g., the basis for the computation ofvertical flight
profiles or one-engine-inoperative driftdown profiles). Operating procedures should as
appropriate, be consistent with the underlying automation design principles.

Flightcrews should be given sufficient training on using the FMS to ensure proficiency at
least for those capabilities used in normal day-to-day operations. The HF Team considers
the practice ofexpecting flightcrews to acquire these basic skills while flying the line to
be inappropriate.
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Recommendation SA-3

The FAA should encourage the aviation industry to develop and implement new
concepts to provide better terrain awareness.

Discussion of Recommendation SA.V

Continued vulnerabilities to controlled-flight-into-terrain accidents demonstrate the need
for further improvement in this area. The objective ofthis recommendation is to
encourage timely development ofbetter defenses against this class ofaccidents New
approaches are needed to supplement or replace the current ground proximity warning
systems, such that earlier indications and warnings ofpotential collisions with terrain are
provided and nuisance warnings are minimized.

Apotential approach currently being proposed uses terrain databases in conjunction with
accurate position information (e.g., from the global navigation satellite system),
prediction algorithms for the airplane's future flight path, graphical terrain depiction on
an electronic display, and suitable flightcrew alerting. The HF Team supports this
approach, but candidate proposals should be carefully evaluated to ensure proper
mtegration with other flight deck systems and displays, and that human performance
issues and other potential hazards (e.g., errors in terrain databases) are satisfactorily
addressed. J

Recommendation SA-4

The FAA and the aviation industry should develop and implement aplan to
transition to standardized instrument approaches using lateral navigation (LNAV)
and vertical navigation (VNAV) path guidance for three-dimensional approaches.
The use ofapproaches that lack vertical path guidance should be minimized and
eventually eliminated.

Discussion ofRecommendation SA-4-

This recommendation is intended to reduce the vulnerability to controlled-flight-into-
terrain accidents, especially those associated with approaches lacking suitable approach
guidance. To accomplish the goal ofthis recommendation, asuitable existing or newly
established working group should be tasked to recommend an implementation plan and
schedule to the FAA. The working group should include at least representation from FAA
Aircraft Certification, Flight Standards, and Air Traffic Services, operators, airplane and
avionics manufacturers, pilots, and other affected parties.
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Recommendation SA-5

The FAA should encourage the exploration, development, and testing of new ideas
and approaches for providing effective feedback to the flightcrew to support error
detection and improved situation awareness.

Discussion of Recommendation SA-S-

The FAA should encourage, either through research, technical committees, or other
collaborative processes, the development ofnew approaches, tools, and criteria for
improving feedback in the cockpits ofhighly automated airplanes under normal,
abnormal, and emergency conditions. This effort should address:
• Flightcrew information needs;

• How to provide better feedback ofairplane energy state trends;
• Issues related to the value ofspecific types offeedback (e.g., when is tactile feedback

necessary?); such as

- Whether, and under what circumstances, one feedback channel can be
substituted for another (e.g., visual for tactile);

-Overloading of feedback channels (e.g., guidance on the maximum acceptable
number of discrete auditory alerts);

• How automation can potentially mask situations that may develop into problems;
• Changes in flightcrew information needs and feedback effectiveness in going from

normal to abnormal to emergency conditions (e.g., investigate issues such as display
de-cluttering, integration ofwarnings and alerts);

• Masking ofabnormal situations by the autoflight system;
• Improved methods ofpresenting vertical flight path information to the flightcrew;
• How to reveal transitions across modes (show events, targets, and indirect mode

transitions);

• How to show the future airplane behavior (reveal what should happen next and
when);

• How to reveal patterns (pilots should be able to scan at aglance and pick up possible
unexpected or abnormal conditions, rather than have toread and integrate each
individual piece ofdata to make an overall assessment);

• How to provide flightcrews with feedback to help themunderstand the behavior of
autoflight systems, especially with respect to vertical navigation (i.e., what it is doing
now andwhat it is goingto do in the future); and
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• How to provide better feedback onthe activities of the autoflight system, particularly
when:

(1) The autoflight system takes anaction not explicitly directed bythe flightcrew
(e.g., a mode reversion);

(2) The autoflight systemoverrides, denies, or otherwise inhibits an action
commanded by the flightcrew; and

(3) The autoflight system isabout to take anaction of interest to the flightcrew.

The process should include prototyping, testing, and widespread adoption ofsuccessful
innovations to aidawareness and monitoring, where better error detection is one criterion
for success. From this effort, the FAA should pursue internationally harmonized
guidelines for incorporating more effective feedback mechanisms related to both present
and future operatingenvironments.

Recommendation SA-6

The FAA should encourage standardization, as appropriate, ofautomation interface
features, such as:

• The location, shape, and direction ofmovement for takeoff/go-around and
autothrottle quick disconnect switches;

• Autoflight system mode selectors and selector panel layout;

• Autoflight system modes, display symbology, and nomenclature; and

• Flight management system interfaces, data entry conventions, and
nomenclature.

Discussion of Recommendation SA-fr

The FAA should encourage appropriate standardization ofautomation interface features
by supporting recently initiated efforts in industry technical committees and exploring
incentives for standardization (and possibly disincentives for inappropriate
differentiation) that would lead or assist in the development ofguidelines and standards.
These guidelines and standards should also address the use ofmulti-function controls and
differentiation ofcontrols by location, shape, and feel.

Standardization is not intended to substitute for human-centered design, but implemented
correctly, it can reduce the potential for flightcrew error. It can also reduce the training
burden for transitioning flightcrews and improve the reliability ofproper human response
particularly when reacting instinctively in critical situations. One potential pitfall of '
standardization that should be avoided is to standardize on the lowest common
denominator (e.g., disabling the autobrakes on airplanes that have this feature because it
is not included on all airplane types). Another potential pitfall is that inappropriate
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standardization, rigidly applied, can be abarrier to innovation, product improvement, and
product differentiation. In implementing this recommendation, these potential pitfalls
should be recognized and avoided. It may be appropriate to interpret this recommendation
asa request for consistency, rather than rigid standardization.

Recommendation SA-7

The FAA and the aviation industry should update or develop new standards and
evaluation criteria for information presented to the flightcrew by flight deck
displays and aural advisories (e.g., primary flight displays,
navigation/communication displays, synoptics showing system states).

Discussion ofRecommendation SA-7:

The objective ofthis recommendation is to encourage the industry to adopt standard
methods ofdisplaying information to the flightcrew on electronic displays (e.g., speed
and altitude tape displays, map symbols, attitude information for unusual attitudes, traffic
displays, systems displays). Consideration should also be given to new
communication/navigation system elements to be incorporated into cockpits, such as data
link, RNP, and enhanced GPWS.

Feedback issues associated with implementation of this recommendation should be
addressed in a coordinated manner with the effort recommended in Recommendation
SA-5.

Recommendation SA-8

The FAA should ensure that flightcrews are educated about hazardous states of
awareness and the need for countermeasures to maintainvigilance. The FAA should
encourage operators to:

• Develop operational procedures andstrategies to foster attention management
skills with the objective of avoiding hazardous states ofawareness; and

• Develop techniques to apply during training to identify and minimize hazardous
states of awareness.

Discussion ofRecommendation SA-8:

This recommendation is intendedto be a near term means ofaddressing the issues
associatedwith hazardous states ofawareness. Existing knowledge regardingstates of
awareness and attention management skills should be used to educate operators and to
facilitate development of the training techniques and operational procedures and
strategies referred to in the recommendation. For example,Crew ResourceManagement
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(CRM) training could include methods for recognizing hazardous states ofawareness in
other flightcrew members (e.g., fixation, absorption) as well as methods for combating
these states

Recommendation SA-9

The FAA should sponsor research, or assure that research is accomplished, to
develop improved methods for:

• Evaluating designs for susceptibility to hazardous states ofawareness (e.g.,
underload,complacency, absorption); and

• Training to minimize hazardous states of awareness.

Discussion ofRecommendation SA-Q:

This recommendation addresses the hazardous states ofawareness issue from alonger
term perspective than Recommendation SA-8. Further research on the issue should be
sponsored by the FAA to develop criteria, tools, and methods for use in designing
systems that minimize susceptibility to hazardous states ofawareness, evaluating the
success ofthese designs, and for developing training techniques or system designs that
recognize and minimize these states.
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The HF Team examined several areas within the aviation system where there is
insufficient communication and coordination that can affect the safe operation ofhighly
automated airplanes. Insufficient communication and coordination have led to
incompatibilities between the capabilities ofhighly automated airplanes and the air traffic
service environment, and has inhibited the sharing ofin-service data to identify
vulnerabilities before they result in an incident/accident. Both inter- and intra-
organizational communication difficulties within the FAA can impede both FAA and
industry personnel from performing their respective roles in aconsistent and ideal
manner. Lack ofcoordination has also resulted in or contributed to aproliferation of
technical committees dealing with identical (or nearly identical) issues, and research that
is either incomplete ordoes not get applied.

Incompatibility Between Airplane Capabilities and the Air Traffic
Service Environment

'7do not believe thatATC controllers understand the operation ofcomputer driven
aircraft..."

"Controllers need to understand the increase in workload that isplaced on a2-man crew
using an FMC when giving restrictions and holding instructions... We areplagued with
late clearances, frequent changes..."

"Simple changes to [ATC] procedures would help cut out workloadso we could keep our
heads out ofthe cockpit and still use the computer..."

- Quotes from the ASRS database

In many ways, advanced cockpit automation has greatly added to the flightcrew's ability
to operate safely within the confines ofthe air traffic environment. Complex departure
and approach paths, altitude constraints, en route navigation, etc. can be pre-programmed,
reducing flightcrew workload and making iteasier, for the most part, to conform to air
traffic clearances. Certain features have been added, such as the electronic horizontal
situation indicator (i.e., "moving map" display), that assist the flightcrew in visualizing
andunderstanding the implications of these clearances.

We were provided with numerous examples, however, that provide evidence of
incompatibilities between highly automated airplanes and the airtraffic service
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environment. In the HF Team's discussions with airplane operators, pilot groups, and
airplane and avionics manufacturers, there is broad consensus that these incompatibilities
represent asignificant issue impacting the safety and efficiency ofcurrent operations. For
example, late changes to approach and landing clearances can create potentially unsafe
high workload situations for the flightcrews ofhighly automated airplanes as they attempt
to reprogram the revised arrival information. Or flightcrews may be forced to revert to
lower levels ofautomation, thereby negating any advantages that may have been
available through use ofthe full automation capabilities.

As another example, some established approaches and departures are either incompatible
with highly automated airplanes ordo not allow optimal use ofthe automation. "Slam-
dunk" approaches, which involve high rates ofdescent in the last stages ofthe approach,
present problems for any airplane, highly automated or not. For example, approaching
San Francisco International Airport, it is not uncommon to be held ataltitudes over 7000
feet on the downwind leg, then be requested to turn onto the final approach leg, and land
with very little distance in which to accomplish the descent. The HF Team believes that
such procedures need to be carefully reviewed in order to provide the proper balance
between safety and capacity issues.

Ingeneral, problem areas fall into one of three classifications:

(1) Clearances that present difficulties for any airplane, but are particularly difficult
for highly automated airplanes, such as:

• Flight paths near the limit of the airplane's performance capability (e.g.,
"slam dunk" approaches);

• Last minute changes in identifying the runway to use for takeoffor
landing; and

• Late clearances for higher (or lower) altitudes during climb (or descent)
or for crossing constraints.

(2) Clearances that were developed for and based on the capabilities ofolder
airplanes, and may be difficult to perform using the advanced cockpit automation,
such as:

• Tracking outbound on aVery High Frequency Omnidirectional Radio
Range (VOR) radial;

• Back course approaches;

• Tuning and listening to the Automatic Terminal Information Service
(ATIS) in the rare instance when the ATIS frequency coincides with an
Instrument Landing System or VOR frequency rather than a
communication frequency; and

. Ago-around with an altitude, heading, or flight track that is complex and
differs from the published missed approach.
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(3) Clearances that do not take advantage ofthe unique capabilities ofFMS-equipped
airplanes, such as:

. Headings to intercept radials at an arbitrary point or flight over radio
navigational aids versus direct routings to awaypoint;

• Fuel- and airspace-inefficient climb and descent trajectories versus
VNAV trajectories that permit efficient, coordinated arrival and departure
paths; and

• Non-precision approach concepts with numerous step down fixes versus
three-dimensional LNAV/VNAV arrivals and departures that provide
vertical path guidance, and LNAV/VNAV approaches to arunway end
rather than to arbitrary points away from the landing flight path.

An additional concern with certain air traffic procedures has arisen recently with the
development ofhighly accurate navigation information (e.g., the Global Positioning
System (GPS)). For example, some procedures that may have provided appropriate
separation between airplanes on intersecting arrival and departure paths may no longer be
appropriate in aGPS environment. The high degree ofprecision provided by modern
navigation systems using GPS may actually increase the chance ofcollision ifthere is a
procedural failure or human failure in the use ofthese procedures. Examples include the
use ofacommon fix for arrival and departure procedures where aircraft are pointed
directly at each other during climb and descent, or oceanic tracks where aircraft are
assigned clearances to fly exactly the same oceanic track for long distances. These air
traffic procedures and routes should be re-evaluated and modified or eliminated.

Incompatibilities between airplane capabilities and the air traffic services environment
have resulted in inappropriate altitude, speed, and heading assignments, increased
controller and flightcrew workload, degradation offlightcrew situation awareness, and
inefficient use offuel and airspace. Additionally, air traffic procedure demands, ifnot
well coordinated with the users ofthe air traffic system and the airplane manufacturers,
add undue complexity to airplane autoflight system designs, operational procedures, and
training because ofthe variety ofprocedures that are developed without regard to airplane
system design consequences. Resolving this issue presents significant challenges on the
national level, but will be even more difficult when the international variation inair
traffic systems is considered.

Nevertheless, these concerns must be addressed. Early implementation ofnew CNS and
air traffic management concepts (e.g., increased use ofdirect routings, RNP, and free
flight), both in the U.S. National Airspace System and internationally, can play an
important role inresolving some ofthese incompatibility issues.
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Insufficient Communication About In-Service Experience

The aviation industry has an enviable overall safety record. In achieving this safety
record, the risk ofaccidents due to "simple" types offailures (e.g., equipment,
mechanical, orstructural failures from which recovery is impossible) has been greatly
reduced in the current generation oftransport category airplanes. Most ofthe accidents
now result from a number offactors converging ina particular way (i.e., an "accident
chain"11). Because accidents are so infrequent, accident data are insufficient to provide an
adequate source ofinformation for making further safety improvements. (See the section
entitled, "Measurement ofand Incentives for Safety," for further discussion ofthis point.)

Errors, incidents, and other in-service events provide vital data that can also beused to
prevent future accidents. As can be seen from the list ofincidents and accidents provided
in Appendix D, many ofthe accidents examined by the HF Team were preceded by
incidents involving similar circumstances. As one example, three years prior to the China
Airlines A300-600 accident atNagoya, Japan, anA310 was involved ina serious incident
ofasimilar nature. As another example, the A320 accident at Strasbourg, France was
preceded by several incidents that pointed tothe possibility for confusion over the
similarity between the vertical speed and flight path angle annunciations.

During the HF Team's discussions with the various segments ofthe industry, strong
concerns were voiced about thelack ofcommunication of in-service events data.
Although some sharing ofdata takes place, and there are systematic data collection
systems that deal with aportion ofthe available information (e.g., ASRS, British
Airways' Safety Information System), there is aneed for asystem-wide process for
collecting, analyzing, and reporting data to appropriate parties. The Department of
Transportation and the FAA have recognized this need and, with support from the
aviation industry, have outlined steps toward accomplishing this goal.'2 The HF Team
endorses this approach, but notes that timeliness is critical and that the resulting process
must be designed to adequately address human performance issues.

The HF Team also noted that information on difficulties encountered in operational
service or in training that could affect flight safety is not systematically being passed on
to flightcrews. Flightcrews may also be unaware ofthe particular circumstances involved
mrelevant accidents and major incidents. The HF Team considers it especially important
that flightcrews be made aware ofthis type ofinformation since, as end users in this
system, they are very important links in the safety chain. As an example, prior to the 1993
landing accident ofaLufthansa Airbus A320 at Warsaw, it was not widely recognized
that when landing with flaps "Full," there are certain conditions in which the spoilers may
not deploy on landing, even ifthe pilot manually moves the speedbrake control to the
deploy position.

|*Accident Prevention Strategies. Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, October, 1993
l2A viation Safety Plan. U.S. Department ofTransportation, February, 1996.
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Another example isa subtle and not widely known characteristic ofthe rudder throw
limiter on the Douglas MD-80. Following an engine failure or other thrust asymmetry, it
may be necessary for the pilot to first relax full rudder pressure, momentarily center the
rudder pedals, and then reapply full rudder pedal deflection in order to gain full rudder
travel authority. The consequences ofthis characteristic for some engine failure scenarios
were not widely known by MD-80 pilots, and may still not be known to pilots at some
operators. Nevertheless, it was reported to bea factor in an incident at one U.S. airline.
That airline subsequently incorporated information about this characteristic into manuals
and procedures. It isunknown how many other operators have addressed this issue. This
is an example ofthe type ofinformation that should be widely and quickly shared
between operators, manufacturers, pilots, and regulatory authorities to help prevent
recurrence ofpotentiallyavoidable incidentsand accidents.

In our meetings with operators, the operators noted that manufacturers frequently
requested data from them, butdid not always share data that was inthemanufacturer's
possession. Operators are often told that the particular problem they reported was unique,
implying that the operator may have been at fault when the problem may actually have
been ageneric one. In turn, manufacturers claimed apaucity ofdata from operators.
Without sufficient data from the operators, manufacturers cannot identify and fix
problems.

The FAA requires air carriers and manufacturers to report equipment failures,
malfunctions, and defects, but does not require other types ofevents to be reported. In
some areas, FAA reporting requirements are very outdated. For example, current
requirements do not specifically address difficulties experienced in the
flightcrew/automation interface. As another consideration, FAA enforcement
responsibilities often inhibit the collection and sharing ofalarge and important segment
ofin-service data, particularly as itrelates to flightcrew performance. Liability concerns
are another inhibitingfactor.

Deficiencies in Information Provided to Flightcrews in Charts,
Approach Plates, Instrument Procedures, Meteorological Data, and
Notices to Airmen (NOTAM)

Information provided to flightcrews in charts, approach plates, instrument procedures,
meteorological data, and NOTAMs is sometimes difficult to read and understand, and the
information is not presented in aprioritized manner. Difficulties in reading and
understanding the charts may have been acontributory factor in the December, 1995
accident ofanAmerican Airlines Boeing 757 near Cali, Columbia.

The HF Team found that NOTAMs are perceived as being particularly difficult to read
and understand. Pilots must often look in several different locations tofind the relevant
information, abbreviations and terms, etc. As aresult, important information can easily be
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missed. Moreover, the system is inconsistent internationally, and is not well suited to the
needs offlightcrews ofhighly automated airplanes.

Communication and Coordination Deficiencies Within the FAA

The FAA is staffed with highly skilled and dedicated employees. However, the HF Team
found that links between FAA organizations are sometimes too weak, such that many
FAA personnel are unable to take full advantage ofexpertise outside oftheir own
organization. For example, many Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services
personnel rarely have contact with other FAA offices with which they should be routinely
commumcating. Also, difficulties were observed in the coordination ofFAA research
activities with the needs ofFAA certification or operations specialists, and in the
dissemination ofresearch results to the appropriate specialists.

Due to the make-up ofthe HF Team, Team members have first-hand experience of
communication and coordination difficulties between the Aircraft Certification and Flight
Standards Services. Certification personnel may be unaware ofsome ofthe particulars of
the operational environment, including the capabilities and limitations ofcurrent line
pilots and the environment in which they operate. Flight Standards personnel may be
unaware ofairworthiness certification requirements or the assumptions about the
operational environment made during certification. Therefore, it is extremely important
for specialists from these organizations to constantly interact with each other. Inadequate
communication and coordination between these groups can result in inconsistencies
between the airworthiness assumptions made during certification and the operational
suitability ofa product in service.

Good communication and coordination are especially difficult for supplemental type
certification projects when the project's Aircraft Certification Office (ACO) does not
have an Aircraft Evaluation Group (AEG) associated with it, or ACO personnel are not
used to working with an AEG. Another area in need of improvement is the lack offormal
^°™ment by aPPr°Priate AC0 Personnel in the Flight Operations Evaluation Board
(FOEB) and the Flight Standardization Board (FSB). The FOEB's principal task is to
develop the Master Minimum Equipment List, which addresses the acceptability of
operations with inoperative equipment. The FSB sets flightcrew qualification standards
Participation by relevant specialists from the ACO is necessary to identify and explain the
assumptions made during the type certification approval process. Currently, participation
ofACO representatives in the FOEB and FSB is infrequent due primarily to alack of
resources. Similarly, the involvement ofAEG personnel in airworthiness certification
efforts is often resource-limited.

The HF Team also found deficiencies in communication and coordination within and
between other FAA organizations. Too often, FAA offices operate independently ofeach
other, providing different levels ofservice and interpretive guidance to applicants The
Directorate system has helped to remedy this situation to some extent, but it has not
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eliminated the problem. Applicants continue to complain about uneven treatment by
different FAA offices, and the HF Team was provided similar comments.

Coordination ofTechnical Committees

There are too many technical committees working independently on the same, or very
similar, issues with little coordination between them. These groups often have some
differences in their charters, but also have many common interests. In many instances,
these groups fail to communicate with each other on common issues. For example, flight
management system issues are being discussed by the Airlines Electronic Engineering
Committee, an Air Transport Association ofAmerica (ATA) task force, the Radio
Technical Commission for Aeronautics, the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), and three Society ofAutomotive Engineers (SAE) committees (S-7, G-10, and
G-13). As another example, within SAE alone, there are three separate committees (G-10,
A-4, and S-7) working on Head-up displays. None ofthese committees are coordinating
with the FAA/JAA all-weather operations harmonization effort, which is an important
customer for SAE's efforts. Limited regulatory and industry resources make itdifficult to
support this proliferation ofindependent committees dealing with common orrelated
issues.

Coordination and Communication Between Research Community and
End Users

The research community has devoted significant attention to human factors. For avariety
ofreasons, however, there has not been agood record ofapplying relevant research
results related to flightcrew performance and the flightcrew-automation interface! Some
research results gounused simply because those who can apply them are unaware of the
research. Other research goes unused because the results are incomplete, orthey are inan
unusable form. Vital pieces of information may bemissing, orthe research may not have
been carried far enough to use it ina commercial application. Finally, industry is
sometimes reluctant to incorporate technology andotherresearch results thatwere not
developed in-house. Thesedifficulties in applying humanfactors research resultshave
contributed to the inadequacies of thedata, tools, and guidance available to designers,
operators, andregulators, particularly evaluation tools andmethods forevaluating human
performance.

The HF Team found that many communication breakdowns are occurring in the research
projectdefinitionand resultstransferprocess. Not only are potential users sometimes
unaware of relevant research results, butalso researchers arenot always aware of the
needsand constraints ofairplane design, operation, and certification. The HF Team
believes that researchers and research sponsors need to become moreactively involved in
seekingout practical research needs and constraints, and in supporting the transferof
results. Regulators/designers/operators should ensure that their needs and constraints are
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communicated and that processes are established to disseminate and use applicable
research results.

The HF Team also found that measures ofsuccess for research projects are often not
oriented toward technology transfer. Success appears to be more often determined by
publishing apaper, holding asymposium, or obtaining continued funding, rather than
practical application.

Another concern ofthe HF Team is that some ofthe research being done in flight deck
human factors consists ofseparate projects that are not well coordinated. Although there
may be organizational and ad hoc ties between researchers, no single organization
identifies and tracks high-level research needs on anational orinternational level. For
example, the issue ofmode awareness has been recognized for several years. Yet, no
organization has identified the high-level research (and any other) needs that would
provide the complete results, guidelines, and data necessary to resolve this problem from
adesign, regulatory, training, and operations perspective. As aconsequence, there are
examples, such as the many individually very good and relevant projects addressing
mode awareness, that have not been planned and coordinated in such away to ensure that
the issue will be fully addressed.

Recommendations

Recommendation Comm/Coord-1

The FAA should identify existing air traffic procedures that are incompatible with
highly automated airplanes. These incompatible procedures should be discontinued
or modified as soon as feasible.

Discussion ofRecommendation Cmmyo^.]-

This recommendation is intended to provide ashort term solution to the incompatibility
problems that currently exist between highly automated airplanes and the air traffic
system In cooperation with system users, the FAA should identify and resolve any
particularly difficult or troublesome procedures. Example candidates for evaluation
include complex departures or arrivals into major hubs, excessive descent gradients VOR
radial intercepts or crossing constraints that are not well suited to FMS operations.

With ATA support, the FAA should consider requesting the ATA/FAA Flight
Management System Task Force to identify incompatible procedures as candidates for
discontinuation ormodification. wumiuaies ior
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Recommendation Comm/Coord-2

The FAA should task an existing advisory group or, if necessary, establish anew
forum to ensure coordination between the design ofair traffic procedures anS the
design and operation of highly automated airplanes.

PiSCUSSion ofRecnmmftnHatjon Cnmm/rv^TH.O-

This recommendation is intended to provide along term solution to current and future
incompatibilities between highly automated airplanes and the air traffic service
environment. Representation in this forum should include airplane operators, airplane and
avionics manufacturers, pilot groups, air traffic service providers and regulatory
authorities, as well as other users ofthe air traffic system and suppliers ofairplane and air
traffic systems equipment as necessary. This forum should coordinate closely with other
national and international bodies dealing with airspace and air traffic procedure issues to
ensure that overlap, duplication ofeffort, and conflicting solutions are minimized
International participation is appropriate to address the incompatibility issue on aglobal
basis.

This forum should be used to ensure that, within the constraints imposed by other
airspace users, air traffic procedures make optimum use ofadvanced airplane automation
in terms ofsafety as well as economic efficiency. Airplane automation should be
designed to allow the flightcrew to easily comply with air traffic procedures and vice
vercnversa.

Implementation of the airplane automation should be such that different airplanes
performing the same procedure do so in asimilar manner for both safety and system
efficiency reasons. For example, when flying from one altitude constraint to the next in
VNAV, all airplanes should be capable ofsatisfying critical constraints in a consistent
manner (e.g., by using the same type offlight path between altitude constraints). This
would aid both flightcrews and air traffic personnel relative to their expectations ofthe
airplane's flight path.

Coordination efforts similar towhat the HF Team isrecommending on asystem-wide
basis have been undertaken ona limited scale inresponse to the challenges ofcertain new
capabilities (e.g., data link, free flight). The HF Team is concernedthat these
coordination efforts are not institutionalized andarenotoccurring onan international
basis such that criteria, equipment, and procedure changes are systematically evaluated
for potential incompatibilities. Also, efforts that end when the new capabilities are
introduced cannot resolve problems that may arise ona continuing basis as the CNS
systems evolve.
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Recommendation Comm/Coord-3

The FAA should lead an industry-wide effort to share safety information obtained
from in-service data and from difficulties encountered in training. This effort should
be capable ofassisting in the identification and resolution ofproblems attributed to
flightcrew error.

Discussion of Recommendation Cnmm/Coord-3:

The HF Team recognizes that many issues must be resolved for industry-wide data
sharing to occur, especially on an international basis. The HF Team notes both the
significant progress that has been achieved thus far on this very important safety initiative
and the commitment from the aviation community to implement it. The HF Team
strongly supports this effort. We recommend that these efforts be accelerated. Asnoted in
this report, problems currently attributed to flightcrew or other human errors are
frequently associated with underlying deficiencies in design, flightcrew qualification and
training, operational procedures, or other sources, and should not be focused exclusively
on flightcrew performance.

Apart from the legal issues that must be surmounted, the HF Team notes that the success
ofthis initiative relies on the quality ofinformation produced, the quality ofthe analysis
performed, and the communication ofthis information to those who can take meaningful
action. e

For the future, unproved data collection techniques should be considered, such as internal
and external video cameras, to record information that is currently unavailable from flight
data, cockpit voice and quick access recorders. Such information could include amore
complete picture ofmode annunciations, display states, and other visual feedback
dlte butt0 ^CreW'" We" " CXtemal faCtMS n0t "**"*»*« on « elec*>nic

Because it will probably be some time before aprogram is fully implemented, the HF
SETT??** AC FAA C°nSider"J""1* ** « oftheAviation
FAA^tt I^VentKm (ASAP) System t0 MM some of*• these objectives The
^^A^^"*^iS CUrremly USing ** System t0 *»* significJtI-ser^ceproblems ASAP information can be made available to authorized users witha corner
and amodem, including manufacturers and operators P**
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Recommendation Comm/Coord-4

The FAA should require operators to have an appropriate process with
tSSHT effCCtiVenMS' f°r informing flight^- about^vra'cidents,
SXST'andprob,ems encountered in *****that cou,d
DiSCUSSion ofRecommPr^tion rnm^/P^.i.

TWs recommendation addresses the HF Team's concern that information about known
safety problems may not be brought to the attention offlightcrews, or that such safety
information may not be sufficiently emphasized. Operators should have an effective
process, coordinated with the FAA, for accomplishing this task. In order to assure
effectiveness, operators should demonstrate that relevant safety information is effectively
conveyed understood, and put to use by flightcrews. Implementation of this process
could lead to changes in training, operational procedures, standard operating practices
policies, etc following an accident, incident, in-service-problem, or problem encountered
in training. When changes are made, the reasons for the changes should be explained to
flightcrews.

Operators may incorporate this process into their existing programs or they may use or
develop new means ofcommunicating this information to flightcrews. This
recommendation is primarily directed at Part 121 and/or Part 135 operators; however, this
process may also beuseful for Part 91 operations.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-5

The FAA should encourage the redesign and modernizationof the information
provided to the flightcrew in notices to airmen (NOTAMs), charts, approach plates,
instrument procedures,meteorological data, etc The information should be
prioritized andhighlighted in terms of urgency andimportance, and presented in a
clear, well-organized, easy-to-understand format suitable for use with current and
future airplanes.

Discussion ofRecommendation Comm/Coord-5:

Information toflightcrews should be presented in an easy-to-read format with important
information highlighted. For example, information on ground navigation equipment
outages that could affect FMS navigation orcause map shifts should besuitably
emphasized.

Because theproblem thisrecommendation addresses is international in scope, an
internationally harmonized solution should be obtained. This effort should be addressed
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by a working group consisting of the developers, distributors, and users of this
information.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-6

The FAA should improve and increase interaction between the Flight Standards
and Aircraft Certification Services.

Discussion ofRecommendation Comm/Coord-6:

Increased involvementof the AEG in type certificationand supplemental type
certification projects is needed to ensure that operational suitability is adequately
addressed. This is particularly true for projects involving ACOs that are not co-located
with an AEG, or for avionicsprojects approvedon Part 23 airplanesthat are later
extended to Part 25 air carrierairplanes. Humanfactors issues may be more readily
identified and resolved if the AEG is involved to provide a better understanding of the
operational environment in which theairplane willbe operated.

Increased participation by ACO specialists isneeded inFOEBs and FSBs to improve the
quality and efficiency ofthe process used todevelop Master Minimum Equipment Lists
and flightcrew qualification criteria.

The HF Team realizes that organizational changes currently being planned or
implemented within the FAA may affect the implementation ofthis recommendation.
Without presupposing the effects ofpotential organizational changes, one way to
implement this recommendation would be to form agroup ofappropriate Flight
Standards and Aircraft Certification personnel to develop guidelines for improving
interaction between the two services. This group should have representation that is
balanced and cognizant ofthe difficulties in existing communication and coordination
between the Services. All Flight Standards and Certification Service personnel should be
informed ofthe group's goals and progress, and be given an opportunity to provide input

Recommendation Comm/Coord-7

The FAA and industry should improve the coordination and distribution of tasks
undertaken by federal advisory committees and industry technical committees to
reduce overlap and avoid duplication of effort.

Discussion ofRecommPnH^ion Comm/PootH.7.

The FAA and industry should identify current working groups and technical committees
their membership, and the tasks they have been assigned. Ateam approach is needed to '
update charters for these groups such that overlap and duplication ofeffort are
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minimized. Groups working on similar or related tasks should be aware ofeach other, and
formal lines ofcommunication and coordination should be established between them.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-8

The FAA should improve communication about research programs, research
results, and advances in technology to appropriate FAA personnel.

Discussion ofRecommendation Comm/r!nnrH-«-

FAA personnel should be made aware ofresearch programs, research results, and
technology advances that are relevant to their area(s) ofexpertise. There are many ways
this recommendation could be accomplished, but an important consideration is that itbe
institutionalized. Means ofaccomplishing this recommendation could include any or all
ofthe following: FAA or outside briefings, training and education programs, newsletters,
membership in technical or professional organizations, subscriptions to technical or
industry journals, and partnerships with NASA, academia, and industry.

The implementation ofthis recommendation should be integrated with the
implementation ofRecommendation Knowledge-13.

Recommendation Comm/Coord-9

The FAA should hold research funding sponsors and researchers accountable for
supporting the transfer of research results.

Discussion ofRecommendation Comm/CnnrH-Q-

In providing funding for research, the FAA should require contractual obligations for
qualified reviews and for supporting the transfer ofresearch results to specified target
customers, which may not be the same as the funding organization. Technology transfer
requires additional efforts and resources beyond the research itself (although it should not
be considered to be acompletely independent activity). Resources for transferring the
results should be considered as high apriority as conducting the research, and the
program should be considered incomplete until the results have been reviewed for
potential transfer. The FAA should encourage other funding organizations to adopt
similar criteria.
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Recommendation Comm/Coord-10

The FAA should assure strategic leadership and support establishment ofa
coordinated research portfolio in aviation human factors on the national and
international levels.

Discussion of Recommendation Comm/Poord-in-

Better coordination should be established between the FAA (including each ofthe major
Services), NASA, the Department ofDefense, the aviation industry, academia, and
possibly the National Science Foundation and National Research Council to provide
strategic leadership in aviation human factors on the national level. This activity should
coordinate the appropriate international human factors activities (government, industry,
academia) to provide strategic leadership on the international level. Representation in this
activity should include amix ofskills and backgrounds, including strong representation
from manufacturers and operators.

This effort should be coordinated with the National Plan for Civil Aviation Human
Factors to assure awell-planned research portfolio. Responsible organizations must have
sufficient authority, both in terms offunding and program planning, to ensure that a
coordinated national research program can be effectively managed. There must be
accountability for developing and implementing arelevant and effective research
portfolio as well as facilitating the successful transfer ofresults. The activity should
include ameans to stay abreast ofrelevant research efforts conducted in other industries
or areas and ensure that results are considered for their applicability to aviation.

The research portfolio should reflect abalance ofappropriate factors, such as long term
and short term needs, and operational, engineering, and scientific goals. The costs and
benefits ofeach project should be assessed in terms ofhow the project fits into the overall
portfolio and the expected value ofthe potential results. Awell-coordinated research
portfolio would avoid unnecessary duplication ofeffort and to ensure that acritical mass
ofresearch activities is constantly being undertaken to resolve particular problems
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This section addresses concerns the HF Team has regarding the processes used for
design, regulatory, and training activities for the airplane types inour charter.

Design

"Human-centered automation: Automation designed to work cooperatively with human
operators in the pursuit ofstatedobjectives.

- Dr. Charles Billings13

"Recognize the pilot's world and design the airplane tofit it. Amore human-centered
design is needed."

- Amajor U.S. airline, identifying one oftheir top concerns to the HF Team

Improvements necessary in the application ofhuman-centered design

The development and introduction ofadvanced automated systems have increased the
efficiency, precision, and safety ofairplane operations. For the present and projected
airplane environment, current glass cockpit airplanes are easier to operate, inmost
respects, than their immediate predecessors (e.g., DC-9, B727, etc.). However, while
these highly automated aircraft are generally easier to operate in normal circumstances, or
in non-normal circumstances that are provided for in failure scenarios addressed by the
design (e.g., automatic electrical system reconfiguration following an electrical generator
failure), operations can become very confusing ifthe expected response does not occur,
or ifanovel malfunction or unusual combination ofmalfunctions occurs. The flightcrew
must be able to understand the automation's status and behavior, especially during
unusual or demanding situations.

Current automated cockpit systems have ahigh level ofboth autonomy and authority and
the systems have become more complex and numerous. However, the objectives oftheir
inner functioning may notalways beobvious to the flightcrew. The HF Team heard
evidence ofthis during our meetings with the operators (and pilot groups). As discussed
inthe section on "Flightcrew Management and Direction ofAutomation," we found that
pilots are still asking questions such as "What's it doing now?" "Why did it do that?" and

13Billings, Charles E., Human-Centered Aircraft Automation: AConcept and Guidelines. NASA Technical
Memorandum 10388S, August 1991.
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"What will it do next?" in reference to the actions ofcockpit automated systems. We
heard directly from one operator about the concern that "some recent airplane designs are
not pilot-centered." Another operator stated that one oftheir most important concerns is
having the airplane do something unexpected (e.g., not knowing what mode the airplane
is in, uncommanded mode changes, or unannunciated mode changes). The ASRS
contains numerous examples ofbreakdowns in interactions between the flightcrew and
the automation. (Refer to Appendix Ffor examples ofpilot reports extracted from the
ASRS.) While flightcrew qualification and training can address some of these issues, it is
noteworthy that these questions are also being asked by flightcrews who may have years
ofexperience and thousands ofhours ofexperience in aparticular airplane type. In such
instances, it isclear that training is not the only answer.

Each airplane manufacturer has adifferent philosophy regarding the implementation and
use ofautomation. However, there is general agreement that the flightcrew is and will
remain ultimately responsible for the safety ofthe airplane they are operating.

The way pilots operate airplanes has changed as the amount ofautomation and the
automations capabilities have increased. Automation has both provided alternate ways of
accomplishing pilot tasks performed on previous generations ofairplanes and created
new tasks. The pilot has become, in some circumstances, asupervisor or manager ofthe
automation. The increased use ofand flightcrew reliance on flight deck automation
makes itessential that the automation act predictably with actions that are well
understood bythe flightcrew.

The HF Team believes that flight deck automation must provide the flightcrew with
appropriate information about its intended course ofaction. The system must support the
flightcrew's ability to maintain ahigh level ofawareness about the automation status,
behavior, intention, and limitations in order to allow flightcrews to reliably and
efficiently coordinate their activities with the system.

Moreover, the automation must be designed to function in amanner that directly supports
flightcrews performing their tasks. If these human-centered design objectives are not met
the flightcrew's ability to properly control or supervise system operation is limited,
leadmg to confusion, automation surprises, and unintended airplane responses.

During our visits to the airplane manufacturers involved in this study, we saw evidence
that they utilize human-centered design principles to varying degrees when developing a
flight deck design. But our Team also found evidence that points to areas where the
application ofthese principles by each manufacturer could be improved. The HF Team
examined how the manufacturers address human factors issues in the design process and
noted the following: *

• Automation design principles are often not defined, documented, or
distributed to appropriate design, test, or training personnel.
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• Some flightcrew cognitive tasks are not comprehensively identified or
considered in the design.

• Flightcrew information and feedback requirements are not always clearly
identified or given high priority in making design tradeoffs.

• During the design process, flightcrew task allocation is not clearly identified
either between flightcrew members orbetween the automation and the
flightcrew. This can result in imbalances between tasks allocated to the pilot-
not-flying versus pilot-flying.

• Designers sometimes make flight deck and display design decisions based on
subjective assessments in balancing flight test pilot input, chiefpilot or project
pilot input, operator input, and economic input instead ofbeing data- or
service-historydriven.

The HF Team supports the concept that the pilot's interface with the system, including
task needs, decision needs, feedback requirements, and responsibilities, must be primary
considerations for defining the system's functions and logic, as opposed to the system
concept coming first and the user interface coming later, after the system's functionality
is fully defined.'* The HF Team's assessment ofrecent designs found numerous
examples where application ofhuman-centered design principles and processes could be
better applied to improve the design process and final product. The HF Team believes
that without more effort inthis area we will continue to see pilot-automation
communication breakdowns resulting inpotential future automation related incidents and
accidents.

Importance ofrecognizing human factors asa core discipline

Although each manufacturer utilizes human factors specialists to varying degrees, they
are typically brought into the design effort in limited roles or late inthe process, after the
operational and functional requirements have been defined. When joining the design
process late, the ability ofthe human factors specialist to influence the final design and
facilitate incorporation ofhuman-centered design principles isseverely compromised.
Human factors should be considered on par with other disciplines involved in the design
process.

Further discussion ofrelated issues can be found in the section on "Knowledge and Skills
ofDesigners, Pilots, Operators, Regulators, andResearchers."

,4Riley, Victor, What Avionics Engineers Should Know about Pilots and Automation. Honeywell
Technology Center.
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Regulatory Processes

"The next step isobvious: we must include Human Factors requirements into the
certification processes ofpeople, procedures, and technology, sothat Human Factors
issues are consideredatthe time when we are defining the blueprint ofour system, before
it isoperational and not after. This is, in my view, a cost-effective approach to anticipate
human error rather than regretting its consequences."

Mr. Jack Howell, Director, Air Navigation Bureau, ICAO, addressing the Opening
Session ofthe Third Global Flight Safety and Human Factors Symposium, Auckland,
New Zealand

Improvements necessary in the type certification process

Whereas incorporating human-centered design principles is important, so isthe
regulatory evaluation ofthe resulting systems to assure consideration ofthose principles.
Current regulations and associated guidance material do not provide criteria that
encourage or require manufacturers to develop and follow aflight deck design process
that comprehensively addresses human performance considerations. In addition, except
for flightcrew workload, the existing regulations and advisory material do not provide
regulatory authorities with the criteria and methods they need to conduct an evaluation of
human performance issues associated with the design (refer to the section on "Criteria,
Regulatory Standards, Methods, and Tools for Design and Certification"). Often,
evaluation of the overall flight deck design by regulatory officials is primarily conducted
near the end ofthe design cycle, during flight testing. This occurs late enough in the
design process that it is often difficult to make desirable design changes that have been
identifiedduring the evaluation.

Flight test evaluation is able to address many human performance concerns, but cannot
address them all. In some cases where it is considered too expensive to change the design,
aprocedure is developed to address the concern. An effort must be made to minimis this
method offixing vulnerabilities in the design. The concern here is that the "fix" may
mask the real problem, and ifthis operational procedure should be revised or eliminated
sometime in the future, the original design problem may become ahazard. Clear and
concise regulatory criteria and methods used during the flight deck certification process
would help in defining the boundary between unsatisfactory and unsafe features, and
thereby reduce this concern.

Another concern is that the personnel doing the evaluations may not have up-to-date
information necessary to make the evaluation. Refer to the section on "Knowledge and
Skills ofDesigners, Pilots, Operators, Regulators, and Researchers."
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In summary, the HF Team considers that the current type certification (TC) process does
not adequately incorporate human factors considerations in the design and evaluation of
flight decks.

Improvements necessary in the supplemental rvne mrHfii,,^ v^r^

Any individual or company can apply to modify an existing type-certified airplane
through the supplemental type certificate (STC) process. These individuals or companies
are not necessarily cognizant ofdesign decisions made by the airplane manufacturer
regarding the flight deck design philosophy, nor ofthe operating assumptions used. Just
as aparticular STC applicant may be unfamiliar with these important considerations, so
may regulatory personnel located in an ACO other than the one responsible for issuing
the original type certificate (i.e., ACOs located outside the home region of the airplane
manufacturer). Therefore, the potential exists for an applicant to propose and receive
approval for a flight deck modification that isnot in accordance with the manufacturer's
flight deck design philosophy and operating assumptions. The HF Team is concerned
about the potential safety impact ofsuch modifications.

One major airplane manufacturer suggested that they should be included in the review
process for proposed modifications to its flight deck design. This suggestion addresses
the concern that agood (i.e., safe) design may be corrupted via an STC that does not fully
consider the original design assumptions orcharacteristics. While the HF Team does not
believe the airplane manufacturer should necessarily be included in reviewing proposed
flight deck modifications, (i.e., have a"vote" in the approval process), this deficiency in
the method by which certain STC applications are currently reviewed and approved by
the FAAhas been noted,and the HF Teamconcurs with this assessment.

The current review process within the FAA requires that all ACOs notify the TAD of
proposed STC modifications to transport category airplanes. The TAD Standardization
Branch (ANM-113) istasked with conducting reviews ofthe modifications and following
up on those that appear tobe major or otherwise significant changes tothe original type
design. The HF Team isconcerned that this process isa weak defense against possible
design incompatibilities. The large quantity ofproposed certification projects does not
always allow adequate review bytheStandardization Branch staff. In addition, the
description of theproject sent to theTAD takes place in summary form thatsometimes
fails to fully identify the proposed modification, much less describe it indetail. Also,
notification of the modification sometimes occurs after theapproval process is well
underway, or sometimes even after it hasbeen completed.

Developing and documenting the intended functionality, philosophy, and design
decisions ofthe original flight deck design through a formalized process would help ACO
personnel during the review and approval process for proposed STC modifications by
giving them a basis for comparison. A similarprocessappliedto STC modifications
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would also minimize potential additional design incompatibilities with the original design
when subsequent modifications to the STC are proposed.

Inconsistent regulatory result

Alack ofobjective, measurable regulatory standards, processes, and tools for evaluating
human performance can contribute to inconsistent regulatory results, because certification
personnel then use subjective judgment that can vary between individuals. This can lead
to different regulatory decisions and inconsistent means ofcompliance being imposed on
operators and manufacturers. This issue can arise on different airplane types for the same
manufacturer, and for different manufacturers. It can even occur on the same airplane
type when modifications are certified at different ACOs. In the absence ofclear,
objective, quantifiable standards, individual's opinions become the standard against
which the design is measured.

Inflexibility madapting to new technologies and inappropriate us* ofprecedent in
certification discourages use ofupdated knowledge

The Team heard from operators and manufacturers that the FAA and other regulatory
authorities should allow more flexibility in adapting to "real world problems and new
technology. They claim that current regulatory standards can inhibit the introduction of
new technology. One example ofthe type ofproblems that can occur is given by arecent
attempt by one operator to gain approval for the use ofGPS for navigation. The proposed
regulatory^criteria to integrate the GPS sensor into the existing navigation system resulted
in standards the applicant believed were unjustified, inappropriate, and too costly The
regulatory basis proposed by the cognizant ACO was based on an inflexible FAA policy
that was intended to ensure aminimum level ofsafety. The applicant ultimately canceled
the project. Yet there was general agreement that using GPS for area navigation and
mstrument precision approaches (the applicant's goal) would have had many benefits
including increased safety. The HF Team believes that improving the certification process
^tTmg !X1Stmg Tt™ and meth0ds (0r deve,°Pmg new crite™ a* methods) couldassist tiie applicant and the regulatory community to achieve the goal ofincorporating
desirable new technology, while maintaining or increasing aviation safety.

In addition to the inflexibility ofthe current rules to adapt quickly to new technologiesapplicants often successfully use the argument of"we certified it that way bS why
can twe do it that way now?" (so called "grandfather rights"). While in some caseTtitis
can be avalid argument, in many other cases it is not. Using precedence in this wav ca^
inbbit the use ofupdated knowledge ofpotential safety proWems, regJdTesTofw^
certification criteria were applied in the past. Unfortunately, depending on the pTo,ed
modification this use ofprecedence can have potential adverse safetyLpUcatforTne
HF Team believes that aclear and consistent policy is needed regarding the us T
precedence m certification.
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Training

"One ofthe myths about the impact ofautomation on human performance is
investment in automation increases, less investment is needed in human expertise. Infact
many sources have shown how increased automation creates new knowledge and skill
requirements."

- Dr. David Woods

as

In our investigations, we heard from operators that the subtle nature and complexity of
automated flight decks result in the flightcrews needing additional knowledge about how
the different automated subsystems and modes function. Industry investigations have
shown that the complexities ofthe automated flight decks make it easy for pilots to
develop oversimplified or erroneous mental models ofsystem operation, particularly
mode and transition logic. Training departments tasked with developing and teaching
flightcrews how to manage the automated systems in differing flight situations confirm
this finding. Many sources offered incidents where pilots were having trouble getting a
particular mode or level ofautomation to work successfully, and where they persisted too
long in trying to make the automation carry out their intentions instead ofswitching to
another means to accomplish their flight path management goals. We heard how the new
knowledge and skill demands are most needed in unusual situations where different or
extraordinary factors push the chain ofevents beyond the routine. It is just those
circumstances that are most vulnerable to a breakdown in reliable human-automation
performance through aprogression ofmisassessments and miscommunications. Contrary
to the content ofsome qualification programs, the HF Team believes it is important for
flightcrews to be prepared by their training (as opposed to "picking it up on the line"), so
that they will be prepared to successfully cope with probable, but unusual situations. '

For training managers and departments, the result is the need to address training demands
that may need to be fit into asmall and shrinking training footprint. Various strategies
have been developed to cope with this situation. For example, one strategy is to focus
transition training on a basic set ofmodes and leave alternative methods tobe mastered
during line operations. This can lead to training those parts ofmanaging automated
systems that are the easiest to learn, while deferring the more complicated functions, and
functions where vulnerability ishigher, for individuals to learn later on their own. This
method issuitable only ifthe airplane can be safely operated with the set ofskills
mastered and:

• Ifthe basic skills provide acoherent base that permits learning the more difficult
skills, and

• If there isan environment that assures mastery ofnecessary advanced skills before
they are operationally needed (e.g., oceanic environment, autoland, etc.).
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Another strategy is to teach rote step-by-step procedures backed up by manuals or quick
reference guides. Training organizations typically are justifiably uncomfortable with this
method and therefore try to go beyond rote training asmuch astime and resource limits
allow.

Regardless ofmethods, pilots must have the opportunities to practice what they have
learned in realistic operational settings through Line Operational Simulations (LOS) and
LOFT scenarios, orInitial Operational Experience (IOE). The HF Team believes that it is
important for the industry to get better utilization from limited training time available and
the limited testing or assessments now conducted (e.g., checks, Line Operational
Evaluation, etc.).

As training footprints shrink, or as more knowledge or skill items must be addressed, it
becomes increasingly important to assure that critical knowledge and skills are mastered.
The industry wants and should have increased freedom to focus limited training resources
on areas that yield high training effectiveness (as in certain aspects ofthe Advanced
Qualification Programs (AQP) under development). However, this flexibility should not
be used to reduce training and practice, but instead it should be used to better address
high priority training needs in areas where service experience indicates vulnerabilities
Economic pressure to take AQP benefits in productivity improvements (reaching the
same goal faster) rather than in safety or quality improvements (more effective training)
should be resisted, as long as high priority training is going unaddressed (e.g., automation
management). Trying to squeeze more yield from ashrinking investment in human
expertise will not help prevent the kinds ofincidents and accidents that are currently
being labeled as human error.

Recommendations

Recommendation Processes-1

The FAA should task an aviation industry working group to produce aset of
guiding principles for designers to use as arecommended practice in designing and
integrating human-centered flight deck automation.

Discussion ofRecrnnm^dation Process.1•

The objectives ofthese guiding principles would be to provide aframework for design
engineers to incorporate human-centered design principles into future flight deck designs
The effort should include representation from the airplane and equipment manufacturers '
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operators, flightcrews, and human factors specialists from industry and the research
community.

The HF Team suggests that such an effort consider the following criteria and principles:
• Flightcrew-centered design should be explicitly addressed.

- Design principles should be documented and available to designers.
- Designers should be knowledgeable about applicable human factors

principles and guidelines.

- Human factors expertise should be represented on the design team.
- Pilot opinion as abasis for design decisions is necessary, but is not sufficient

by itself. Structured scenarios using suitable subject pilots should be used to
investigate flightcrew performance issues.

- Human factors should be considered early in the design process and should
bepart ofthe entire design process.

- Flightcrew functions, tasks (including physical and cognitive tasks) and
associated information requirements should be explicitly identified as part of
the design process.

- Designs should accommodate the range ofexpected pilot behaviors.
• Salient feedback on automation status and behavior is necessary.
• Design, training, and operations should be tightly coupled.
• Absolute evaluation criteria should be developed and used inaddition torelative

criteria.

• Aformal systematic process should be developed for evaluating the
flightcrew/automation interface.

• Manufacturer/operator/user communication isnecessary (not just atthe
management level).

• International/cultural effects should beconsidered in the design.

Recommendation Processes-2

The FAA should establish regulatory and associated advisory material to require
the use of a flight deck certification review process that addresses human
performance considerations.

Discussion ofRecommendation Processes-2:

AnFAA/JAA working group comprising FAA/JAA certification engineers, flight test and
operational (i.e., from AEG) pilots, human factors specialists (from FAA, JAA, industry,
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and any other interested parties), and other industry personnel should be formed to
implement this recommendation.

New regulations should be developed to require reviews throughout the development and
certification period. The regulatory and advisory material, based on the following
principles, should be applicable to new and amended type certificates (consistent with the
requirements ofPart 21 ofthe FAR) as well as supplemental type certificates:

(a) The flight deck certification process should validate the overall integrated design of
the flight deck including:

Operational acceptability offlight deck displays,

Ease ofuse, and understandability ofsystem operating modes and logic,
Control layout and labeling,

System state and mode feedback,

Compatibility between various systems in the flight deck,
Flight deck layout ergonomics,

Potential for error and/or susceptibility for inducing error, and
Consistent use of:

• color • symbology
• nomenclature •controls

• method ofoperation • alerts, voice syntax
• control laws • processing algorithms
• data sources . data reference

In addition, the process should verify adherence to human-centered design guiding
principles that may be adopted or developed by the airplane manufacturer,
(b) Consideration ofhuman factors and human performance in the certification process
should begin «the early stages ofasystem design, be iterative, continue through all
stages ofdesign, and involve HF expertise. Periodic certification and operational reviews
should be conducted to detail how human performance considerations are being taken
into account in the design. s

Figure 6presents agraphical representation ofan example design process showing a
typical point where some aspects ofhuman performance/human centered design
pnnciples should be included in the design decision process.
(c) Applicants should demonstrate that adesign is acceptable for use by flightcrews
flying in the expected operational environment. Criteria for acceptability of these
demonstrations should consider actual pilot performance using similar equipment (when
such information ,s available from service history). This should consider pilot behavfor
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from pertinent operating environments, cultural backgrounds, experience levels, and
flightcrew qualification profiles.

Previous Design.
Production, and

Operational Experience.
Technology Constraints

I
External

Requirements (Mission,
Customer. Flightcrew,

Environmental,
^Regulatory. Program)

I
Aircraft

Operational
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System
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Manufacturer's philosophy regarding
-human factors affects thedesign
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of the design process.
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Initial Design

Concepts
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Concepts

Final

Integrated
Design

Figure 6
Example Design Process Incorporating Human Factors Design Principles15

(d) Assumptions made for the certification ofprevious airplane types should be reviewed,
and not necessarily assumed as precedents for future developments. New designs need to'
be reviewed in light of:

• Flightcrew performance in the air traffic system environments) in which the
aircraft isexpected to beoperated,

• Expected pilots' behavior patterns, and

• The addition ofnew equipment (via new TC, amended TC, or STC) for which
there is no service history.

(e) The flight deck design must support the flightcrew in their primary task offlying the
airplane. Identifying flightcrew tasks and information requirements is important so that
designers and evaluators can ensure that design objectives are met. To do this, the
following stepsare important:

• Flightcrew cognitive and physical tasks should be identified to some appropriate
level ofdetail.

15Palmer, Michael, T., William H. Rogers, Hayes N. Press, Kara A. Latorella, and Terence S. Abbott. A
Crew-Centered Flight Deck Design Philosophyfor High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) Aircraft. NASA
Technical Memorandum 109171. January, 1995.
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• Flightcrew information and coordination requirements should be identified.

• Flightcrew task allocation should beidentified between flightcrew members and
between the automation and the flightcrew.

(f) Applicable aspects ofthe flight deck certification process should be performed for
STC applications that introduce changes tothe flight deck. Regulatory authorities should
evaluate the proposed modifications to ensure that the airplane manufacturer's original
design philosophy and operating assumptions, considered during the original type
certification process, are not adversely affected. The TAD Standardization Branch, ANM-
113, should be responsible for ensuring that the ACO that issued the airplane's TC is
appropriately included in the review ofthe proposed modification. Inthe case of an
airplane manufactured outside ofthe United States (airplanes certified under §21.29),
ANM-113 should ensure that the cognizant foreign airworthiness authority is
appropriately involved inthe review. In addition, the appropriate AEG should be included
in the review to ensure that operational considerations are adequately addressed.

Criteria should be developed for conducting STC reviews ina standardized manner. In
addition to the criteria discussed in Paragraphs (a) - (e) above, the review should consider
the following issues depending onthe modification:

• Operator workload;

• Access to controls;

• Flightcrew ability to view and understand displays;
• Acceptability offeedback and mode awareness; and
• Error potential.

This process (along with other existing and new HF-related criteria) would provide HF
tools that could help in minimizing the subjective nature ofthe current certification
process and reducing future potential design feature vulnerability that may not otherwise
have been identified.

Ifnew or updated regulatory criteria are adopted, there should be aparallel development
ofassociated advisory material. The regulatory and advisory material must be written in a
way that can be practically applied by the applicant, and are clear about what the
applicant must do, when the applicant is finished, and what criteria will be used to judge
acceptance. The material should address acceptable processes that can be used, including
methodology, rather than specific design requirements. The proper roles, safety
objectives, and the relationships between associated airworthiness and operating rules
must also be respected. In addition, we recommend that the standards and criteria be
harmonized internationally.
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Recommendation Processes-3

The FAA and the aviation industry should investigate the use ofinnovative training
tools and methods to expand pertinent safety related knowledge of flightcrews on a
continuing basis. The FAA and the aviation industry should explore incentives to
encourage continued training and education beyond the minimum required by the
current regulations.

Discussion of Recnmmpndation Prnra^-V

The FAA, operators, pilots' associations, training organizations, airplane manufacturers
and other interested parties should implement this recommendation through existing
working groups addressing training issues (e.g., the ATA training committee).

The HF Team suggests consideration ofthe following principles for improving the
training process:

(1) Invest in more line-oriented practice and address areas ofknown vulnerabilities.
• Create alarger set ofline-oriented scenarios to practice.
• Update these scenarios regularly to reflect the latest information about

vulnerabilities from incident reporting systems or other sources.

• Expand scenarios to focus more on unique error-vulnerable situations.

(2) Invest in more coaching and less pass/fail testing.

• Improve the debriefing offlightcrew performance after simulator sessions, IOE,
proficiency checks, etc. (e.g., standardization ofinstructor debriefs, video'
replays).

• Focus more on practicing how to manage the different automated systems in
different circumstances, especially the judgments that have to be made on
transitioning between different levels ofautomation (e.g., when to turn itoffor
on, ortochange toadifferent level ormode).

• Encourage initial/recurrent assessments or checks to be more "learning oriented."
Emphasis should be focused so that learning becomes the primary objective rather
than passing or failing. In addition to using time better, such asystem might
incorporate progressive assessment of individual elements/maneuvers or event
sets. Assessment may also provide for levels of individual performance based on a
graduated scale, rather than an "all or nothing" grading system that may diminish
opportunities for learning. Although qualification processes must also recognize
and provide for those instances when there isunsatisfactory performance,
different grading scales might be possible (e.g., alimited number ofrepetitions
permitted to achieve acceptable performance).
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(3) Support exploration

• Use automation surprises that occur on the line as subsequent training
opportunities to learn more about the automation and how to manage it.

• Support follow-up ofautomation surprises in a simulator environment in LOFT
scenarios or line operational evaluations.

• Provide more opportunities to learn and practice, especially how to handle
surprising situations.

• Identify and correct oversimplifications in pilots' mental models ofsystem
functions.

• Promote understanding rather than using rote training.

(4) Create an environment that rewards and supports continual learning.
• Treat mistakes and errors as opportunities for learning.
• Allow sufficient time for questions and thorough understanding.
• Challenge flightcrew members to further develop their skills through the use of

appropriate incentives.

Initial and recurrent training should provide aclear understanding ofoperationally
relevant automation principles and ensure user proficiency for the cockpit automated
systems, including how these systems are used in conjunction with other systems (e.g.,
autopilot use during engine failure). (Refer to the section on "Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators, Regulators, and Researchers" for discussion ofinitial and
recurrent training.) The HF Team recognizes that initial, recurrent, differences, and
transition training programs are limited in the amount ofknowledge that can be taught
because ofthe short periods oftime available for such training. As automatic systems
become increasingly complex, the range offeatures available for use by the flightcrew
grows. Even ifevery system feature is covered and practiced during initial, recurrent,
differences, or transition training, it is not certain that the pilot will necessarily retain all
ofthe information. Continuous learning is one way to help ensure that pilots have the
knowledge they will need in order to effectively manage and use the automation in awide
range ofsituations.

There are other areas related to automation where continuing education would also be
beneficial. These areas include, for example, meteorology, principles ofmodern
navigation system functions, aeromedical knowledge offatigue and error vulnerabilities
advanced functions ofspecific systems like ground sensing and anti-skid in adverse '
conditions, advanced FMS applications, and training aids for CFIT and windshear
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This section addresses the HF Team's concerns regarding inadequate criteria, regulatory
standards, methods, and tools for design and certification ofhighly automated airplanes.

Inadequate Criteria, Regulatory Standards, Methods, and Tools for
Evaluating Flightcrew Performance

In examining flightcrew errors, the HF Team looked at design, training and flightcrew
qualification, operations, and regulatory processes, to understand factors contributing to the
errors. Often, flightcrew errors can be easily identified in hindsight, and it can be postulated
that many ofthe errors are predictable and are induced by one or more factors related to
design, training, procedures, policies, orthe operating environment. The more difficult task is
to anticipate these errors and take preventive corrective action prior to occurrence ofa
potentially hazardous situation. The HF Team believes itis necessary to improve the ability
ofairplane manufacturers, airworthiness authorities, and operators todetect and eliminate
design characteristics (or features) that create predictable errors.

Current regulatory criteria do not comprehensively address the evaluation offlight deck
designs for their contribution to flightcrew error or to human performance problems that
contribute to flightcrew error. Nor do adequate criteria, methods, and tools exist for designers
and regulators touse toconduct such evaluations. To address some ofdeficiencies, this
section focuses on issues and recommended changes that should be made in the criteria,
standards, methods, and tools used in the design and certification processes.

Recent accidents, such as the Air Inter Airbus A320 accident near Strasbourg, provide
evidence ofdeficiencies in design and certification. Although that accident highlighted
weaknesses in several areas, itparticularly highlighted the potential for apparently minor
features or characteristics to play asignificant role in an accident. In this instance,
inadvertently setting an inappropriate vertical speed because ofsimilarities in the way flight
path angle and vertical speed are displayed on the FCU may have been an important factor in
the accident. Although this issue was raised during the certification approval process, it was
believed that the flight mode annunciations and PFD would compensate for any confusion
caused by the FCU display, and that the flightcrew would use appropriate procedures to
monitor the airplane's vertical path, terrain clearance, and energy state. This beliefappears to
have been incorrect.

Under current standards, potential flightcrew error and its consequences are not evaluated as
extensively as flightcrew workload. The HF Team considers flightcrew error analysis (i.e., a
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process to find and eliminate predictable, design-induced error traps for flightcrews, and to
identify consequences offlightcrew error) to be as fundamental to successful flight deck
evaluation as workload analysis. Identifying designs that can induce flightcrew errors having
undesirable consequences early in the design and certification processes would allow
appropriate corrective action to be undertaken at astage when cost and schedule pressures are
less daunting. In addition to the A320 FCU design, other examples where flightcrew error
analysis may have identified design features that have been implicated in serious incidents or
accidents are: flightcrew awareness that the autopilot is approaching its control authority
(B747 China Air over the Pacific Ocean16) and autopilot designs that allow pilot input to
inadvertently create large out-of-trim conditions (A300-600 accident at Nagoya, Japan).

The HF Team identified many examples where automation interfaces are awkward and may
be susceptible to flightcrew errors that have potentially undesirable consequences. One
example frequently cited isthe FMS interface. In some operational scenarios, the amount of
head-down time required to operate the FMS is amajor concern, because itcan impair the
flightcrew's ability to maintain flight path vigilance and traffic avoidance during critical
phases offlight. Although there are many justifiable reasons for pilots to spend head-down
time to use the FMS, undesirable reasons include difficulty in using the interface or difficulty
in finding information in the FMS. Also, error messages like "invalid entry" for an entry
format error do not help the flightcrew to understand and correct the error (Refer
Recommendation AutomationMgt-5).

nIrS165 °firtffi£s ** have ** P°tential ^ flightcrew error are the mode selectorpanels which require the flightcrew to select the mode on one cockpit panel and refer to
another cockpit area to confirm that the mode has actually been activated. As previously
Sri-1", ^T' S6Pfati°n °f*' COntrol (in this «* ^ mode Sector control),
on L PeFn? ^ <uh7\±e^^°fChangmg *»"^Ohe flight mode annunciationon the PFD), leaves the flightcrew vulnerable to misunderstanding which mode is active.

The FARs and associated advisory material have failed to keep up-to-date with current
technology in many areas, including knowledge and awareness ofhuman factors
considerations. For example, most modem transport category airplanes have caution and
warning systems that include distinct aural tones or other attention-getting sounds that
complement the visual alerts as well as voice alerts for time critical warnings. Section
tht LI Tu y,3dfCSSeS ?** ViSU{U derting Criteria'rather*« me mini™ni standardstiiat should be applied to modern transport category airplanes.

In consideration ofthe preceding discussion, the HF Team believes that appropriate criteria,
standards methods, and tools should be developed, including revising or updating existing
material. Development ofthis material is necessary to provide design and certification
personnel with the information necessary to allow them to identify and address areas where

"While: this event did not involve aglass-cockpit airplane, the principle involved with autopilot awareness
apphes to the glass-cockpit airplanes within the HF Team's charter. awareness
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flight deck designs predictably produce flightcrew performance problems that can adversely
affect safe flight.

Recommendations

The HF Team recommends consideration ofnew and revised regulatory criteria in some areas
that have not kept pace with advancing technology and human factors knowledge. Ifnew or
updated regulatory criteria are adopted, there should be aparallel development ofassociated
advisory material. The regulatory and advisory material must be written so that they can be
practically applied by the applicant, and are clear about what the applicant must do, when the
applicant is finished, and what criteria will be used to judge acceptance. The material should
address acceptable processes that can be used, including methodology, rather than specific
design requirements. The proper roles, safety objectives, and the relationships between
associated airworthiness and operating rules must also be respected. In addition, we
recommend that the standards and criteria be harmonized internationally.

Recommendation Criteria-1

The FAA should require evaluation of flight deck designs for susceptibility to design-
induced flightcrew errors and the consequences ofthose errors as part ofthe type
certification process.

Discussion ofRecommendation Criteria.1•

As stated earlier, flightcrew errors occur for many reasons and have many potential
contributing factors. It is impossible to prevent all human error without removing the human
flexibility and adaptability that contributes significantly to safety. Moreover, it is the negative
consequences oferror we wish to eliminate, not necessarily the errors themselves. However,
it is still desirable to minimize errors that are design or system induced. Therefore, as part of
the certification process, the HF Team recommends that the FAA require evaluation offlight
deck designs for susceptibility to design-induced flightcrew errors, and for the consequences
offlightcrew errors that do occur. Flightcrew performance considerations such as workload
and situation awareness should be evaluated for their contribution to error.

To implement this recommendation, we recommend that the FAA convene aworking group
with representatives from the Aircraft Certification Service, (including engineering, human
factors, and flight test pilot expertise), Flight Standards Service, other airworthiness
authorities (e.g., JAA), industry, and the research community to:

• Determine the acceptability ofexisting analysis tools and methods,
• Identify what changes should be made to existing standards and criteria, and take

action tomake those changes,
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• Determine what new criteria and methods are needed, ifany (we believe that some
will be needed), and

• Recommend any appropriate research to develop tools and methods as needed.

For existing regulations, several changes are already being considered to address human
error Currently, an Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) Harmonization
Working Group (HWG) is considering revisions to §25.1309, including aproposal to require
the consideration offlightcrew and maintenance errors. However, the analysis ofhuman error
^Ttfno'S^ ih3n-^V™* °f§25'1309- Th^fo^ «e HF Team recommends that the
• TmT?I™ , ^f16 exiStmg K^atojy ^g^ge elated to flightcrew error contained
in §25.1309 and defer further regulatory changes in the area offlightcrew error to the new
working group identified in this recommendation. Similarly, changes to §25.1329 are being
considered to include human error concerns. We recommend that changes to existing
regulations and development ofany new regulations and advisory material be approached in
an integrated fashion, rather than independently.

This will not be an easy recommendation to implement, since current methods may be
inadequate to address all concerns. Further, the development and application ofhuman error
analysis methods and criteria acceptable to the FAA and industry may take agreat deal of
time and effort However, the implementation ofthis recommendation should be started as
soon as possible and it should be done in aconsistent and integrated way with the
implementation ofRecommendation Processes-2.

Recommendation Criteria-2

The FAA should prepare and distribute interim guidance material that updates current
autopilot certification policy.

Discussion ofRecommendation Criteria.?-

Interim certification policy guidance is needed until current activity to update §25.1329
§121.579 and associated guidance material is complete.
Specifically, the HF Team believes that the following areas should be addressed by interim
guidance:

• Pilot/autopilot interactions that create hazardous out-of-trim conditions;
• Autopilots that can produce hazardous energy states and may attempt maneuvers that

would not normally be expected by a pilot; and

• Improved airplane flight manual wording regarding the capabilities and limitations
ofthe autopilot.
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Recommendation Criteria-3

The FAA should task an appropriate Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
Harmonization Working Group (HWG) with updating the autopilot regulatory
standards (14 CFR 25.1329). This HWG should include specialists knowledgeable in
human factors methods and skills from both industry and the regulatory authorities.

Discussion of Recommendation Criteria-3-

The HF Team recommends that the AWO HWG be tasked with updating and revising
§25.1329 and its associated advisory material toaddress multiple concerns and
considerations. Specialists knowledgeable in human factors methods and skills from industry
and the regulatory authorities should be added to the AWO HWG to help them effectively
address the human performance concerns identified by the HF Team. Future rulemaking
should address advances in technology and knowledge ofhuman factors considerations,
including:

• Envelopeprotection

• Intuitiveness (user friendliness)

• Autopilot mode complexity

• Flight mode annunciation

• Proliferation of autopilot modes

Recommendation Criteria-4

The FAA should revise/update the following specific FARs and associated advisory
material:

§25.1322 Warning, caution, and advisory lights: Revise to reflect thecurrent and
anticipated design practice for modern transport category airplanes.

§25.1335 Flight Director: Revise to reflect the current and anticipated design practice
for modern transport category airplanes.

§121.703 Mechanical reliability reports: Revise the requirements toalso include
reporting ofsignificant flight deck automation failures and/or anomalies that adversely
affect safe flight path management. Reinforce the Aviation Rulemaking Advisory
Committee (ARAC) activity in this area.

Discussion ofRecommendation Criteria-*

The FAA should task an existing ornew working group to revise/update the FARs and
associated guidance material listed in the recommendation.
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Section 25.1322: Current glass cockpit airplanes have sophisticated caution and warning
systems (e.g., Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting Systems and Electronic Centralized
Aircraft Monitoring). These systems incorporate distinct aural tones that complement the
visual alerts as well as voice alerts for time critical warnings. Additionally, these systems
include alerting and display priority logic and inhibit logic for certain phases offlight. The
manner in which warning, caution, advisory, and procedural information is presented to the
flightcrew is critical to safe operation. Section 25.1322 only addresses requirements for
visual alerting criteria. The regulation should be revised to address the current and anticipated
design practice for transport category airplanes, (i.e., aural tones, voice alerts, display priority
logic, etc.). * 3V 3

Section 25.1335: Section 25.1335 requires the flight director system to provide ameans to
indicate to the flightcrew its current mode ofoperation. The regulation should be updated to
require consideration of the interface between the flight director and autopilot. Aminimum
set offunctional modes should be addressed, including performing basic airmanship tasks
such as turns to aheading, climbing, descending, capturing an altitude, lateral and vertical
navigation guidance, and envelope protection.

Section 121.703: Section 121.703 requires operators to report certain types ofmechanical
systems failures, inflight fires, and structural integrity problems. Significant flight deck
automation failures or anomalies are not addressed (e.g., dual unrecoverable FMS
resynchronization during oceanic flight, navigational display map shifts during critical phases
offlight). These failures have potential negative safety impacts, but operators are not required
to report such automation anomalies to the FAA. Reporting ofsignificant automation failures
or anomalies, mconjunction with other sources ofinformation (e.g., ASRS reports) could
help to identify potentially unsafe or undesirable design features. This information could also
be used as an additional measure for assessing system safety (refer to the section on
"Measurement ofand Incentives for Safety").
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"...reliance on automation andglass cockpitflying (especially long haulflights where pilots
might only get 2 to 3landingsper month) causes adegradation in basic skills."

"Thepilot may be certified but is seriously lacking in actual automation skills."

"Crew training is insufficient to deal with allpossibilities and modes ofoperation "

"...veryfew ofthe decision makers at the airline are sufficiently educated inflight deck
automation issues."

Representative comments from line pilots, source ALPA

The HF Team identified that, generally, the knowledge and skills ofthe people who make up
the aviation system are excellent. However, we also identified some areas where the
knowledge and skills are insufficient, especially with respect to human factors. While the
findings below may not apply to each individual in the groups examined, the HF Team found
these weaknesses for each ofthe groups as awhole. The following groups (or portions
thereof) would benefit from improvement in the following knowledge and skill areas:

• Designers: Human-centered design principles, knowledge ofthe actual operating
environment, human factors (beyond ergonomics), human performance (especiaUy
cognitive engineering) guidelines, methods, and research results;

• Pilots: Basic airmanship, unusual attitude recovery, CRM, team decision making,
awareness ofoperational aspects ofaircraft design philosophy, automation and mode
management;

• Airline/operator management: Human performance considerations in areas such as
flight deck automation, operational considerations related to the design philosophy of
aircraft, design ofprocedures, checklists, manuals, and LOFT scenarios;

• Air traffic service personnel: Capabilities and limitations ofFMS-equipped aircraft, line
operations considerations;

• Regulators: Human performance evaluation methods, criteria, guidelines, and research
results; identification ofresearch requirements; operational knowledge about how the
airplane will be flown; and

• Researchers: Operational, design, evaluation, and regulatory considerations that shape
research needs and opportunities.
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Airplane Flight DeckDesigners

All manufacturers stated that they include human factors expertise on design teams, but the
HF Team found that these HF specialists had varying amounts ofauthority and their
participation was typically limited. Recently there has been an industry-wide growing
awareness ofthe need to treat human factors as avalid discipline in the design for new
systems (also see the section "Processes for Design, Regulatory, and Training Activities").

The HF Team found different definitions of"human factors specialist" being used within the
aviation industry. In some cases, formal training or background in relevant areas was required
(eg., experimental psychology, industrial engineering, human/computer interaction), and in
other cases, human factors expertise was related primarily to experience in piloting and flight

The HF Team also found that, in some cases, design decisions appear to be based on an
engineering design perspective, rather than how aflightcrew will use asystem in an
operational environment. For example, the mode definitions on certain airplanes appear to be
more intuitive to acontrols engineer designing asystem with specific and limited concerns in
rmnd than to apilot operating the system. This is likely to be acontributing factor to the
difficulty pilots have in understanding the autoflight modes. Likewise, pilots express
numerous concerns about the difficulty in using current flight management systems, and they
often mention that these systems appear to be designed without considering important
flightcrew operational needs, which leads to an increased potential for flightcrew errors.

In yet other cases, the human factors aspects considered in the design were primarily
ergonomic considerations (e.g., physical layout, reachability ofcontrols, legibility) While
ergonomic considerations are certainly necessary, they are not the only human factors issues
that should be considered. The cognitive requirements ofthe flight deck tasks and functions
often are not considered adequately or explicitly, and system designers who do not have
human factors skills may not find optimum or even adequate design solutions. For example,
consider the undo function available for modern personal computer systems This
capability is often not available to pilots using modem FMSs. The advantages ofsuch
features are well known, but frequently are not included in modern flight deck designs There
are several reasons why such features are not included, many related to cost, but a
contributing factor is insufficient knowledge about how to design systems to be human-
centered.

The Team found that none ofthe four airframe manufacturers or the avionics manufacturer
that we visited distributed acomprehensive, written set ofhuman-centered design principles
to their design teams for use in the design process." All the manufacturers use design
pnnciples, as embodied in their flight deck designs. The concern is that these principles are

dllrit^^distributed them publicly.
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sometimes implicit, rather than commonly understood, agreed upon, and applied consistently
by a flight deck design team.

In some cases, designers do not know or use research and technology results related to human
performance, because they neither know where to find such results, nor have they been
educated or trained to use them, or the results are not in aform they can directly apply. This
isalso acommunication and coordination issue; see the section "Communication and
Coordination" for related discussion.

Pilots

Based on the incident data, accident data, and pilot and operator input evaluated by the HF
Team, we have concerns about pilot basic airmanship skills and general airmanship
knowledge in several areas. One area is the degradation ofmanual flying skills ofpilots who
use automation frequently, or who participate in long-haul operations, and therefore do not
have the opportunity to perform manual takeoffs and landings more than afew times a
month. It is also rare for pilots to experience the edges ofthe flight envelope, or receive
training on special issues such as high altitude stability and handling qualities. Yet there have
been incidents in both the MD-11 and the A300-600 ofhigh-altitude upsets where the
autopilot disengaged for various reasons, including turbulence, resulting in pilots taking over
control ofan out-of-trim aircraft in aflight regime with which they were not very familiar.

Asecond area ofconcern is in the skills needed to perform recovery from unusual aircraft
attitudes. Pilots at many airlines are not required to perform recoveries from most types of
unusual attitudes in training or on checkrides. While asignificant number ofpilots have a
military background where they were trained or have experience with acrobatic maneuvers, it
is less common to have such abackground than it used to be. In many cases, even former '
military pilots have not performed such maneuvers for along time. Yet inadequate response
to unusual attitudes has been implicated as apossible contributing factor in several accidents
(ATR-72 crash near Roselawn, possibly the B737 accidents near Colorado Springs and
Pittsburgh). There is enough concern in the aviation community that the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has made several recommendations regarding training
in recovery from unusual attitudes. Several airlines and organizations such as Flight Safety
International have instituted advanced maneuver training, including unusual attitude
recovery, and the FAA has issued Flight Standards Handbook Bulletin for Air Transportation
Number HBAT 95-10 providing guidance for Selected Event Training (voluntary flight
training in hazardous inflight situations not specifically identified in FAA regulations or
directives). The HF Team endorses this trend.

Yet another concern isin the flightcrew management ofthe flight deck and its automated
systems. The previous discussions ofissues with situation awareness (see the section
"Flightcrew Situation Awareness") and management and direction ofautomation
("Flightcrew Management and Direction ofAutomation") make it clear that management of
the flight deck is afundamental skill area for flightcrews ofmodem transport aircraft. It was
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suggested to the HF Team that the notion ofbasic airmanship should be expanded to
explicitly include management of the flight deck systems, including the automation - and we
agree. Flightcrews should explicitly receive instruction and practice in when and how to:

(1) appropriately use automation;

(2) transition between various levels ofautomation,; and
(3) revert to manual flight.

Other important knowledge and skill areas for flightcrews are flightcrew resource
management (already underway in many airline training programs), understanding of
decision-making processes (including team decision making and handling unanticipated
events), workload and attention management, and understanding ofother human cognitive
processes (especially cognitive biases and limitations as they apply to flightcrew problem
solving in airline operations). While excellent examples oftraining programs incorporating
these concepts can be found, some airlines still do not adequately address CRM, especially
with respect to the use ofmeaningful LOFT scenarios. This is especially true for instances
where LOFT scenarios do not accommodate the operating environment in which flightcrews
may experience difficulty (e.g., oceanic operations, international operations, adverse weather
scenarios, etc.), or where LOFT scenarios do not effectively use the time allocated.

Aprimary mechanism for flightcrews to gain knowledge and skills, is, ofcourse, the
operators' training programs. Yet the operators often believe that training must be focused on
ensuring that the flightcrews pass their checkrides, and that the checkride criteria do not
include or emphasize some ofthe skill areas mentioned above, such as management of
automation or other known problem areas ofline operation. Moreover, checkrides often test
for maneuvers that are not considered to be as important as the skills mentioned above, or are
maneuvers performed on afrequent basis in line operations (e.g., Instrument Landing System
(ILS) approaches, autoland, etc.) that may not serve as the best use oftraining or evaluation
time. In addition, the maneuvers included in checkrides should be evaluated for continued
relevance, be phased out, or be conducted in amanner that reflects the way they could be
encountered in unusual circumstances during line operations (e.g., stalls, steep turns).

Based on inputs from pilots and airline training departments, the emphasis ofcheckrides and
the criteria used no longer necessarily reflect the best balance ofknowledge and skills needed
to safely conduct line operations. AQP is amove in the positive direction ofencouraging
more line-oriented training and evaluation as appropriate, and ofencouraging inclusion of
CRM in training programs. The HF Team strongly supports this trend with the qualification
identified below.

There appears to be continuous and intense economic pressure to decrease (or at least not
increase) the time required for training. In fact, one ofthe incentives for the airlines to
incorporate AQP is the potential for increased time periods between required recurrent
training. The HF Team supports the intent ofAQP and updating ofFAR 121 Subparts Nand
0 to improve the efficiency oftraining, but is concerned about any decrease in investment in
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pilot expertise. The HF Team is concerned that the economic benefits ofAQP may be
receiving emphasis over the need for enhancing safety. Acareful re-examination ofthe
balance among content, length, and type oftraining is needed (also see the section "Processes
for Design, Regulatory, and Training Activities"). This re-examination should be done to
assure that each qualification program covers important skills needed for line operations (e.g.
basic airmanship, management ofautomation) and minimizes the repetition ofmaneuvers or
skills successfully demonstrated inday-to-day operations.

Airline/Operator Management

The Team found that decision makers in operators' organizations sometimes appear to be
concerned with short term costs with regard to flightcrew training and equipment purchases,
rather than being sufficiently sensitive to the long-term need to invest in building or
enhancing flightcrew skills and knowledge and updating flight deck equipment. Also,
because safety benefits may sometimes be difficult to see or quantify, concerns over costs
tend to take priority in decisions. An example ofwhere this concern is perceived to affect
decisions about equipment purchases is in the choice ofwhether to buy flight deck system
enhancements offered bythe manufacturers (also see the Section "Measurement of and
Incentivesfor Safety").

An area where management is perceived to lack knowledge or commitment is in identifying
for line pilots the flight deck design philosophies for the aircraft in their fleet. Many airlines
have reduced their engineering or operations departments to the point that meaningful
contributions toflight deck design philosophy during acquisition ofnew aircraft is limited.
As mentioned previously, the airline flightcrews do not get trained in the design philosophy,
yet understanding the operational assumptions embodied in the design could reduce the
potential for automation surprises. Ofcourse, as mentioned above, the airplane manufacturers
have not explicitly communicated and distributed their design philosophy. Rather, at least
until recently, the operator had no choice but to infer the philosophy from its implementation
in the flight deck.

Training department managers and other appropriate management should be aware ofthese
design philosophies as they relate to operational use and how they relate to the operator's
philosophy on using automation. This information affects the content oftraining programs
and manuals and the design ofprocedures. Ideally, the operators would work closely with the
airplane manufacturers, so that the operations philosophy and the flight deck design
philosophy are consistent andcompatible.

Air Traffic Service personnel

TheHFTeam heard numerous concerns from pilots andairlines thatair traffic controllers
and other airtraffic service personnel are not sufficiently knowledgeable about modern
aircraft orseemed to misunderstand or ignore the capabilities, limitations, operational
procedures, and constraints of FMS orautoflight system equipped aircraft. ATS clearances
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and procedures have not been kept current with flight deck evolution. FMS-friendly
procedures or clearances are lacking, even though the same air traffic objectives could be
easily achieved by taking full advantage ofthe capabilities ofhighly automated aircraft (e.g.,
use ofdirect routing to an intercept waypoint versus avector to intercept and track outbound
on a navigation aid radial).

Regulators

FAA regulatory personnel would benefit significantly from greater knowledge and expertise
mhuman factors and, in some cases, from increased operational and technical knowledge
about the airplane types for which they are responsible. Certification ofmodern automated
aircraft and evaluations offlightcrews increasingly involve considerations related to the
interaction between human(s) and machine(s). Members ofteams who conduct certification
evaluations, such as flight test pilots, inspectors, Aircrew Program Managers and ACO
engineers, are not necessarily trained human factors specialists, nor is human factors
expertise necessarily part ofthese teams. This lack oftraining and expertise contributes to
insufficient quality and inconsistent regulatory results in the certification process with respect
to flightcrew performance issues.

* Certification flight test pilots. Certification flight test pilots bear alarge share ofthe
responsibility for providing the flightcrew perspective during the flight deck certification
process. Because ofthe lack ofobjective criteria and methods (or lack ofknowledge of
the metiiods and criteria that do exist) they must often base their assessment on subjective
evaluation ofthe displays, controls, and system operation. While itis true that their
subjective evaluation generally reflects good judgment, it does not represent an objective,
systematic evaluation ofhuman performance for the target user population (i.e., the

• "typical" line pilot), nor does it always address the operational environment expected in
service. Because most ofthese pilots are highly experienced, the results are generally
very good. However, because experience varies, the results ofthe certification process
may also vary. We heard from manufacturers that they saw differences and
inconsistencies in certification results, depending on who was making the decision (also
see the section on "Processes for Design, Regulatory, and Training Activities").

In addition, the flight test pilots do not always evaluate some important aspects offlight
deck operation from the perspective ofaline flightcrew. They may evaluate operation for
apre-defined high workload situation, such as one pilot incapacitated, but may not
necessarily consider effects ofpilot-flying/pilot-not-flying coordination used in service
(e.g., monitored approach, International ReliefOfficer duties, etc.). As aresult, designs
are not always evaluated for flightcrew coordination in the operational environment in
which they will be used.

' Aircraft Evaluation Group (AEG) pilots- Adequate training is not always available for
the operational evaluations that these pilots are required to perform. For example, AEG

18Notice ofProposed Rulemaking 94-35, Docket No. 27993.
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pilots routinely are asked to provide operational judgments on characteristics such as non-
normal procedures and related handling qualities when new or modified aircraft are
proposed for U.S. airline operations under Part 121. Yet, these same pilots may not have
been trained or type rated in the airplane types for which they are responsible. In addition,
they may be lacking in recent experience on those types for which they are rated or they
may not have experience with the aircraft in an operating environment. Also, the AEG
pilots have skill needs in human factors similar to the certification test pilots.

• Other Flight Standards personnel The level ofrelevant technical expertise ofinspector
personnel in many Flight Standards District Offices (FSDOs) isgenerally insufficient and
has been decreasing relative to levels historically achieved. Unlike most authorities'
pilots worldwide, FAA inspectors no longer operationally fly in line operations even
though regulatory authority exists for gaining valuable experience in this manner. In
addition, inspectors may lack some specific relevant skills. For example, inspectors may
not have experience in the class ofaircraft for which they are responsible, such as glass-
cockpit airplanes, or they may not be familiar with operations (e.g., oceanic) for which
they have responsibility. This may adversely affect their ability to assess and apply
human performance considerations, even ifHF training was provided. For example, they
may inappropriately apply assumptions about older airplanes to highly automated
airplanes.

In addition, regulators often do not know about or use research and technology results related
to human performance, because they neither know where to find such results, nor have they
been educated or trained to use them, or the results are not in aform they can directly apply.
As with designers, this is acommunication and coordination issue, as well as aknowledge
and skills issue associated with insufficient training.

Researchers

Just as designers and regulators lack experience and knowledge with research results,
researchers are often unaware ofthe needs and constraints ofthe operational and certification
commumty. As discussed in the section on "Communication and Coordination," researchers
need to seek out such information, and regulators and designers need to clearly describe their
needs and requirements, and follow up research efforts to help assure its relevance and
eventual use.
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Recommendations

Recommendation Knowledge-l

The FAA should encourage flight deck design organizations to:
(1) Make human factors engineering acore discipline ofthe flight deck system design

activity, and 6

(2) Ensure that the design team has sufficient human factors and operational knowledge
and expertise by: 6

• Distributing guiding principles for flightcrew-centered design (as described in
Recommendation Processes-1) to all design team members;

• Including human factors expertise as part of the design team;
• Assuring that each relevant member ofthe team has at least abasic knowledge of

human factors, in order to understand and communicate human performance issues
and human-centered design considerations; and

• Assuring that flight deck design team members have relevant operational
knowledge.

Discussion ofRecnmrrifrndatinn Knmy|efaH •

Organizations responsible for overall flight deck design or the design ofsystems used in a
flight deck should make certain that design teams have appropriate expertise and knowledge
ofhuman factors. The human-centered design principles ofthe organization (or ofthe flight
deck in which the system will be integrated) should be explicit and distributed to the design
team members. Individuals with human factors expertise should be afundamental part ofthe
design team, just as human factors should be acore discipline ofthe design activity. The
design team members who are not human factors specialists should be sufficiently trained in
human factors to understand and communicate human performance issues and design
considerations. All relevant design team members should be provided access to the human
factors literature and existing guidelines in away that makes the information accessible and
easy to use.

The design team members should have sufficient operational knowledge to incorporate
considerations ofthe operational environment into the design and evaluation process.
Suggested ways ofaccomplishing this would be to encourage or require regular jumpseat
observation (even more than is now done), encourage more interaction with arange ofpilots
who have recent, representative line experience, and include structured evaluations by
operators or line pilots during the designprocess.
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Recommendation Knowledge-2

The FAA should reassess the requirements that determine the content, length, and type
ofinitial and recurrent flightcrew training. Ensure that the content appropriately
includes:

• Management and useof automation, including mental models of the automation and
moving between levels of automation;

• Flightcrew situation awareness, including mode and automation awareness;
• Basic airmanship;

• Crew Resource Management;

• Decision making, including unanticipated event training;

• Examples ofspecific difficulties encountered either in service orin training; and
• Workload management (task management).

The FAA should work with industry todevelop guiding principles and associated
advisory material for training, operational procedures, and flightcrew qualification for
the areas listed above.

Discussion ofRecommendation Knowledge-?-

It may or may not be necessary to increase the amount orlength ofinitial orrecurrent
training provided to flightcrews, but the balance among the content, length, and type of
training should be re-examined in light oflessons learned about how flightcrews interact with
modern transport airplane flight decks. The content, length, and type oftraining should
suitably reflect the philosophy and features ofthe particular airplane design.

Content of initial and recurrent training- The content of training should include alarge set of
regularly updated, realistic LOFT scenarios, regular updates on specific m-service/training
difficulties and other relevant in-service experience, and available safety information (e.g.,
the TakeoffSafety, CFIT, and Windshear Training Aids). In addition, the FAA should
require operators' initial and recurrent training programs toaddress:

• Management and use ofautomation

See Recommendations AutomationMgt-1 and AutomationMgt-2 for specific items to be
covered underthis topic.

• Flightcrew situation awareness

See Recommendation SA-2.
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• Basic airmanship

This area should cover skill degradation and advanced maneuvers training, including
unusual attitude recovery, high altitude handling qualities, full stalls," engine failure
immediately after takeoffor during approach, minimum control speeds (see
Recommendation Knowledge-3). It should also include the idea that basic airmanship in
advanced flight decks requires the flightcrew to be flight deck managers, involving
workload management. While this has always been an element ofgood piloting, it is even
more critical in advanced flight decks.

• Crew Resource Management

Many airlines are already doing an excellent job of incorporating CRM into their training
curricula; this should be reinforced and encouraged in all operators. The HF Team
supports the proposed regulatory requirement for CRM training by all Part 121 operators
and applicable Part 135 operators.

• Decision making, including unanticipated event training
This area should cover general decision making skills and fundamentals, including team
decision making and cognitive biases, as an important part ofthe content ofatraining
curriculum.Flightcrews also should be trained in dealing with unanticipated events, (e g
subsystem failures not covered by checklists) and how to use multiple checklists
especially during highworkload conditions.

• Examples ofspecific difficulties encountered either in service or in training
See Recommendation Comm/Coord-4 for items that should be covered under this topic.

Length oftraining: In addition to assuring that the length ofthe training is sufficient to cover
the appropriate content, the FAA should require the length oftraining to be based on the need
applicable to agiven airplane type, recognizing that length may vary for different airplane
types. It is not necessarily appropriate for the training time to be equivalent for different
flight deck designs and different automation philosophies.

Moreover, the training should also be adapted to the background ofthe pilot (e.g., glass vs.
non-glass experience). As an example ofone activity at one airline to address this issue,
Delta Airlines has produced atraining video designed to help pilots transitioning from non-
glass-cockpit airplanes to glass-cockpit airplanes. The HF Team endorses the trend to tailor
the training to fit the background offlightcrews.

Type oftraining: Avariety oftraining tools and methods should be considered for long-term
expansion offlightcrew knowledge, including personal computer-based training tools as an

,9The HF Team intends this recommendation to include training for full stalls in simulation, and the simulation
models must realistically reflect the actual airplane behavior to be effective for training. The training offull
stalls inactual flight isnotnecessarily appropriate.
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alternative, inexpensive means ofproviding information and encouraging exploratory
learning by flightcrews. In addition, the FAA and the airplane operators should explore
incentives to encourage practicing and training beyond the minimum required. See
Recommendation Processes-3 for relateddiscussion.

This assessment and redefinition ofcontent, length, and type oftraining should be
accomplished as soon as possible, and should be based on aset ofguiding principles.
Principlesadvocatedby the HF Team include:

• Assure consistency offlightcrew qualification internationally, to the extent possible.
• Not all aircraft are equal - be ready to increase the length and emphasis on training

when there isa large difference between the flight deck with which the pilot is
familiar and the one for which the pilot isbeing trained.

• Better match Standard Operating Procedures and flightcrew qualification assessment
with basic type design philosophy.

The HF Team supports the intentions behind AQP, such as training to proficiency, training
and evaluation as aflightcrew, etc. We agree that itis important to avoid training the
flightcrews to perform in arote manner; rather, encourage them to understand the underlying
principles behind the system design (see related Recommendation SA-2). However, the HF
Team believes that care must be taken to assure that AQP advantages are applied to safety
improvements where vulnerabilities still exist, rather than exclusively to economic advantage
(e.g., single visit, lengthened evaluation periods, etc.).

The guiding principles and associated advisory material called for inthis recommendation
should be explicitly written down, distributed to appropriate organizations, and reflected in
training courses, training processes, and operational procedures.

Recommendation Knowledge-3

The FAA should strongly encourage orprovide incentives tomake advanced
maneuvers training an integral part ofthe training curriculum, especially in recurrent
training.

Discussion ofRecommendation KnnwleHpe-V

We recognize that several operators are already conducting this training, and the FAA has
issued abulletin containing guidance for implementing advanced maneuvers into atraining
program. We strongly support those actions and consider this to be asufficiently important
issue to have aseparate recommendation to reinforce its implementation.

Incentives could include alternate means ofaddressing certain required maneuvers ifthe
objective is obtained through the advanced maneuvers training. For example, if the advanced
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maneuvers training includes high bank angle recovery and full stalls, the traditional
requirement for steep turns and approach to stall maneuvers could be considered to be
completed.

The HF Team's assumption is that most, if not all of this training would be done in training
simulators^ are not advocating, for example, that line pilots perform full stalls in the
airplane. These maneuvers could be done in ahigh-fidelity simulator.

Insufficient simulator fidelity might be an issue in implementing this recommendation For
example, the aerodynamic models ofmany simulators do not accurately reflect the behavior
ofthe aircraft under all the desired conditions. However, it is desirable for line flightcrews to
be exposed to as much ofthe flight envelope as possible so that in unusual circumstances it
is probable that at least one flightcrew member has relevant background or training and can
make constructive contributions to detecting and resolving the unusual situation

Recommendation Knowledge-4

The FAA should reassess recency requirements for flightcrews involved in long haul
operations. Consider providing incentives and alternative methods for flightcrews to
practice takeofls and landings, and perhaps arrival and departure procedures that are
infrequently used. r

DisCUSSion ofRecommendation Knowledge^-

Primary responsibility for implementing this recommendation lies with the FAA Flight
Standards Service, working with operators. In assessing the recency requirements, they
should consider the use ofautomation (i.e., how many operations are done manually versus
using autopilot). J

Recommendation KnowIedge-5

The FAA should reassess the airman certification criteria to ensure that pilots are
released with asatisfactory level ofskills for managing and using automation. Since
current training is often oriented toward preparing pilots for checkrides, the airman
certification criteria should be reassessed to ensure appropriate coverage ofthe topics
listed in Recommendation KnowIedge-2.

Discussion ofRecommendation Knnwle^ge.^

Airman certification criteria should be redefined so that release offlightcrew members to the
line only occurs when they demonstrate satisfactory skills in managing and using the
automation (also see Recommendation SA-2), rather than expecting them to learn these skills
during line operations. Correspondingly, initial and recurrent qualification courses should be
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oriented to support these criteria. In addition, theuse of LOFT scenarios in these courses
should reinforce demonstration ofkeyautomation skills.

Recommendation Knowledge-6

Operators should ensure that flight safety and training managers are appropriately
educated about human factors considerations, particularly with regard to automation.

Discussion ofRecommendation Knnwiedge-fi-

Pertinent managers should be informed about human factors considerations, especially those
managers responsible for procedures, manuals, and training program design. Managers in
technical organizations making decisions about airplane purchases should beinformed about
automation design for the different aircraft, and its potential effects on flightcrew
qualification, training, and operations. The FAA should encourage this education process.

Recommendation Knowledge-7

The FAA should improve the education ofAirTraffic Service personnel about the
capabilities and limitations of highly automated airplanes.

Discussion ofRecommendation Knowledge-7-

FAA Air Traffic Services should work with operators to improve training and/or
familiarization mechanisms for air traffic service personnel to better understand what the
flightcrews ofhighly automated aircraft must do to accommodate ATS procedures. For
example, jumpseat observations are already permitted for air traffic personnel; this
participation should be more strongly focused towards helping relevant ATS personnel
understand the capabilities ofglass-cockpit airplanes in the specific environment intended.

Recommendation Knowledge-8

The FAA should provide appropriate regulatory personnel with aguide or roadmap to
current Federal Aviation Regulations, advisory material, policy memoranda, and other
guidance material dealing with human performance related to the flightcrew-vehicle
interface. The FAA should ensure that this material is used in aircraft certification
projects, airline qualification program assessments, and airman qualification.

Discussion ofRecommendation KnnwleHpe.fi-

As afirst step towards increasing the knowledge ofcertification personnel in the area of
human factors, the Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services should specifically
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identify currently existing regulatory tools and criteria related to human factors. These tools
include the FAR, the Joint Aviation Requirements (JAR), and associated guidance material
(e.g. ACs, JAA advisory material, policy memoranda). Asynopsis ofthese tools and criteria
should be provided to ACOs, AEGs, and FSDOs as guidance for use in emphasizing human-
factors-related reviews ofexisting orplanned projects.

Recommendation Knowledge-9

The FAA should develop asystematic training program for appropriate Aircraft
Certification and Flight Standards Services personnel to provide initial and recurrent
training in the area ofhuman factors as itrelates to certifying new products and
evaluating flightcrew performance. The training should include instruction on:
• Insight into the relationship among the flightcrew, the flight deck design, and the

operational environment;

• Flightcrew information processing;

• Workload, human error, and situation awareness;

• Other flightcrew performance issues, including fatigue, CRM, and attention
management;

• Design and evaluation of flight deck displays;
• Aircraft control laws and feedback systems;

> Human-automation interaction;

» Human-centered design principles and guidelines; and
• Ergonomics - fitting the design to the user.

Discussion of Recommendation Knowjedge-Q-

The training program should be regularly updated and periodic refresher training should be
provided. Aprogram ofcontinuing education to provide awareness ofthe current status and
ongoing work/progress in this area should also be developed, along with methods for
distribution. This training should include relevant human factors theory and practical
applications, as well as guidance to resources (especially people) to help resolve human
factors issues in the evaluation process. The training program should give regulatory
personnel asolid foundation on which to ensure that HF concerns are understood during the
regulatory process.

As regulations and policy/guidance material are created and updated with regard to human
factors, the need for regulatory personnel awareness and training becomes even more critical.
This training should be required for FAA flight test pilots, flight test engineers, and
certification personnel involved in the approval of systems affecting the flightcrew interface,
and appropriate Flight Standards personnel (e.g., AEGs, FSB members).
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Recommendation Knowledge-10

The FAA should appropriately staff the standards organizations and aircraft
certification offices with human factors expertise and integrate personnel with such
expertise into certification teams, participating and applying their expertise in the same
manner as other certification team members (e.g., airframe, flight test, systems and
equipment, propulsion).

Discussion ofRecommendation Know^Hge^O-

One way to implement this recommendation would be for the Aircraft Certification Service
to appropriately staff the standards organizations and ACOs with human factors expertise.
The roles and responsibilities ofthe FAA human factors specialists should include:

• Review, critique, and assess the manufacturer's flight-deck-related certification plans;
• Participate in selected development activities to assure adequacy ofthe design;
• Review and assess flight deck relevant reports oftests and analyses submitted by

manufacturers;

• Participate in development offlight deck certification requirements;
• Participate incertification testing; and

• Define criteria andperformance measures.

Recommendation Knowledge-ll

The FAA should increase Aircraft Certification and Flight Standards Services
personnel's knowledge about each other's roles and responsibilities. In particular,
increase certification pilots' and engineers' knowledge of fine operations considerations,
and Aircraft Evaluation Group personnel's knowledge about airworthiness certification
considerations.

Discussion ofRecommendation Knowlefoe.] ]•

Recommended ways to accomplish the objectives ofthis recommendation include
developing guidelines and necessary procedures to:

• Expand the jumpseat authority for certification test pilots to improve their knowledge of
line operations, possibly to include permitting certification test pilots and selected Flight
Standards pilots (e.g., AEG pilots) to serve as flightcrew members in actual line
operations. This area was considered to be extremely important by the team members
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^$xiSl?)pr0pnate AC° engineers t0 temporary duty at Certificate Management Offices
(CMO) for the purpose ofexposing them to airline operations and Flight Standards
duties. As part of this assignment, ACO personnel should be given temporary cockpit
jumpseat authority so they could observe first hand the day-to-day operations ofan airline
from the flightcrew's point ofview.

Assign Flight Standards personnel from AEGs and CMOs to temporary duty at an
appropriate ACO. The purpose would be to expose these personnel to certification duties.

Recommendation Knowledge-12

The FAA should improve the knowledge of personnel in Aircraft Certification and
Flight Standards Services about processes for identifying and communicating
requirements for research (either specific studies required or identification ofareas of
concern).

Discussion ofRecommendation Knowledge-p-

The FAA should coordinate and provide documentation to each oftheir personnel about the
process for identifying and communicating requirements for research. It will require more
than documentation to succeed in fostering this communication, however. Significant
guidance and encouragement from appropriate management personnel will be necessary. (See
related Recommendation Comm/Coord-8.)

Recommendation Knowledge-13

The FAA should encourage researchers to learn more about industry and FAA'
research needs and about operational considerations inaviation.

Discussion of Knowledge-^-

The research community consists ofmany types ofresearch labs in avariety oflocations
including the FAA, NASA, other government research laboratories, universities and
industry. Each organization will require its own type ofeducation. There are several ways to
implement this recommendation. For example, in many instances, researchers addressing
flight deck problems should have exposure to aircraft flight deck operations. To the extent
practical and feasible, the FAA and airlines should facilitate simulator or jumpseat
observation. As discussed in Recommendation Comm/Coord-8, communication with
operators and airframe and avionics manufacturers should be encouraged so that researchers
learn more about their needs. Certification and flight standards management should foster the
processes ofcommunicating research needs, and provide guidance for doing so.
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Culture

Culture consists ofthe norms, attitudes, values, and practices that members ofa nation,
organization, profession, orother group ofpeople share. In a survey ofpilot attitudes towards
automation, very large national cultural differences were found.20 The observed differences
do not imply that one national culture issuperior to another orthat there are "culturally
correct" attitudes regarding automation. Rather, they suggest that the automated systems
reflect the culture inwhich they were designed and that these systems may be received and
used quite differently in other cultures.

Two dimensions ofculture thathave beenisolated in research have beenfound to affect the
way flightcrews manage automation and accept and practice concepts such CRM.21' 22
Power-distance refers to the nature ofrelations between leaders and subordinates, where
subordinates in high power-distance cultures tend to accept and expect autocratic leadership
and aregenerally unwilling to question the acts ordecisions of leaders. Individualism-
Collectivism reflects the extent to which an individual's behavior is defined andinfluenced
by others. Both ofthese dimensions represent aperspective with which to view the way
flightcrews interact with automation, which they may regard as an electronic crewmember.

Aspecific area where observed national cultural differences may have aneffect iswhether
the pilots will turn the automation on or off(or increase/decrease the level ofautomation)
when they are confronted by non-normal situations. Arelated issue is whether flightcrews
will disengage the automation instead ofreprogramming when changes in the flight path are
desired (such asan approach orrunway change) under high workload conditions, orwhen the
flightcrew members are confused by or unable to get desired results from the autoflight
system. For example, while 52% ofthe pilots surveyed agreed that programming the FMS
should beavoided under high workload conditions, the variation across national cultures was
between 35% and 64%. There was an even larger difference among national cultures inthe
perception that the operator's organization expects flightcrews to always use automation,
varying from 32% to 84% agreement.23 Consistent with these survey results, we found from
our meetings with airlines and pilots that different operators have different approaches to the

20Sherman, PJ &Helmreich, RL. (1995). Attitudes toward automation: The effect ofnational culture. In
Proceedings ofthe Eighth International Symposium on Aviation Psychology (pp. 682-687). Columbus, OH:
Ohio StateUniversity.
2,Hofstede, G. (1980). Cultures consequences: International differences in work-relatedvalues. Beverly Hills
CA: Sage.

^Merritt, AC &Helmreich, RL. (1996). Human factors on the flight deck: The influence ofnational culture.
Journal ofCross Cultural Psychology. 27, 6-25.
^Helmreich, RL, Merritt, AC, and Sherman, PJ (1996). The Flight Management Attitudes Questionnaire: An
international survey ofpilot attitudes regarding cockpit management and automation. Study in progress. Austin,
Texas: NASA/University ofTexas/FAA Aerospace Crew Research Project.
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use ofautomation and that their training and procedures reflect these differences. These
differences are undoubtedly influenced by both organizational characteristics and culture.

Given the evidence that culture does influence flightcrew members' use ofautomation, the
pilot model used by regulatory officials to represent the range ofexpected pilot behaviors
should take these cultural effects into consideration. (See the Section "Flightcrew
Management and Direction ofAutomation" for other discussion regarding flightcrew use of
automation, and its evaluation by certification and operational specialists.) Similarly, the
autoflight system designers' assumptions should be consistent with how the pilots will use
the automation or there is an increased potential for flightcrew error. Technical specialists at
the manufacturers expressed surprise at some ways that automation is used in line operations
indicating aless-than-complete understanding ofoperating practices.

Organizations may develop unique cultures, just as nations do. Organizational cultures
generally reflect national culture, but the history, practices, and management oforganizations
are also factors. In addition, there can be distinct subcultures within organizations For
example, mterms ofboth attitudes regarding automation and acceptance ofCRM concepts
sigmficant differences have been found among the different airplane fleets of individual '
operators.2* * The management ofparticular fleets influences the norms ofthese subcultures
withiri the operator sorganization. While the HF Team did not extensively explore this issue
the influence oforganizational leadership and culture, operations management, and corporate
the^crafti reC0gm2ed MimpOItant factors *** flightcrew's approach to operating

Yet another cultural factor that may influence automation usage is age. The HF Team heard
several comments about how younger pilots tend to be more comfortable with the automation
and programming;the FMS, sometimes preferring to use ahigher level ofautomation than
may be considered appropriate for the circumstances. We even heard some younger pilots
being referred to as "Nintendo kids." While it is important to understand the potential
influence ofthis factor, it is important not to overgeneralize the issue ofage, because many
exceptions to the generalization exist.

These are only afew ofthe possible cultural factors that influence the coordination between
the flightcrew and the flight deck. The HF Team assessment ofthis area was very limited but
was enough to recognize that cultural effects can be important - and at present, we do not
understand as much as we should about theireffects.

24ibid.

"Helmreich, RL &Foushee, HC (1993). Why Crew Resource Management? Empirical and theoretical bases
ofhuman factors training maviation. In EL Wiener, BG Kanki, and RL Helmreich (Eds.), Cockpit Resource
Management (pp. 3- 45). San Diego: Academic Press. F source

7aZrese*Z.2til m50Jr,Ce**""^ ***** °""**°W^"^**J"CideMHuman
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Language

An issue related to but distinct from culture is that oflanguage. English is the standard
language ofaviation, and airplane systems interfaces, manuals, procedures, and interactions
with ATS are usually in English (although there are some exceptions). The HF Team heard
concerns related to the use ofthese systems, documents, and procedures by pilots and
controllers for whom English is not their native language, and who had varying levels of
competency in English.

In general, concerns were raised that misunderstandings may occur when non-native English
speakers must use English. Several examples where these misunderstandings may occur
include:

• Situations involving amix ofnative and non-native English speakers, among flightcrew
members on the flight deck and between flightcrews and controllers;

• English-language-based flight decks operated by flightcrew members whose native
language is not English. This is exacerbated by abbreviations and cryptic messages on
caution and warning systems, flight mode annunciators, control display units, etc.; and

• Non-English-based flight decks (e.g., Russian aircraft based on the Cyrillic alphabet)
being operated by flightcrew members whose native language isnot the same as the one
on which the flight deck is based.

Using ICAO standard phraseology may help reduce the potential for miscommunications.
However, the ICAO phraseology standards are outdated for many new types ofoperations
now occurring in the aviation environment (e.g., sidestep approaches, converging approaches,
FMS approaches, RNP).

Recommendations

Recommendation Culture-1

The FAA should ensure that research is conducted to characterize cultural effects and
provide better methods to adapt design, training, publications, and operational
procedures to different cultures.The results ofthe research should also be used to
identify significant vulnerabilities, ifany, in existing flight deck designs, training, or
operations, and how those vulnerabilities should be addressed.
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Discussion ofRecommendation Culture-1 •

Understanding ofthe problems and issues in this area is limited but growing. There is aneed
to accelerate that growth, and proceed with implementation ofmethods to incorporate the
knowledge. The results of research in this area must be transitioned to the target customer
community as soon as possible.

There may be resistance to this recommendation by organizations who believe their culture
or practices are underquestion.

Recommendation CuIture-2

The FAA should encourage simplified flight deck messages, training, manuals, and
procedures with clearer meaning to non-native English speakers. The FAA should
encourage the use ofintemationaUy understood visual symbols and pictures where

[appropriate, rather than verbal descriptions ordirections.

Discussion ofRecommenH^Jon rnlnire.?-

The FAA should work together with industry to implement this recommendation. They
should encourage the use ofsimplified messages on caution and warning systems, and
corresponding clear and simple procedures.

Recommendation CuIture-3

The FAA should provide leadership to update ICAO phraseology standards and to
encourage their use.

Discussion ofRecommendation Cultured-

The FAA should work with ICAO to assure that the ICAO phraseology is updated where
appropriate, especially for new types ofnavigation procedures and approaches. The updated
phraseology should be adopted for standard use to reduce the potential for
miscommunications. ICAO phraseology that does not need updating should be adopted for
standard use as soon as possible without waiting for the updates to be developed
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Recommendation Culture-4

The FAA should promote timely and clear communications between flightcrews and
Air Traffic Services through:

Accelerated efforts for transmission ofinformation via datalink, as appropriate
(e.g., Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS), weather, pre-departure
clearances (PDC));

Assuring clear and intelligible transmission of ATIS and clearance information
where datalink is unavailable or unsuitable; and

Standard procedures and taxi routes.

Discussion ofRecommendation Culhire-4-

The FAA should encourage the transmission ofATIS, weather, PDC, and other appropriate
information by datalink. The FAA should also assure that ATIS and clearance information is
communicated clearly and intelligibly from Air Traffic Services; that is, the transmission of
information should be done slowly and distinctly enough for comprehension by all
flightcrews, including those whose native language is not English. In addition, the FAA
should encourage the use ofstandard taxi routes tofacilitate clear communication between
traffic services onthe ground and flightcrews.
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Potential Barriers to Implementation ofthe
Recommendations

Implementing the HF Team's recommendations will be challenging. Many ofthe
recommendations call for changes that will generate resistance. In this section, we identify
potential barriers to implementation ofthe team's recommendations, so that the barriers can
be addressed.

We believe the following barriers may exist to varying degrees for all the recommendations:

Resources. Considering that resources (i.e., people, money, and time) are always in short
supply, there must be avery compelling reason to invest resources in aparticular activity.

kiaMity. Incorporating improvements that can be linked to asafety issue may lead to legal
concerns over liability issues, reducing the incentives for making the improvements.

Re^tapce to change. There is anatural tendency to resist many types ofchanges, especially
ifindividuals, groups, or organizations feel threatened. For each ofthese recommendations, it
will be important to communicate the intent and potential safety benefits.

Twrf protection. This is another common response to change, especially change that is
potentially major.

Refensivene^. Another common response is defensiveness against perceived criticism.

Fitlger pointing. Problems are typically identified as the other party's fault, particularly
when system-related deficiencies are involved. We observed several cases of finger pointing
by different groups who provided input to this study.

Perception Of too mpch FAA participation and scrutiny We heard many concerns about
increased and inappropriate regulatory oversight.

Mfclindentandinffs ahp»t fflurnan Factors- There are many misunderstandings about
human factors, what it means, and what it involves. A few that we encountered are:

• There is asingle, agreed-upon definition ofhuman factors. We found that itwas
difficult to find acommonly agreed-upon definition. For example, we found that some
people use "human factors" and "crew resource management (CRM)" to mean the same
thing. Human factors is much broader than CRM, although CRM is certainly an
important part ofhuman factors.
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• There are no special skills or training required to do human factors work
(corollary: We're all human, so we can all do human factors). There is acommon
misperception that anyone can "do human factors" (whatever is meant by that -- see
previous bullet) because they are human. Therefore, for example, they can design or
evaluate adisplay or interface based on personal preferences. This perception ofhuman
factors overlooks the vast amount ofobjective, systematic methods and data developed
from theoretical and empirical human factors efforts done for avariety ofapplications.
Knowledge ofthese methods and data is important for appropriately applying human
factors. Arelated and important point that is often overlooked is that subjective opinion
or judgment may differ significantly from objective performance results. Judgments and
opinions can be very valuable for gaining insight, but are not satisfactory substitutes for
objectiveperformance data.

Experienced pilots are the same as human factors experts. As mentioned in the last
point, human factors work requires special knowledge and skills. Piloting skills are
equally valuable but are different from human factors skills.

Test pilots and line pilots can do equivalent functions. Line pilots are not trained in the
skills necessary to assess the acceptability ofsystems across the range ofpotential failure
scenarios, but they can provide valuable insight into how the systems will be used in the
operational environment. On the other hand, test pilots are specially trained in evaluation
skills, but may lack the operational experience to consider the full range ofbehaviors that
are exhibited bydifferent line pilots.

It's easy to know when the pilot's information or mission requirements are met -
we know it when we see it. This misperception is similar to the assumption that
subjective opinion or judgment is sufficient to determine that requirements are met As
said before, while useful, subjective data are insufficient. In addition to subjective
judgment and opinion, the HF Team advocates using objective, systematically acquired
dataformaking design andevaluation decisions.

Human factors professionals can "human factor" the interface after the design is
finished. As discussed earlier in the report, designing asystem to be human centered
requires consideration ofhuman performance in defining the functionality ofthe system
Simply putting awell-designed interface on the system after its functionality is already
defined is insufficient. For example, improving flight mode annunciation alone without
reconsidering the definitions ofthe autoflight modes will not solve the mode awareness
vulnerabilities.

There is asimple, single-point solution to every human factors problem. As
mentioned earlier, the issues we identified are highly interrelated. It is unrealistic to
assume that simple, single-point solutions will usually solve human factors problems

"What Avionics Engineers Need to Know About Human Factors. Victor Riley, 1995 Digital Avionics Systems
Conference.
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We don't need to fix the design - just train the pilots more. Training should not be
used as the solution for inadequate design, although sometimes the only short-term
approach to dealing with design problems is through training. However, longer-term
solutions for improved design should also be pursued.

Current experience is always applicable to new technology. While sometimes true, it
is risky to assume that new technology will have thesame influence onhuman
performance ascurrent experience with current technology.

HF evaluation is a democratic process. Just because morethanhalf of a number of
evaluators (or test subjects) have acertain opinion or judgment does not necessarily make
that judgment the "right" answer from ahuman performance perspective.

Existence ofa HF department means HF isa part of design process. The existence of
ahuman factors department does not ensure that human factors have been adequately
considered as acore discipline in design (or in other relevant areas, such as training or
certification).
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Follow-On Effort and Implementation ofthe
Recommendations

Although a great deal ofeffort has gone into the HF Team's activities, the really difficult
tasks lie ahead. The recommendations contained within this report potentially affect many
areas within the FAA and industry, including aircraft design and certification, flight
operations, flightcrew training, air traffic control, and research and development.
Implementation ofthese recommendations will require a commitment by the affected
organizations and individuals. Without commitment, this effort could be soon forgotten, the
reportput on a shelf, and the statusquo maintained.

Therefore, rather than being viewed as the end ofaproject, this report represents the
beginning ofwhat must be a long term commitment by the FAA and the aviation community
that will, if successfully implemented and managed, help reduce the accident rate and
improve the safety ofair transportation. As the first phase ofthis effort comes to aclose, and
to assure necessary improvements in the safety ofair transportation, it is important that the
FAA commit the necessary resources to implementing the recommendations presented in this
report.

What's Next?

Since so many FAA organizations are affected by the recommendations, ameans oftracking
and guiding the implementation ofthe recommendations will be necessary. Therefore, the HF
Team recommends that animplementation team be formed. This team would betasked with
coordinating the implementation ofthe recommendations and providing visibility to FAA
management ontheprogress ofthe implementation effort. Such a team could assist affected
FAA organizations by interpreting the recommendations to ensure aclear understanding of
what the Team intended, identify short and long term priorities, help schedule
implementation efforts, and help identify and obtain necessary resources. The
implementation team should have members representing each ofthe FAA organizations
responsible for implementing recommendations and should include representatives from the
HF Team. The JAA should also be represented. The implementation team should also work
with outside industry groups, such as AIA, ATA, ALPA, APA, and SAE G-10, who will also
be working to implement this report's recommendations. Figure 7shows agraphical
representation ofthe proposed FAA implementation team's inter-relationship with affected
organizations within and outside the FAA.

One ofthe first tasks ofthe implementation team should be to identify and work with the
affected organizations and develop an implementation plan, including priorities, specific
approaches to implement particular recommendations, and a schedule. The schedule would
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be based on the urgency and importance ofaccomplishing the recommendations) and the
available resources.

International Effort

Many ofthe issues and recommendations contained within this report address areas that must
be viewed minternational terms. Therefore, implementation of these recommendations
should be acoordinated effort with the JAA and other airworthiness authorities as
appropnate (e.g., Japan Civil Aviation Bureau, Australian Civil Aviation Authority).

The JAA formed ahuman factors steering group (HFStG) to consider all human factors
aspects ofthe JARs. One ofthe tasks ofthe steering group is to: "...collect information on
Human Factors issues and participate, when required, into the activities ofother regulatory
bodies or organizations (notably FAA)." The JAA HFStG will form aworking group to
consider the recommendations contained in this report.

The timing with respect to the formation ofthe JAA HFStG and the release ofthis report
raT^^PP^rtUnity f°r coordinatin8 Ae Human Factors Team's recommendations with
the JAA The FAA has been invited to participate in the JAA HFStG as an observer and has
accepted that invitation by naming two individuals to represent the FAA.
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Figure 7
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Concluding Remarks

In summary, the HF Team found during its investigation that the aviation system is very safe,
but that vulnerabilities in the flightcrew/automation interface exist, especially in the area of
flightcrew management ofautomation and situation awareness. These vulnerabilities appear
to exist to varying degrees across the current fleet oftransport category airplanes in our
study, regardless ofthe manufacturer, the operator, or whether accidents have occurred in a
particular airplane type. Although the Team found specific issues associated with particular
design, operating, or training philosophies, we consider the generic vulnerabilities and issues
the more sigmficant barrier to improving safety. It is this larger pattern that serves as abarrier
to needed improvements to the current level ofsafety, or could threaten the current safety
record in the future aviation environment. Itis this larger pattern that needs to be
characterized, understood, andaddressed.

The issues identified by the HF Team are highly interrelated, and are evidence ofaviation
system problems, not just isolated human or machine errors. Therefore, we need system
solutions, not just point solutions to individual problems. To treat one issue (or underlying
cause) in isolation may improve certain aspects ofthe aviation system, but will ultimately fail
to fundamentally increase the safety ofairplane operations, and will prevent us from reaching
the goal ofzero accidents.

The recommendations represent both short term and long term approaches to addressing the
issues. These recommendations address the immediate vulnerabilities, as well as the
characteristics ofthe processes in the aviation system that allow the vulnerabilities to exist.

The HF Team chose not to prioritize the recommendations. We decided that the prioritization
task was best left to the implementation team proposed in the previous section. Also, we were
concerned that pnontization would result in implementation ofonly those recommendations
designated as high priority. While we do believe that some recommendations may be more
urgent than others, we believe that all the recommendations are important. As stated in the
preceding paragraph, the HF Team believes asystematic approach must be taken to treating
the issues if the goal ofzero accidents is to be obtained.

The HF team also recognizes the economic pressures that inhibit making safety changes
when there is not astrong tie to an accident (and sometimes not even then). However we
believe that, ifacuon is not taken soon, the vulnerabilities we identified have the potential to
lead tomore accidents and serious incidents. P"«nuai 10

Commitment by the affected organizations will be necessary ifthe recommendations in this
report are to make adifference in aviation safety. We believe that the FAA has demonstrated
ts commitment by conducting this study. The next step will require the FAA and mere* of

the aviation community to develop innovative approaches to further improve the safety ofair
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transportation. Similarly, airplane and avionics manufacturers, operators, unions, and
associations must also be willing to work with the FAA and JAA to implement the
recommendations.
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Charter Statement

Human Factor Team to Study Interfaces between Flightcrews and Modern
Flight Deck Systems

March 1,1995
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Background;

Pilot error continues to dominate the list ofprimary cause factors for accidents involving
transport category airplanes. In approximately 60% ofthe accidents with known causes, pilot
error was identified as a primary cause factor. Modern flight deck designs, which have
automated many pilot tasks, have not significantly reduced this percentage. Although the
automatic systems have reduced or eliminated some types ofpilot errors, other types oferrors
have been introduced. Several recent accidents appear to highlight difficulties in pilot
interaction with the increasing flight deckautomation.

Therefore, the Federal Aviation Administration Transport Airplane Directorate, under the
approval ofthe Director, Aircraft Certification Service, has initiated a study toevaluate
current generation transport category airplane flight deck design, especially in regards to the
human interfaces with airplane systems and the effect ofthese interfaces on airplane safety.
The study will concentrate on the design, training/crew qualification, and operation ofthose
systems dealing with flight path management.28 Itwill encompass large transport category
airplanes equipped with current generation flight deck controls, e.g., Airbus A300-600/
A310/A320/ A330/A340, Boeing 737/757/767/747-400/777, McDonnell Douglas MD-
80/MD-90/MD-11 and Fokker F28-0100 and -0070.

To conduct this study, a team, entitled the Human Factors Team (hereafter isreferred to as
the Team), has been formed.

Statement of Ohjecrives;

The Team will evaluate current generation transport category airplane flight deck designs in
regards to the human interfaces with airplane systems and the effect ofthese interfaces on
airplane safety. The study will concentrate on the design, training/crew qualification, and
operation ofthose systems dealing with flight path management. The Team will consider all
factors that can influence the pilot's ability to safely operate the airplane during all phases of
flight, including, but not limited to, mode/situation awareness, pilot expectations regarding
the automatic systems and the subsequent pilot response when those expectations are not
met, and crew resource management inmodern flight decks.

The Team shall:

a) Identify specific and generic safety related design problems, ifany, related to pilot/airplane
interfaces, in the airplane types under study. The Team will recommend appropriate means to
address these problems.

28Flight path management is defined as the integration ofguidance, navigation, control and associated
interfaces/control devices used by the pilot to manage the flight path ofthe aircraft.
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b) Identify specific and generic training/crew qualification and operational problems, ifany,
related to pilot/airplane interfaces in the airplane types under study. The Team will
recommend appropriate means to address these problems.

c) Identify those concerns that should be the subject ofnew orrevised Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR), advisory circulars (AC) and/or policies.

Principal Types to he Studied-

The following series airplanes are tobe addressed by the Team:

Boeing: Models 737/757/767/747-400/777
Airbus: Models A300-600/A310/A320/A330/A340
McDonnell Douglas: Models MD-80/MD-90/MD-11
Fokker: Model F28-0100/-0070

The Team will visit each manufacturer ofthe airplane types under study.

Time Frame:

The study shall be completed within 12 months following the first team meeting.

Group Structure;

The Team will consist ofapproximately 11 individuals and is composed as follows: (1) two
engineers from the FAA Transport Standards Staff; (2) two FAA flight test pilots; (3) the
FAA National Resource Specialists in flight management and air carrier operations; (4) one
pilot from FAA Flight Standards; (5) one NASA human factors expert; and (6) three
representatives from the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA). The Team will have co-leaders,
two from the FAA and one from outside the FAA. In addition, three independent consultants
with recognized expertise inhuman factors will be retained as expert technical advisors tothe
team. Other experts inthe areas ofstudy will be consulted asnecessary.

Group Membership:

Team membership is as follows:

FAA Co-chairs: Steve Slotte and Don Stimson, Transport Standards Staff
NASA Co-Chair: Dr. Kathy Abbott, NASA
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FAAParticipants:
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Dr. Rene Amalberti (DGAC -France) -Human Factors Specialist
Francois Fabre (DGAC - France) - Test Pilot
Terry Newman (CAA - U.K.) - Test Pilot
Heert Tigchelaar (RLD - Netherlands) - Test Pilot

Eugene Bollin, Wichita Aircraft Certification Office Flight Test
Tom Imrich, National Resource Specialist - Air Carrier Operations
Rod Lalley, Seattle Aircraft Evaluation Group
George Lyddane, National Resource Specialist - Flight Management
Guy Thiel, Los Angeles Aircraft Certification Office Flight Test

Expert Technical Arivknrr

Independent
Consultants: Dr. Bob Helmreich," University ofTexas

Dr. Nadine Sarter, Ohio State University
Dr. David Woods, Ohio State University

Product:

h__rim: Abriefreport on the Team's progress and plans will be submitted at bi-monthly
intervals tothe Manager, Transport Airplane Directorate.

Final: The Team will prepare afinal report that defines the Team's findings and
recommendations. The final report will be submitted to the Manager, Transport Airplane
Directorate.

4&~J&T6Jk
Ronald T. Wojnar
Manager, Transport Airplane Directorate
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Matrix of Issues and Recommendations

Issue

Measurement ofand Incentives

for Safety

Recommendation

The FAA should:

• Lead the aviation community
to use accident precursors
increasingly and consistently
as an additional measure of

aviation safety;

• Work with industry to
establish systems/processes for
collecting precursor data and
for tracking the influence of
system changes(e.g., design
changes, training changes) on
safety; and

• Work with industry to
investigate other means of
assessingor communicating
safety (e.g., ways of measuring
errors intercepted, incidents or
accidentsprevented, etc.).
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Issue Recommendation

Measurement ofand Incentives
for Safety

Inaccident/incident investigations
where human error is considered a
potential factor, the FAA and the
National Transportation Safety
Board should thoroughly
investigate the factors that
contributed to the error, including
design, training, operational
procedures, theairspace system, or
other factors. The FAA should
encourage other organizations
(both domestic and foreign)
conducting accident/incident
investigations to do the same. This
recommendation should apply to
all accident/incident investigations
involving human error, regardless
ofwhether the error is associated
witha pilot,mechanic, air traffic
controller, dispatcher, or other
participant in the aviation system.

Measurement ofand Incentives
for Safety

Flightcrew Management and
Direction ofAutomation

The FAA should explore means to
create additional incentives to
improve safety through
appropriate design, training or
operational improvements.

The FAA should ensure that a
uniform set of information
regarding the manufacturers' and
operators' automation
philosophies is explicitly
conveyed to flightcrews.
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Issue

Flightcrew Management and
Direction ofAutomation

Recommendation

The FAA shouldrequire
operators' manuals and
initial/recurrent qualification
programs to provide clear and
concise guidance on:

• Examples ofcircumstances in
which the autopilotshould be
engaged, disengaged, or used
in a mode with greater or
lesser authority;

• The conditions under which

the autopilot or autothrottle
will or will not engage, will
disengage, or will revert to
another mode; and

• Appropriate combinations of
automatic and manual flight
path control (e.g., autothrottle
engagedwith the autopilot
off).
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Issue

FlightcrewManagement and
Direction ofAutomation

Flightcrew Management and
Direction ofAutomation

Flightcrew Management and
Direction ofAutomation

Recommendation

The FAA should initiate a review
oftheautopilots on all transport
category airplanes to identify the
potential for producing hazardous
energy states, excessive pitch or
bank angles, subtle departures
from the intended flight path,
slow-overs, hard-overs, or other
undesirable maneuvers. Results of
this review should be the basis for
initiating appropriate actions, such
asdesign improvements, flight
manual revisions, additional
operating limitations, orchanges
intraining programs oroperational
procedures.

The FAA should assure that
analyses are conducted to better
understand why flightcrews
deviate from procedures,
especially when theprocedural
deviation contributes to causing or
preventing an accident or incident.

The FAA should request industry
totake the lead in developing
designguidelinesfor the next
generation of flight management
systems

1
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Issue

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Recommendation

The FAA should require operators
to increase flightcrews'
understanding of and sensitivity to
maintaining situationawareness,
particularly:

• Mode andairplane energy
awareness issues associated

with autoflight systems (i.e.,
autopilot, autothrottle, flight
management system, and fly-
by-wire flight control
systems);

• Position awareness with
respect to the intended flight
pathandproximity to terrain,
obstacles, or traffic; and

» Potential causes, flightcrew
detection, and recovery from
hazardous pitch or bank angle
upsets while under autopilot
control (e.g., wake vortex,
subtle autopilotfailures,
engine failure in cruise,
atmospheric turbulence).
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Issue Recommendation

Flightcrew Situation Awareness TheFAA should require
operators' initial and recurrent
trainingprogramsas well as
appropriate operating manuals to:

• Explicitly address autoflight
mode andairplane energy
awareness hazards;

• Provide information on the
characteristics and principles
ofthe autoflight system's
design thathave operational
safetyconsequences; and

• Provide training toproficiency
ofthe flight management
system capabilities to be used
in operations.

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

The FAA should encourage the
aviation industry todevelop and
implement new concepts to
provide better terrain awareness.

The FAA and the aviation industry
should develop and implement a
planto transition to standardized
instrument approaches using
lateral navigation (LNAV) and
vertical navigation (VNAV) path
guidance for three-dimensional
approaches. The use ofapproaches
that lack vertical path guidance
should be minimized and
eventually eliminated.
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Issue

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Recommendation

The FAA shouldencourage the
exploration, development, and
testing ofnew ideas and
approaches for providing effective
feedback to the flightcrew to
support error detection and
improved situation awareness.

The FAA shouldencourage
standardization, as appropriate, of
automation interface features, such
as:

• The location, shape,and
direction ofmovement for

takeoff/go-around and
autothrottle quick disconnect
switches;

• Autoflight system mode
selectors andselector panel
layout;

• Autoflight system modes,
display symbology, and
nomenclature; and

• Flight management system
interfaces, dataentry
conventions, and
nomenclature.
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Issue

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Recommendation

The FAA and theaviation industry
should update or develop new
standards and evaluation criteria
for information presented to the
flightcrew byflight deck displays
and audio advisories (e.g., primary
flight displays,
navigation/communication
displays, synoptics showing
system states).

The FAA should ensure that
flightcrews are educated about
hazardous states ofawareness and
the need for countermeasures to
maintain vigilance. The FAA
should encourage operators to:

• Develop operational
procedures and strategies to
foster attention management
skills with the objective of
avoiding hazardous states of
awareness; and

• Develop techniques to apply
during training to identify and
minimize hazardous states of
awareness.
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Issue

Flightcrew Situation Awareness

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and
Coordination

Recommendation

The FAA should sponsor research,
or assure that research is

accomplished, to develop
improved methods for:

• Evaluating designs for
susceptibility to hazardous
statesofawareness (e.g.,
underload, complacency,
absorption); and

• Training to minimize
hazardous states ofawareness.

The FAA should identify existing
airtraffic procedures that are
incompatible with highly
automated airplanes. These
incompatible procedures should be
discontinued or modified as soon
as feasible.

TheFAA should task an existing
advisory group or, ifnecessary,
establish a new forum to ensure
coordination between the design
ofairtraffic procedures and the
design and operation ofhighly
automated airplanes.
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Issue

Communication and
Coordination

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and
Coordination

Recommendation

The FAA should lead an industry
wideeffortto share safety
information obtained from in-
service data and from difficulties
encountered in training. This effort
should be capable ofassisting in
the identification and resolution of
problems attributed to flightcrew
error.

The FAA should require operators
to have an appropriate process,
with demonstrated effectiveness,
for informing flightcrews about
relevant accidents, incidents, in-
service problems, and problems
encountered in training thatcould
affect flight safety.

The FAA should encourage the
redesign and modernization ofthe
information provided to the
flightcrew in notices to airmen
(NOTAMs), charts, approach
plates, instrument procedures,
meteorological data, etc. The
information should be prioritized
and highlighted in terms of
urgency and importance, and
presentedin a clear, well-
organized, easy-to-understand
format suitable for use with
current and future airplanes.
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Issue

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and

Coordination

Communication and

Coordination

Recommendation

The FAA should improve and
increase interaction between the
Flight Standards and Aircraft
Certification Services.

The FAA and industry should
improve the coordination and
distribution oftasks undertaken by
federal advisory committees and
industry technical committees to
reduce overlap and avoid
duplication ofeffort.

The FAA shouldimprove
communication about research

programs, research results, and
advances in technologyto
appropriate FAA personnel.

The FAA should hold research

funding sponsors andresearchers
accountable for supportingthe
transfer ofresearch results.

The FAA should assure strategic
leadership and support
establishment ofa coordinated
research portfolio in aviation
human factors on the national and
international levels.
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Issue

Processes for Design,
Regulatory, and Training

Activities

Processes for Design,
Regulatory, and Training

Activities

Processes for Design,
Regulatory, and Training

Activities

Criteria, Regulatory Standards,
Methods and Tools for Design

and Certification

Recommendation

The FAA should task an aviation
industry working group to produce
a setofguiding principles for
designers to use as a
recommended practice in
designing and integrating human-
centered flight deck automation.

The FAA should establish
regulatory and associated advisory
material to require the use ofa
flight deck certification review
process that addresses human
performance considerations.

The FAA and the aviation industry
should investigate the useof
innovative training tools and
methods to expand pertinent safety
related knowledge of flightcrews
on a continuing basis. The FAA
and theaviation industry should
explore incentives toencourage
continued training andeducation
beyond the minimum required by
the current regulations.

The FAAshould require
evaluation of flight deck designs
for susceptibility todesign-
induced flightcrew errors andthe
consequences ofthose errors as
part of the type certification
process.
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Issue Recommendation Recommendation

Number

Criteria, Regulatory Standards,
Methods and Tools for Design

and Certification

The FAA should prepare and
distribute interim guidance
material that updates current
autopilot certification policy.

Criteria-2

Criteria, Regulatory Standards,
Methods and Tools for Design

and Certification

The FAA should task an

appropriate Aviation Rulemaking
Advisory Committee
Harmomzation Working Group
(HWG) with updating the
autopilot regulatory standards
(14 CFR 25.1329). This HWG
should include specialists
knowledgeable in human factors
methods and skills from both

industry and the regulatory
authorities.

Criteria-3
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Issue

Criteria, Regulatory Standards,
Methods and Tools for Design

and Certification

Recommendation

The FAA should revise/update the
following specific FARs and
associated advisory material:

§ 25.1322 Warning, caution, and
advisory lights: Revise to reflect
the current and anticipated design
practice for modern transport
category airplanes.

§ 25.1335 FlightDirector: Revise
to reflect the current and
anticipated design practice for
modern transport category
airplanes.

§ 121.703 Mechanical reliability
reports: Revise the requirements to
also include reporting of
significant flightdeck automation
failures and/or anomalies that
adversely affect safe flight path
management Reinforce the
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory
Committee (ARAC) activity in
this area.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

The FAA should encourage flight
deck design organizations to:

(1) Make human factors
engineering a core discipline
ofthe flight deck system
design activity; and

(2) Ensure that the design team
has sufficient human factors
and operational knowledge
and expertise by:

• Distributing guiding principles
for flightcrew-centered design
(as described in
Recommendation Processes-1)
to all design team members;

• Including human factors
expertise as part ofthe design
team;

• Assuring that each relevant
member ofthe team has at

least a basic knowledge of
human factors in order to

understand and communicate
human performance issues and
human-centered design
considerations; and

» Assuringthat flight deck
design team members have
relevant operational
knowledge.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

The FAA should reassess the
requirements that determine the
content, length, and typeof initial
and recurrent flightcrew training.
Ensure that the content
appropriately includes:

• Management and use of
automation, including mental
models ofthe automation, and
moving between levels of
automation;

• Flightcrew situation
awareness, includingmode
andautomation awareness;

» Basicairmanship;

• Crew Resource Management;

• Decision making, including
unanticipated event training;

• Examples of specific
difficulties encountered either
in service or in training; and

• Workload management (task
management).

The FAA should work with
industry todevelop guiding
principles and associated advisory
material for training, operational
procedures, and flightcrew
qualification for the areas listed
above.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots,Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

The FAA should strongly
encourage or provide incentives to
make advanced maneuvers

training an integral part ofthe
training curriculum, especially in
recurrent training.

The FAA shouldreassess recency
requirements for flightcrews
involved in long haul operations.
Considerproviding incentives and
alternative methods for flightcrews
to practicetakeoffs and landings,
and perhapsarrival and departure
procedures that are infrequently
used.

The FAA should reassess the
airman certification criteria to
ensure that pilots are released with
a satisfactory level ofskills for
managingand using automation.
Sincecurrenttrainingis often
oriented towardpreparing pilots
for checkrides, the airman
certification criteria should be

reassessed to ensure appropriate
coverageofthe topics listed in
Recommendation Knowledge-2.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

Operators should ensure that flight
safety andtraining managers are
appropriately educated about
human factors considerations,
particularly with regard to
automation.

TheFAA should improve the
education ofAir Traffic Service
personnel about the capabilities
andlimitations ofhighly
automated airplanes.

The FAA shouldprovide
appropriate regulatory personnel
with a guide or roadmap to current
Federal Aviation Regulations,
advisory material, policy
memoranda, and other guidance
material dealing with human
performance related to the
flightcrew-vehicle interface. The
FAA should ensure that this
material is used in aircraft
certification projects, airline
qualification program assessments,
and airmanqualification.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

The FAA shoulddevelopa
systematic training program for
appropriate Aircraft Certification
and Flight Standards Services
personnel to provide initial and
recurrent training in the area of
human factors as it relates to

certifying new products and
evaluating flightcrew
performance. The training should
include instruction on:

• Insightinto the relationship
among the flightcrew, the
flight deck design, and the
operational environment;

• Flightcrew information
processing;

• Workload, human error, and
situation awareness;

• Otherflightcrew performance
issues, includingfatigue,
CRM, and attention
management;

• Design and evaluation of flight
deck displays;

• Aircraft control laws and
feedbacksystems;

• Human-automation
interaction;

» Human-centered design
principles and guidelines; and

» Ergonomics - fitting thedesign
to the user.
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledgeand Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Recommendation

The FAA should appropriately
staffthestandards organizations
and aircraft certification offices
with human factors expertise and
integratepersonnel with such
expertise into certification teams,
participating and applying their
expertise in the same manner as
othercertification team members
(e.g. airframe, flight test, systems
and equipment, propulsion).

The FAAshould increase Aircraft
Certification and Flight Standards
Services personnel's knowledge
about each other's roles and
responsibilities. In particular,
increase certification pilots' and
engineers' knowledge of line
operations considerations, and
Aircraft Evaluation Group
personnel's knowledge about
airworthiness certification
considerations.

The FAA should improve the
knowledge of personnel in Aircraft
Certification and Flight Standards
Services aboutprocesses for
identifying and communicating
requirements for research (either
specific studies required or
identification ofareas ofconcern).
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Issue

Knowledge and Skills of
Designers, Pilots, Operators,
Regulators, and Researchers

Cultural and Language
Differences

Cultural and Language
Differences

Recommendation

The FAA should encourage
researchers to learn more about

industry and FAA's research needs
and about operational
considerations in aviation.

The FAA should ensure that

research is conducted to

characterize cultural effects and
provide bettermethods to adapt
design, training,publications,and
operational procedures to different
cultures. The results ofthe

research should also be used to

identify significant vulnerabilities,
ifany, in existingflight deck
designs, training, or operations,
and how those vulnerabilities
should be addressed.

TheFAAshould encourage
simplified flight deck messages,
training, manuals, andprocedures
with clearermeaning to non-native
English speakers. The FAA should
encourage the use of
internationally understoodvisual
symbolsand pictures where
appropriate, rather than verbal
descriptions or directions.
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Issue

Cultural andLanguage
Differences

Cultural andLanguage
Differences

Recommendation

TheFAA should provide
leadership to update ICAO
phraseology standards and to
encourage their use.

The FAA should promote timely
and clear communications
betweenflightcrews and Air
Traffic Services through:

• Accelerated efforts for

transmission ofinformation
viadatalink, asappropriate
(e.g., Automatic Terminal
Information Service (ATIS),
weather, pre-departure
clearances (PDC));

• Assuring clear and intelligible
transmission ofATIS and
clearance information where
datalink is unavailable or
unsuitable; and

• Standardprocedures and taxi
routes.
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Examples ofIncidents and Accidents Involving The

Flightcrew-Automation Interface

Location

12/29/72 Miami L-1011

7/31/73 Boston

2/28/84 New York

2/19/85 San

Francisco

Airplane Operator
lH2£

Eastern Air

Lines

DC-9-31 Delta Air Airplane landed short during an approach
Lines infog. Flightcrew was preoccupied with

questionable information presented by the
flight director. Fatal crash.

Description

Flightcrew members became immersed in
anapparently malfunctioning landing gear.
Airplane was in control wheel steering
mode. Altitude holdinadvertently
disengaged by a light force on the control
wheel. Altitude alertaural warning not
heardby flightcrew. Fatal crash.

DC-10-30 Scandinavian Malfunctioning autothrottle system during
Airlines approach resulted incrossing the runway

threshold at 50 knots above reference
speed. Runway was wet, touchdown was
4700 feet beyond the threshold ofan 8400
foot runway. Airplane overran runway,
minor injuries. Complacency andover-
reliance on automatic systems cited.

China Loss ofpower on one engine during
Airlines autoflight. Autopilot tried tocompensate

until control limits were reached. Captain
disengaged autopilot, airplane went into
unusual attitudehigh speeddive, but was
successfully recovered. Autopilot masked
approaching onset of loss ofcontrol.

747SP
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Dat£ Location Airplane Operator
Iy_pe

Description

6/26/88 Habsheim A320

7/3/88 Gatwick A320

1/89 Helsinki A300

6/8/89 Boston 767

Air France Low, slow flyover at air show. Ran out of
energy and flew into trees. Possible
overconfidence in the envelopeprotection
features ofthe A320. Fatal crash.

unknown Programmed for 3 degree flight path, but
inadvertently wasin vertical speed mode,
almost landed 3 miles short.

KAR Air While making anILS approach, the
takeoff/go-around lever wasinadvertently
depressed. In response to the unexpected
andsudden nose-up change in the
airplane's attitude, the flightcrew
immediately reacted byre-trirnming.

unknown On autopilot ILS approach, airplane
overshot the localizer. Captain switched
from approach to heading select mode to
regain the localizer, disengaged the
autopilot, andused theflight director.
Since theglide slope hadnot been
captured, the flight director was in vertical
speed mode commanding an 1,800 fpm
rate ofdescent. Alert from theground
proximity warning and towerresulted in a
go-around from about 500 feet.

Inappropriate use of open descent mode.
Fatal crash.

2/14/90 Bangalore A320 Indian
Airlines

6/90 San Diego A320 unknown
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Pilot mistakenly set vertical speed of3,000
fpm instead of3.0 degree flight path angle.
Error was caught, but airplane descended
wellbelowprofileand minimum descent
altitude.



£ Location Airplane Operator
Type

2/11/91 Moscow A310 Interflug

1/20/92 Strasbourg A320 Air Inter

9/14/93 Warsaw A320 Lufthansa
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Appendix D

Description

Pilot intervention in auto-pilot coupled go-
around resulted in the autopilot
commanding nose-up trim while the pilot
was applying nose-down elevator.
Autopilot disconnected when mode
transitioned to altitude acquire mode -
force disconnect not inhibited in this mode
as it is in go-around mode. Airplane ended
up badly outof trimandwent through
several extreme pitch oscillations before
the flightcrew regainedcontrol.
Evidence suggests flightcrew inadvertentiy
selected3,300 fpm descent rate on
approach instead of 3.3 degree flight path
angle. Fatal crash.

Wet runway, high tailwinds - After
touchdown, the air/ground logicdid not
indicate the airplane wason theground,
anddelayed deployment of ground spoilers
andreversers. Airplane overran runway.
Two fatalities.
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Date Location Airplane
Iyps

Operator

9/13/93 Tahiti 747-400 Air France
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Description,

VNAV approach with autothrottle
engaged, autopilot disengaged. Upon
reaching the published missed approach
point, VNAV commanded a go-around and
the autothrottle advanced power. After a
delay, theflightcrew manually reduced
power to idle and held the thrust levers in
the idle position. The airplane landed long
and fast. Two seconds prior to touchdown
the number oneengine thrust lever
advanced to nearlyfull forward thrust and
remained there until the airplane stopped.
Reverse thrust was obtained on the other
engines. The spoilers werp not deployed -
the automatic system did hot operate
because the number one thrust lever was
notat idle, and theflightcrew didnot
extend them manually. Theflightcrew lost
directional control oftheairplane asthe
speed decreased and the airplane went off
the right side ofthe runway.



Dale. I___q

6/6/94 Hong Kong A320

Airplane Operator
Type

Dragonair
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Description

After three missed approaches due to
lateral oscillations in turbulent conditions,
a landing was made and the airplane went
off the side ofthe runway. The flaps locked
at 40 degrees deflection (landingposition)
just before the first go-around due to
asymmetry. Asymmetry caused by rigging
at the design tolerance combined withgust
loads experienced. In accordance with
publishedprocedures, flightcrewselected
CONF 3 for landing,which extendedslats
to 22 degrees. With autopilot engaged,
lateral control lawscorrespond to control
leverposition. Under manual control,
control laws correspond to actual flap/slat
position. The configuration CONF 3, with
flaps locked at 40 degrees, is more
susceptible to lateral oscillations with the
autopilot engaged. After a similar incident
in November, 1993, experienced byIndian
Airlines, Airbusissuedan Operations
Engineering Bulletin to leave the control
leverin CONF FULL ifthe flaps lockin
that position.
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Lo__m

4/26/94 Nagoya

Airplane Operator
Iyjjfi

A300-600 China

Airlines

6/21/94 Manchester 757-200 Britannia

6/30/94 Toulouse A330 Airbus
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Description

i

Flightcrew inadvertently jactivated the go-
around switches on the throttle levers
during amanually flown japproach. This
action engaged the autothrottles and put the
flight guidance system in go-around mode.
Flightcrew disconnected the autothrottles,
but excess power caused divergence above
the glide slope. Flightcrew attempted to
stay onglide slope bycommanding nose-
down elevator. Theautopilot wasthen
engaged, which because it was still ingo-
around mode, commanded nose-up trim.
Flightcrew attempted go-around after
"alpha floor" protection was activated, but
combination ofout-of-trim condition, high
engine thrust, and retracting the flaps too
far led to a stall. Fatal crash.

Altitude capture mode activated shortly
after takeoff, autothrottles! reduced power,
flight director commanded pitch-up before
disappearing. Airspeed dropped toward V2
before flightcrew pitched ihe nose down to
recover. !

Unexpected mode transition to altitude
acquire mode during a siniulated engine
failure resulted inexcessive pitch, loss of
airspeed, andlossofcontrol. Pitch attitude
protection not provided inlaltirude acquire
mode. Fatal crash.



DalS Location Airplane Oj2gr_Qr
Iyps

9/24/94 Paris-Orly A310-300 Tarom

10/31/94 Roselawn ATR-72 American
Eagle

3/31/95 Bucharest A310-300 Tarom
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Appendix D

Description

Overshoot of flap placard speed during
approach caused a mode transition to flight
level change. Autothrottles increased
power and trim went full nose-up for
unknown reasons (autopilot not engaged).
Flightcrew attempted to stay onpatii by
commanding nose-down elevator, but
could not counteract effect ofstabilizer
nose-up trim. Airplane stalled, but was
recovered.

In a holding pattern, theairplane was
exposed toa complex and severe icing
environment, including droplet sizes much
largerthan those specified in the
certification requirements for the airplane.
During a descending turn immediately after
the flaps were retracted, the ailerons
suddenly deflected in the right-wing down
direction, theautopilot disconnected, and
theairplane entered an abrupt roll to the
right. The flightcrew were unable to correct
this roll before the airplane impacted the
ground.

Shortly after takeoffinpoor visibility and
heavy snow, with autothrottles engaged,
climb thrust was selected. The right engine
throttle jammed and remained at takeoff
thrust, while the left engine throttle slowly
reduced to idle. The increasing thrust
asymmetry resulted in an increasing left
bank angle, which eventually reached
about 170 degrees. The airplane lost
altitude and impacted the ground atan 80-
degree angle. Onlysmall rudderand
elevatordeflections weremade until
seconds beforeimpact,when the left
throttle wasbrought back to idleto remove
the thrust asymmetry. Fatal crash.
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Dgte Lo__m Airplane
Iyjjfi

11/12/95 Bradley MD-80
Internationa]
Airport

Operator

American

Airlines

12/20/95 Cali 757-200 American
Airlines
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Description

On a VOR-DME approach, theairplane
descended below the minimum descent
altitude, clipped some trees, and landed
short ofthe runway. Contributing to this
incident was a loss ofsittiation awareness
and terrain awareness bythe flightcrew,
lack ofvertical guidance for the approach,
and insufficient communication and
coordination by the flightcrew.
Unexpectedly cleared foria direct approach
to Cali, theflightcrew apparently lost
situation awareness and crashed into a
mountain north ofthe city. On approach,
the flightcrew were requested toreport
overTuluaVOR. By the timethis
waypoint was input into the flight
management computer, the airplane had
already flown past it; the autopilot started a
turn back to it. The flightcrew intervened,
but the course changes put them ona
collision course with amountain. Although
the ground proximity warning system
alerted the flightcrew, and: the flightcrew
responded, they neglectedjto retract the
speedbrakes and were unable to avoid
hitting the mountain. Fatal crash.



DalS Location Airplane Operator
Type

2/6/96 Puerto Plata 757-200 Birgenair
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Appendix D

Pescrjption

After taking off from Puerto Plata, the
flightcrew lostcontrol ofthe airplane
during climb and crashed into the ocean off
the coast ofthe Dominican Republic.
Problems withthe captain's airspeed
indication were encountered during the
takeoffroll, and the takeoff and initial
climbout were conducted using airspeed
callouts by the first officer. Continued
erroneous airspeedindications, possibly
due to a blockedpitot tube, resulted in an
overspeed warning during climb. Shortiy
thereafter the stickshaker activated. The
conflicting warnings (overspeed and stall)
apparentlyconfused the flightcrew. The
airplane entered a stall from which it did
not recover. Fatal crash.
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Appendix E
Existing FAR Part 25 Regulations

and Advisory Circulars Related To Human Factors

FAR Part 25 Regulations

SMbpartp- Flight

Section 25.101(h) states that "The procedures established [for takeoff, landing, changes in the
airplane's configuration, speed, power, and thrust, balked landings, and missed approaches]
must —

(1) Be able to be consistently executed in service by crews ofaverage skill;
(2) Use methods ordevices that are safe and reliable; and
(3) Include allowance for any time delays, in the execution ofthe procedures, that

may reasonably be expected in service."

Section 25.105(b) states that "No takeoffmade to determine the data required by this section
may require exceptional piloting skillor alertness."

Section 25.109(b)(3) allows a means ofdeceleration other than wheel brakes to be used to
determine the accelerate-stop distance ifthat means "[i]s such that exceptional skill is not
required to controlthe airplane."

Section 25.125(a)(5) states that "The landings [used to determine the landing distance data]
may not require exceptional piloting skillor alertness."

Section 25.125(b)(3) allows a means ofdeceleration other than wheel brakes to beused to
determine the landing distance ifthat means "[i]s such that exceptional skill is not required to
control the airplane."

Section 25.143(b) states that "It must be possible to make asmooth transition from one flight
condition toany other flight condition without exceptional piloting skill, alertness or
strength...including -

(1) The sudden failure ofthe critical engine;
(2) Forairplanes withthree or more engines, the sudden failure ofthe second critical

engine when the airplane isinthe enroute, approach, orlanding configuration and
is trimmed with thecritical engine inoperative; and

(3) Configuration changes, including deployment or retraction of deceleration
devices."
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Section 25.145(c) states that "It must be possible, without exceptional piloting skill, to
prevent loss ofaltitude when complete retraction ofthe high lift devices from ^position is
begun during steady, straight level flight..." (Flap gates, which prevent inadvertent movement
through the gated position may be used to comply with this requirement using segmented
retractions.) ?

Section 25.149(d) states that "...during recovery [during the flight tests to establish VMC], the
airplane may not assume any dangerous attitude or require exceptional piloting sicill,
alertness, or strength to prevent aheading change ofmore than 20 degrees." j

Section 25.149(e) requires VMCG to be determined "using normal piloting skill." |

Section 25.149(h) states that "the airplane may not...require exceptional piloting skill,
alertness, or strength to prevent adivergence on the approach flight path that would '
jeopardize continued safe approach [in determining VMCL and VMCL^..." \

Section 25.173(d) allows some neutral static longitudinal stability "ifexceptional attention on
the part ofthe pilot is not required to return to and maintain the desired trim speed and
altitude. j

Section 25.177(d) states that "[t]he dihedral effect...may be negative provided the divergence
is gradual, easily recognized, and easily controlled by the pilot."

Section 25.181(b) states that Dutch roll "[m]ust be controllable with normal use ofthe
primary controls without requiring exceptional pilot skill." I

Section 25.203(c) states that "For turning flight stalls, the action ofthe airplane after the stall
may not be so violent or extreme as to make it difficult, with normal piloting skill, to effect a
prompt recovery and toregain control ofthe airplane."

Sections 25 207(a) and (b) state that "Stall warning...must be clear and distinctive to the pilot.
[A] visual stall warning device that requires the attention ofthe flightcrew within tiie cockpit
is notacceptable byitself." ' ww^n

Section 25.233 states that "Landplanes must be satisfactorily controllable without
exceptional piloting skill oralertness in...Iandings..."

Section 25.251(c) states that "...there may be no buffeting condition, in normal fligllt
including configuration changes during cruise, severe enough to...cause excessive fatigue to
the crew... ; 6

Section 25.253(a)(2) states that "Allowing for pilot reaction time after effective inherent or
artificial speed warning occurs, it must be shown that the airplane can be recovered to a
normal attitude and its speed reduced to VMO/MMO without --

(i) Exceptional piloting strength orskill..."
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Subpart D - Design And Construction

Section 25.671(a) states that "Each control and control system must operate with the ease,
smoothness, andpositiveness appropriate to its function."

Section 25.671(c) states that "The airplane must be...capable ofcontinued safe flight and
landing after any ofthe following failures orjamming in the flight control system...without
requiring exceptional piloting skill orstrength. Probable malfunctions must have only minor
effects on control system operation and must be capable ofbeing readily counteracted by the
pilot."

Section 25.672(a) states that "A warning which is clearly distinguishable to the pilot under
expected flight conditions without requiring his attention must be provided for any failure in
the stability augmentation system or in any other automatic or power-operated system which
could result in an unsafe condition ifthe pilot were not aware ofthe failure. Warning systems
must activate the control systems."

Section 25.672(b) states that "The design ofthe stability augmentation system or ofany other
automatic or power-operated system must permit initial counteraction offailures ofthe type
specified in §25.671(c) without requiring exceptional pilot skill or strength, by either the
deactivation ofthe system, or afailed portion thereof, or by overriding the failure by
movement ofthe flightcontrolsin the normal sense."

Sections 25.677(a) and (b) require trim controls "be designed to prevent inadvertent or abrupt
operation and to operate in the plane, and with the sense ofmotion, ofthe airplane...There
must be means adjacent to the trim control to indicate the direction ofthe control movement
relative to the airplane motion. In addition, there must be clearly visible means to indicate the
position ofthe trim device with respect to the range ofadjustment."

Section 25j>79 requires that gust locks, ifwhen engaged, prevent normal operation ofthe
control surfaces by the pilot, must "automatically disengage when the pilot operates the
primary flight controls in anormal manner, or limit the operation ofthe airplane so that the
pilot receives unmistakable warning at the start oftakeoff."

Section 25 685(b) states that ameans must be provided "in the cockpit to prevent the entrv of
foreign objects into places where they could jam the [control] system." ^
Section 25.697 states:

00 ta ™vU,ideT C°nm>1 mUSt be deSigned a0 *"' "* PiIots «»I*"* the devicein any takeoff, en route, approach, or landing poSition...Lift and drag devicesmust matntatn the selected positions except for movement producXal
automanc posmonmg or load limiting device, vAhou, fete anentio^the
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(b) Each lift and drag device control must be designed and located to make i
inadvertent operation improbable. Lift and drag devices intended for ground
operation only must have means to prevent the inadvertent operation of their
controls in flight ifthat operation could be hazardous. j

(c) The rate ofmotion ofthe surface in response to the operation ofthe control and
the characteristics ofthe automatic positioning or load limiting device must give
satisfactory flight and performance characteristics under steady or changing
conditions ofairspeed, engine power, and airplane attitude..."

Section 25.699 states: j
"(a) There must be means to indicate to the pilots the position ofeach lift or drag

device having aseparate control in the cockpit to adjust its position. In addition,
an indication ofunsymmetrical operation or other malfunction in the lift or drag
device systems must be provided when such indication is necessary to enable the
pilots to prevent or counteract an unsafe flight or ground condition, considering
the effects on flight characteristics and performance.

(b) There must be means to indicate to the pilots the takeoff, en route, approach, and
landing lift device positions. |

(c) Ifany extension ofthe lift and drag devices beyond the landing position is
possible, the controls must be clearly marked to identify this range ofextension."

j
Section 25.703 states: i

"A takeoffwarning system must be installed and must meet the following
requirements:

(a) The system must provide to the pilots an aural warning that is automatically
activated during the initial portion ofthe takeoffroll ifthe airplane is in a|
configuration...thatwould not allow a safe takeoff..." ,

Section 25.729(e) requires "a landing gear position indicator...or other means to inform the
pilot that the gear is secured in the [proper] position. The flightcrew must be given an aural
warning that functions continuously, or is periodically repeated, ifa landing is attempted
when the landing gear isnot locked down. The warning must be given insufficient time to
allowthe landing gearto be locked down or a go-around to bemade. There mustnotbe a
manual shut-offmeans readily available to the flightcrew for the warning...such thatjit could
beoperated instinctively, inadvertentiy, orby habitual reflexive action. The system used to
generate the aural warning must bedesigned toeliminate false or inappropriate alerts."

Section 25.771 states: j-
"(a) Each pilot compartment andits equipment must allow theminimum flight

crew...to perform theirduties without unreasonable concentration or fatigue...
(c) ...theairplane mustbe controllable with equal safetyfrom eitherpilot seat.
(d) The pilot compartment must be constructed so that, when flying in rain or snow,

it will not leak ina manner that will distract the crew... j
(e) Vibration and noise characteristics of cockpit equipment may not interfere with

safeoperation ofthe airplane." j
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Section 25.773 provides requirements for clear and undistorted view from the pilot
compartment.

Section 25.777 requires:
"(a) Each cockpit control...[to] be located to provide convenient operation and to

prevent confusion and inadvertent operation.
(b) The direction ofmovement ofcockpit controls must... correspond to the sense of

the operation upon the airplane or upon the part operated. Controls ofavariable
nature using arotary motion must move clockwise from the offposition,
through an increasing range, to the full on position.

(c) The controls must be located and arranged, with respect to the pilots' seats, so
that there is full and unrestricted movement ofeach control without interference
for the cockpit structure or the clothing ofthe minimum flightcrew...

(d) Identical powerplant controls for each engine must be located to prevent
confusion as to the engines they control.

(e) ...lift device controls must be located on top ofthe pedestal...
(f) The landing gear control must be located forward ofthe throttles and must be

operable by eachpilot whenseated...
(g) Control knobs must be shaped in accordance with §25.781. In addition, the

knobs must be ofthe same color, and this color must contrast with the color of
control knobs for other purposes and the surrounding cockpit

(h) Ifaflight engineer is required..., the airplane must have aflight engineer station
located and arranged so that the flight crewmembers can perform their functions
efficiently and without interfering with each other."

Section 25.779 prescribes requirements for the motion and effect ofthe cockpit controls.

Section 25.781 prescribes requirements for the shape ofcockpit control knobs.

SnbnartE-Powerplflnt

Sections 25.1141,25.1142,25.1143,25.1145,25.1147,25.1149,25.1153,25.1155,25.1157,
25.1159, and 25.1161 prescribe requirements for powerplant controls (general), auxiliary
power unit controls, engine controls, ignition switches, mixture controls, propeller speed and
pitch controls, propeller feathering controls, reverse thrust and propeller pitch settings below
the flight regime, carburetor air temperature controls, supercharger controls, and fuel
jettisoning system controls, respectively.

SubnartF-Equipment

Section 25.1303 prescribes the flight and navigation instruments that are required.

Section 25.1305 prescribes the powerplant instruments that are required.
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Section 25.1309 requires that I
"(b) The airplane systems and associated components... must be designedIto that...the

occurrence of...failure conditions which would reduce the...ability ofthe'crew to
cope with adverse operating conditions is improbable.

(c) Warning information must be provided to alert the crew to unsafe system
operating conditions, and to enable them to take appropriate corrective action.
Systems, controls, and associated monitoring and warning means must be
designed to minimize crew errors which could create additional hazards.

(d) ...The [compliance] analysis must consider...the crew warning cues, corrective
action required, and the capability ofdetecting faults." j

Section 25.1321 prescribes arrangement and visibility requirements for flight, navigation, and
powerplant instruments. j

Section 25.1322 prescribes color requirements for warning, caution, and advisory lights.
j

Section 25.1329 states:

"(a) Each automatic pilot system must be approved and must be designed so that the
automatic pilot can be quickly and positively disengaged by the pilots! to prevent
it from interfering with their control ofthe airplane.

(b) Unless there is an automatic synchronization, each system must have ameans to
readily indicate to the pilot the alignment ofthe actuating device in relation to
the control system it operates.

(c) Each manually operated control for the system must be readily accessible to the
pilots. |

(d) Quick release (emergency) controls must be in both control wheels, on1 the side
of each wheel opposite the throttles. I

(e) Attitude controls must operate in the plane and sense ofmotion specified in
§§ 25777(b) and 25.779(a) for cockpit controls. The direction ofmotion must be
plainly indicated on, or adjacent to, each control. j

(f) The system must designed and adjusted so that, within the range ofadjustment
available to the human pilot, it cannot....create hazardous deviations in the flight
path under any condition offlight appropriate to its use, either during a! normal
operation or in the event ofamalfunction, assuming that corrective action begins
within areasonable period oftime. j

(g) If the pilot integrates signals from auxiliary controls or furnishes signals for
operation ofother equipment, there must be positive interlocks and sequencing of
engagement to preventimproperoperation...

(h) If the automatic pilot system can be coupled to airborne navigation equipment
means must be provided to indicate to the flight crew the current mode of
operation. Selector switch position is not acceptable as ameans ofindication "

SHCti0,n f i33i!-StuteS ** "If3flight direCt0r System is installed'mea™ niust be provided toindicate othe flight crew its current mode ofoperation. Selector switch position is not
acceptable as a means of indication." !
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Subpart G- Operating Limitation* a„rf fafem^n

Section 25.1523 states "The minimum flight crew must be established so that itissufficient
for safe operation, considering-

(a) The workload on individual crewmembers;
(b) The accessibility and ease ofoperation ofnecessary controls by the

appropriate crewmember; and
(c) The kinds ofoperation authorized under §25.1525.

The criteria used in making the determinations required by this section are set forth in
Appendix D

Section 25.1541 prescribes general requirements for markings and placards, while
§25.1543(b) states that "Each instrument marking must be clearly visible to the appropriate
crewmember."

Section 25.1545 states that "The airspeed limitations required by §25.1583(a) must be easily
read and understood by the flight crew."

Appendix Dto part 25 prescribes the criteria for determining the minimum flight crew, which
consists ofevaluations ofcrew workload factors.

FAA Advisory Circulars (AC)

AC 20-57A, "Automatic Landing Systems" sets forth an acceptable means ofcompliance for
installation approval ofsystems for Category II operations. This AC states that malfunction
ofthe automatic landing system should not:

(1) Cause significant displacement ofthe aircraft from its approach path, including
altitude loss.

(2) Upon system disconnection, involve any out oftrim condition not easily
controlled by the pilot.

(3) Cause any action ofthe flight control system that is not readily apparent to the
pilot, either by control movement or advisory display.

Also, a"means should be provided to inform the pilot continuously ofthe mode ofoperation
ofthe automatic landing system. Indication ofsystem malfunction should be conspicuous and
unmistakable. Positive indication should be provided that the flare has (or alternatively has
not) been initiated at the minimum normal flare engage heights."

AC 20-88A, "Guidelines on the Marking ofAircraft Powerplant Instruments (Displays)"

AC 25-11, "Transport Category Airplane Electronic Display Systems" covers anumber of
human factors issues. One item ofinterest is in paragraph 5g on "Attention-Getting
Requirements." It states, "For the displayed information to be effective as an attention-getter
some easily noticeable change must be evident Alegend change by itselfis inadequate to
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annunciate automatic or uncommanded mode changes. Color changes may seem adequate in
low light levels or during laboratory demonstrations but become much less effective at high
ambient light levels. Motion is an excellent attention-getting device. Symbol shape changes
are also effective, such as placing abox around freshly changed information. Short-term
flashing symbols (approximately 10 seconds or flash until acknowledge) are effective
attention-getters. Apermanent or long-term flashing symbol that is noncancellable should not
be used."

AC 25-15, "Approval ofFlight Management Systems in Transport Category Airplanes."
Some excerpts include: "Adequate annunciation ofan impending automatic departure from a
cruise altitude should be provided for all systems having vertical navigation modes. Systems
that provide vertical navigation modes that automatically capture apreprogrammed vertical
profile should require an overt flightcrew action within 5minutes ofthe top of
descent/bottom ofclimb point to activate the descent/climb unless the system is mechanized
to the altitude selector in such amanner that atransition to descent or climb will not occur
unless the altitude selector has been reset by the flightcrew to the new altitude. In addition,
the system should contain design features that provide overspeed/underspeed protection (may
be included in the autopilot system)."

"When the aircraft is being controlled in pitch, roll, thrust or airspeed by FMS functions, the
annunciation ofthese modes or submodes ofFMS operation shall be presented in aclear and
unambiguous manner in the flightcrew's primary field ofview."

"The airplane performance following addition ofgo-around thrust, during the landing
approach go-around maneuver, with or without the simultaneous loss ofan engine, should be
such that the indicated airspeed is not reduced below that which existed upon initiation ofthe
maneuver."

AC 25.1309-1A, "System Design and Analysis" includes guidance regarding the effect of
systemfailures on flightcrew workload.

AC 25.1329-1A, "Automatic Pilot Systems Approval" provides an acceptable means of
compliance with the requirements relating to malfunctions ofthe automatic pilot.
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Excerpts from the Aviation Safety Reporting

System

"The climb rate the autopilot had....nearly resulted in astall as the aircraft bled its speed to
maintain the climb [rate]. Irelied too much on the autopilot and allowed myselfto become
distracted with my chart review. I'll never underestimate the potential for disaster that over-
reliance onanautopilot holds again."

"With autothrottles, flight level change feeds in power gradually. Using manual throttles,
setting full climb power and hitting flight level change was too much [causing aspeed
excursion]. Ihave been on advance/automated aircraft for about 12 years and basic flying
skills have deteriorated somewhat, [using] autothrottles causes you not to know basic power
settings, etc."

"Captain was new to this 'high tech' 737-300 as well as newly upgraded. Ihad spent the past
halfhour showing him some ways ofusing the FMC navigation system, which he was not
very familiar with...Finally he realized his mistake and had me ask for avisual [approach].
The airport...was not in our FMC database and Ihad to 'build it' for him (he didn't know
how) -- then got into along in-flight discussion ofhow to build the OM using aradial and
distance from ITU. This is info acheck airman should have covered with him during IOE."

"Contributing factors in my opinion: ...The first officer is one ofmany dual-qualified pilots at
our airline and Ithink it was asignificant contributing factor...I can understand why his
procedures and systems knowledge on my airplane are not the best. Finally, he and Ihave a
company 'culture' difference. We come from two separate airlines that merged. The
operating procedures that prevail now are predominantly from my 'culture.' Ithought that he
was somewhat resentful and less than enthusiastic about staying with those procedures,
especially when Isuggested that his procedures were not all standard or appropriate for this
airplane."

"Why did the FMS drop the fix/restriction? Idon't really know."

"The FMC is something that takes alot ofhands on experience before apilot gets much
proficiency and speed on it and 6months practice over the last 2years is not very much."

"Too much emphasis was placed on programming the FMC."

"FMC can give you afalse sense ofsecurity because it's always accurate. This time it was off
3-5 miles..."
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The...FMC deletes crossing altitudes whenever arunway is changed or different approach is
selected at the destination. This is exactly what it is programmed to do, and in my opinion it
is avery dangerous program. Iconstantly warn new pilots about this trap in the...FMC. It had
now caught me.

"Needless to say, confusion was in abundance. There are just too many different functions
that can control airspeed and descent rates, all ofwhich can control the altitude capture."

"My first priority was data entry rather than situational awareness.

"The first officer was too concerned about the FMC entry instead ofstarting the descent
properly." b

"I was lulled into complacency because Ithought the FMC was properly programmed."

"This is areal trap...I was well aware ofit and still got distracted."

"My inexperience led me to attempt to generate acomputer solution for asimple manual
VOR problem. Attempting to reduce the workload though automation created amore
demanding situation, distracting us from the basics offlying."

"Also Ihave had no formal training on building restrictions in the computer from my
company. * J

"Being new in an automated cockpit, Ifind that pilots are spending too much time playing
with the computer mcritical times rather than flying the aircraft."

"As routine as this flying becomes, it is easy to get in atrap oftrusting the 'magic' ofthe
glass cockpits instead ofthe old reliable raw data."

"I won't again attempt aCIVET profile using autopilot/FMC. The attention ofboth pilots is
severely diluted by FMC operation and slow response."

"No amount oftechnology relieves the pilots oftheir duties ofbasic airmanship. One ofthe
mistakes Imade was assuming that after the aircraft captured VNAV PATH in the descent
that it would make the crossing restriction and require no supervision. Technological
advancements have in my opinion greatly enhanced and improved virtually all facets of
aviation; however, errors will still be made by both the machinery and the pilots who control
the machinery and in this particular incident, complacency was certainly afactor."

"This is not an isolated case. Ihave experienced similar scenarios before. We spend hours
doing nothing at cruise while the electronic wonderware does all. Near the airport the
wonderware fails, the airport equipment and personnel put unnecessary burdens on us...which
can lead to very serious consequences."
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"I reselected VNAV and the aircraft responded with avery dramatic nose down pitch. You
can get busy real fast when all the magic fails that close to landing. Ihope new low-time
people moving almost directly into glass cockpits don't rely too much on automation and
forget how to fly. My opinion - it's great, but don't ever trust it."

"This event involves afeeling ofcomplacency brought on by the latest generation ofhighly
automated, glass-cockpit airplanes. The capability to fully program complex procedures can
lead to aperception on the part ofthe flightcrew that the flight management system, once
programmed, will follow aparticular procedure fully and completely."

"Often when making descents with rapidly changing parameters, the automated cockpit
becomes unwieldy - and becomes adistraction to flying the aircraft."

"The automation is great under normal conditions and works well when you have the time to
monitor. When there isn't time to monitor, you need to fly the airplane without deliberately
trying to override systems that were never designed to perform these nonstandard takeoff
profiles."

"Had he continued to follow the flight director, we would have had afull power stall in IFR
conditions...I believe we are slowly working ourselves into detrimental reliance on
FMS/glass cockpits/autoflight systems."

"The cause ofthis uncommanded climb was never determined by the crew and did not result
many traffic conflict our knowledge. Taking into account the complexity ofthe FMC and its
ability to revert automatically from one mode to another as well as the high cockpit workload
at this point, one has no time to try and diagnose the reason behind an unwanted autopilot
action and disconnection isthe only prudent action."

«T>'I've learned that the more gizmos installed (FMC, TCAS, ACARS, etc.), the less time you
have to devote to the primary job offlying the aircraft."

"The first officer seemed at first confused about how to manage the MCP best to comply with
the speed and altitude requirement. He was using the vertical speed mode to slow his descent
to reach the requested speed and when he heard the call to expedite descent, he deployed
speedbrakes, called for flaps to 15 deg and forgot the MCP was in vertical speed; therefore
got no increase in descent rate. Actually, the autothrottle added power to maintain selected'
speed at hisselected vertical speed."

"Concentration on automation rather than just flying the aircraft was enough distraction to flv
through the altitude." J

"There are problems with training devices that have programming and logic discrepancies
Many training programs do not adequately address the real time environment"
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"I was led down the primrose path relying too heavily on the normally reliable programmed
FMC computer, greatas longas correct."

"While we were in steady state level flight, the go-around button was hit by accident by aclip
board; this caused the autopilot to disengage and the throttles to advance to takeoff thrust
Following the confusion ofthe moment, the aircraft started to climb...By the time we
reengaged the autopilot and stopped the climb, we had gained about 400 feet"

"Note that on the advanced cockpit airplane with the side stick controller, the PNF has no
idea ofthe other pilot's control movements, but can only rely on the aircraft pitch and roll
angte changes. This makes it very difficult to know what to interject during apotential bad

"Rather than ignore the map and concentrate on raw data, the captain was playing catch-up
with the computer."

"I failed to realize that the altitude restrictions are not in effect during aspeed mode descent"

"We descended 400 feet below the 10000 foot crossing altitude...How did this happen? I
suppose the wizardry ofthe 'glass cockpit' and two newcomers who were not aggressive
enough intervening when the computer did other than what they expected."

"The nature ofthese machines, unlike apilot, is to maintain ahigh rate ofdescent until the
capture zone, then make a rather abrupt level off."

"With over 4000 hours in advanced cockpits, Ihave found that these supposedly 'fail safe'
systems can occasionally set us up and then let us down in abig way."

"Automated flight holds many traps for us, most ofwhich are altitude related. We must be
even more vigilant than we were before."

"The captain then said, 'What's going on?' at which point the aircraft was observed 300 feet
high; it had entered asubtle climb seemingly on its own accord...This is another case of
learning to type 80 words aminute instead offlying the aircraft. The more automation there
is in the aircraft, it just means the flightcrew should work that much harder to remain an
active and integral part ofthe loop."

Heading select knob doubles as heading hold button and an imperceptible extra push
activates heading hold. Multifunction knobs should not be accepted on aircraft. It is simply
too easy at night when you are tired or distracted to activate the wrong function."

"Both ofus were engrossed in trying to figure out why this computerized marvel was doing
what it was, rather than turning everything offand manually flying (which we finally did)
until wecouldsort things out."
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"We entered the altitude change, began descent, and were playing the 'what's itdoing now'
game todetermine why it hadn't slowed down ascommanded. Time lost trying todecide
what it was up to put us behind the aircraft."

"The captain was confused at this point..and I could not get him toabandon the computer."

"Controllers need to understand theincrease inworkload thatis placed ona 2-man crew
using an FMC when giving restrictions andholding instructions off of a fix noton their
route."

"I don't knowwhy,witheverything apparently set in properly, the aircraft did not descend at
theproper time. I feel the cause of this mistake is too much reliance onautomated systems
and a lack ofvigilance onmy part as to the altitude and position ofmyaircraft."

"I do not believe that ATC controllers understand the operation ofcomputer driven aircraft.
Weare plagued with lateclearances, frequent changes...Also, it would be niceifthe center
used the enroute waypoints instead ofgiving us mileage points...These simple changes to
procedures would help cut out workload sowe could keep our heads out ofthe cockpit and
still use the computer."

"The flight management computer can be mis-programmed and look exactly right, unless one
istrained tobealert for potential programming pitfalls."

"The captain began programming the FMC when we should have started right down to
FLl90...We relied too much on the FMC's in asituation where they require too much input
and monitoring and increase the workload."

"The co-pilotwas relatively new on the aircraftand reliedtoo much on the VNAV
capabilities ofthe autopilot, and this resulted inbeing 300-500 feet above the...altitude
restriction."

"I diverted my attention from the basic responsibility offlying the aircraft toattend tothe
intricacies ofreprogramming the computer."

"We've become so used to using the EFIS map mode and autoflight that we've gotten away
from VOR navigation. Partly complacency, partly confusion."

"Also, both ofthese situations could have been prevented ifwe had not depended so much on
theautomation and gone back to basic flying."

"But Iwas so preoccupied with reprogramming the FMC that his warnings didn't register
with me."

"A lack ofpractical experience utilizing this equipment causes these deviations, and the time
delayin computer spool up to divulge the info is also critical."
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We missed the crossing altitude by 1000 feet. The captain was...busy trying to program the
FMC. Being new in an automated cockpit, Ifind that pilots are spending too much time
playing with the computer at critical times rather than flying the aircraft. No one looks
outside for traffic."

"The autothrottle was adding power, and Iwas fighting it and pulling the throttle back
Finally Ishut offthe autothrottle...It took me amoment to realize the autothrottle was not
engaged and the aircraft slowed tothe stickshaker aswe leveled."

"A 3000 foot error. Captain did tell me that he does not like this automatic cockpit stuff
Perhaps pilots who are that uncomfortable with new generation aircraft should stay with
steam gauges, or train more..."
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Appendix G
Questions Used to Guide Discussions with

Manufacturers and Operators

FAA Human Factors Study Team
Outline of Areas of Interest

1) Design issues about crew-system interfaces that potentially affect safe flight path
management (generically orby specific, airplane type).

2) Implications ofglass cockpit airplanes for training and crew qualifications.

3) Implications ofglass cockpit airplanes for line operations (practices, procedures,
checklists, company policies)

4) Role and suitability ofFAA, JAA, and industry safety standards and policies.

5) Role and suitability ofindustry-wide processes to identify and resolve issues related
to safe flight path management ofglass cockpit airplanes
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Questions To Guide The Discussion With Operators

Operations

1. Do you have an overall philosophy for the use offlight deck automation? Ifso, what
is it?

2. Did you develop this philosophy from the equipment that you had, or did you acquire
equipment that fit this philosophy?

3. What issues do you see, ifany, in the need to create operating policies, procedures,
checklists to supplement or compensate for design characteristics ofyour glass
cockpit airplanes?

or

Training

1. What training philosophy do you adhere to, with respect to the use ofautomation
and flight path management in glass cockpits?

2. Have there been modifications to training to accommodate different automation
designs?

3. Can you identify any generic issues that affect crew qualification (e.g. training,
checking, or recency ofexperience) that may need to be addressed industry-wide for
all glass cockpit aircraft, or industry-wide for aparticular type ofglass cockpit
airplanes?

fifisign

1. Have your crews experienced automation or flight path surprises, or mode confusion?
What design characteristics, ifany, have contributed tothese?

2. In terms offlight deck design, do you have concerns about:

2.1. Any specific aircraft type?

2.2. Transfer ofpilots between particular types?

2.3. Particular types in certain settings, (e.g., at certain airports, or
certain ATC systems, or certain weather conditions)?
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3. What design issues or characteristics are you aware of, generically or by specific
airplane type, that may be unduly contributing to difficulties regarding safe flight path
management?

Standards, Policies. Processes And R»sffflrrtfl

1. What areas do you believe the Authorities should change in the standards, policies or
processes to assure safer operation ofpresent and future glass cockpit airplanes?

2. What areas do you believe the industry (manufacturing, operating, etc.) should change in
the standards, policies or processes to assure safer operation ofpresent and future glass-
cockpit airplanes?

3. What areas do you think should be addressed in research to improve design and operation
ofpresent and future glass cockpit airplanes?

4. What else do you think this Team should consider about design, training and operation of
glasscockpit airplanes?

5. Do you have any additional suggestions for the Team in this orother areas?

Questions To Guide The Discussions With The Manufacturers

Please be prepared to discuss the following questions. Include, as applicable, the specific
supporting studies, data, etc.

Design PhilnQnphy

1. Please describe your overall automation philosophy and how ithas evolved.
• How do you decide which tasks get automated?
• How are different operating environments (e.g., air traffic systems, operator practices

cultures) taken into account? '
• What specific studies, data sources, etc. have affected your automation philosophy and

in what way?

2. When you learn ofdifficulties in service, how do you decide whether to introduce a
design change, an operators bulletin, or aproduct improvement?

3. What changes in flight deck interface design do you see occurring in the future?
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Desiffn PrnrPQg

1. Please describe your flight deck design process, particularly in terms ofthe automated
flight path management functions and the interfaces between the flightcrew and the
automation.

2. In what ways do your customers influence the design, both in terms ofthe functions
provided andhow they are implemented?

3. How are human factors issues identified and resolved?
• Atwhat point in the design process does this occur?
• What standards and methods do you use to test and evaluate human performance?

4. How are training considerations taken into account or anticipated during design?
Design Feature

1. How do you decide what autoflight modes to include?

2. How do you allocate tasks between crew members, and how do you incorporate that into
the design?

Service Implementation

1. What training philosophy (or philosophies) do you recommend in regards to using the
automation to manage theflight path?

2. Are there any generic issues involving crew qualification (e.g., training, checking
recency ofexperience) that should be addressed for either for all types or for aparticular
type of glass cockpit airplane?

3. What processes do you use to ensure the adequacy and accuracy oftraining tools and
manuals?

4. How do you obtain and incorporate feedback from your customers?

In-Service Issues

Please address the following areas of interest:

1. Crew awareness/feedback
• Mode awareness

• Mode changes
• Flight control positions
• Failures ofthe automatic systems
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• Behavior of theautomatic systems
• Trim setting and trim changes
• Thrust setting and thrust changes

2. Standardization ofthe automation interfaces

3. Envelope protection

4. Autopilot/Autothrottle
• Methods ofengaging and disconnecting
• Mode selection (direct andindirect)
• Autopilottrim authority
• Force disconnects

5. Vertical Navigation

6. Crew Workload/Boredom/Complacency/Fatigue

7. Display clutter

Standards. Policies. Processes, and R*yfaryfr

1. In what areas, ifany, should the regulatory authorities change the current standards,
policies, or processes in order to assure safe operation ofpresent and future glass cockpit
airplanes?

2. In what areas, ifany, should the industry (including manufacturers and operators) change
the current standards, policies, or processes in order to assure safe operation ofpresent
and future glass cockpit airplanes?

3. What areas, ifany, should be addressed by research in order to assure safe operation of
present and future glass cockpit airplanes?

4. What else do you think this Team should consider about the design, training, and
operation ofglass cockpit airplanes?

5. Do you have any additional suggestions for the Team in this orother areas?
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